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- Ex. Doo. 
No. 33. 
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES 
COJ\IMUNICATIN"G, 
In c01npliance with a resolution of the Sm~ate of pe~ember 8, 1869, informa,-
tion relating to the presence of the honora_b!e Willian~ JJicpougall at Pe~1-
bina, in Dakota Territory, and the opposition by the mhabitants of Selkirk 
settlement to his assumption of the office of governor of the Nortlncest Ter-
ritory. 
FEBRUARY 3, 1870.-Read, referred to the Committee on Foreign Relation ·. and onl red 
to be printed. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
In answer to the resolution of the Senate of the 8th ultimo, I tran mit a 
1·eport from the Secretary of State, and the papers which accompanied it. 
U.S. GRANT. 
WASHINGTON, Febrita-ry 2, 1870. 
DEPARTMENT OF S'.l.1ATE, 
Washington, February 2, 1870. 
The Secretary of State, to whom was r eferred the resolution of the 
Senate of the 8th ultimo, requesting the President, if in his judgment 
consistent with the public interests, to communicate to t he Senate such 
information as may be in the possession of the government relating to 
the presence of the honorable William McDougall at Pembina, in Dakota 
Territory, and the opposition by the inhabitants of Selkirk settlement 
to his assumption of the office of governor of the Northwest Territory, 
lately said to have been transferred by the Hudson's Bay Company to the 
Dominion of Canada, has the · honor to lay before the President the 
papers mentioned in the subjoined list, which contain the information 
called for by the resolution. · 
Respectfully submitted. 
HAMILTON FISH. 
The PRESIDEN'l' . 
List of papers accornpanying report of the Secretary of State to the Presi-
dent, of the 2d of February, 1870, on polit-ical adfairs in the Red River 
region. · 
No. 1. Mr. Malmros to Mr. Davis, September 11, 1869. 
In closure 1 in No. 1. Correspondence of the St. Paul Press, November 
4, 1869. 
No. 2. Mr. Malmros to Mr. Davis, November 6, 1869. 
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No. 3. Mr. Taylor to Mr. Fish, November 16, 1869. 
No. 4. Mr. Malrnros to Mr. Davis, December 4, 1860. 
No. 5. Mr. Stiles to Mr. Fish, December 10, 1869. 
No. 6. Mr. l\falmros to Mr. Davis, December 11, 1869. 
Inclosure 1 in No. 6. Declaration of independence by the people of 
Rupert's Land and the Northwest, December 8, 1869. , 
Inclosure 2 in No. 6. The order of Colonel Dennis on behalf or the 
Hon. William McDougall, appointed lieutenant governor of the - .... orth-
west Territories, December 6, 1869. 
In closure 3 in No. 6. Second order from the same, December 9, 1 "69, 
No. 7. Canadian act for temporar,y government of Rupert's Land &c. 
No. 8. Canadian act concerning surrender of the land, priYilege . . and 
rights of the Hudson's Bay Company. 
No. 9 . . Mr. Taylor to Mr. Fish, January 20, 1870. 
Inclosnre 1 jn No. 0. Supplementary papers, extracts from the pre's 
of the United States, the British proYinces, and England, as follo"TT"" 
I. Selkirk settlement. Governor Ramsey's -dsit in 1851, (from the 
Washington Chronicle.) 
II. Lord Selkirk's colonization, (from the New York Herald.) 
III. Governor J\foTavish's proclamation, (from the vVinnipeg North-
wester and Pioneer, extra, November 17, 1869.) 
IV. Mr. McDougall's statement, (from the St. Paul Press,) D ecember 
31, 1869. 
V. 1'he Indian enlistment under Colonel Dennis, further statement , 
(from the St. Paul Press.) 
. VI. Sketch of J\fr. McDougal, (from the correspondence of the New 
York Herald,) December 28, 1869. 
VII. Sketch of the Red River leaders, (from the St. Paul Press corre-
spondence.) 
VIII. Comments by the Canadian press. 
IX. Comments by American press. 
X. Comments by the English press. 
No.I. 
]Jfr. Malniros to Mr. Da·vis. 
No. 10.] CONSUL.A.TE OF THE UNITED ST.A.TES OF AMERIO.A., 
Winnipeg, British North .A..niericci, September 11, 1869. 
Sm: In the following lines I beg to submit a short statement of the 
political condition of this r>art of British North America. Of the popu-
lation of this Territory, twelve thousand to fourteen thousand inhabitants, 
one-half are French halfbreeds, belonging to the Catholic church, the 
other half are descendants of Scotchmen, English half-breeds, and a few 
Americans. The entire French, and over one-half of the other inlrnbit-
ants, are strongly opposed to annexation to Uanada, the rest, with tb_e 
exception of perhaps a couple of dozen of Canadian partisans, are politi-
cally indifferent. There are two influential corporations in this Tenitory 
:first, and by far the most in:flueutial, tbe Catholic clergy, next, the resi-
deut officers of the Hudson Bay Company. 
Both are decided in their expression to me of dislike to Canadian 
rule, although the Hudson' Bay Company, I think, might be conciliated 
by the 1anadian government if the latter would treat with proper 
con. ideration the wi. be. and jntere t' of the company' officer here. 
* * * * ,Jr, * * * 
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In case of insurrection the people, on acc~unt of their relationship 
with the Indians, would be_ able to ~et the as_s1stan~e of fr:?m on: tho1~ 
~and to fifteen hundred Indian wa~r10rs. "". . . ·· · 
The country is easi1:y defended agarnst a Canadian myas1011. At present 
there is not a single soldier in this coun~ry .. But the people have no 
political experience, little talent for orgamzation, and ha:clly en_ough po-
litical yitality to incline them to sustain the uurdens w h1ch ·an ~nsu_rrec -• 
tion might necessitate. The mass of the settlers are stro_ngly !nclmed, 
howe-rer, to get up a riot to expel the new goycrnor on lus arnrnl ?,C~e 
about the 15th of October. A few of the opponents of Canada, !t is 
true are dissuading them from engaging in any riotous proceedrngs, 
but 'whether their advice will prevail is still don utfnl. 
* ~x: * ~f- * :>:: ~ 
I am, sir, your obedient sernmt, 
OSUAR l\IAL~IROS, 
United States Consul. 
Hon. ,J. 0. B. DAVIS, 
Acting Secretary of State, 1Yashington, D. C. 
[Tnclosme.] 
(Special correspondence of the St. Paul Press.) 
}:XCI'fIXG EVEXfS- PROGRESS OF 'l'HE RED JUVJ~R REBEI.,LIOX-TIIE JHWISIYE BLOW 
STRUCK-FIYE IIUXDHED INSURGENTS IN AR:.\IS- GOY. ?111DOUG.\.LL Dl<:LEAGUERED AT 
TUE lIUDSON'S BAY COMPANY'S :FORT NEAR ]>EMBDU-TIIl'j GOYER.KOR AND nr PARTY 
DRIVEN FRO:i\-I THE TERRITORY-HE ENCA:.\fPS ON sDrEHICA:N' SOIL TO AWAIT THE 
TURN OF ,EVENTS-HE SEXDS TO THE CANADL\N GOYEH:SDIEXT FOR THOOPI'.-\ AND 
Amrs TO SlJBDU~~ THE REBELS. 
PEl\IBIXA, DAKOTA TERRITORY, .Korember 4, 1 69. 
Tuesday evening, the second instant,· a company of Reel River cavalry 'snrroumlecl 
the Hudson's Bay Company's fort near this place, where Governor l\foDonga11 and offi-
cial staff were quartered, and notified his excellency aml p:1.1'ty to leaYe the Territory 
by nine o'clock the following morning. 
The governor demanded a parley, but was informed that the troops had come to e:s:-
ecute an order, and not to hold a council. 
Promptly at nine o'clock yest,enby morning the troops entered the stockade, arrested 
and securely bound ·wmiam Ha1lett, (gui.c1e of Colonel Denis, surveyor general,) where-
upon the governor aml party made for their horses and wagons, an<l evacuated the 
fort ·without fmther warning. The entire party recrossed the international boundary, 
and are at this time encamped on United States soil near this place, out of range of the 
enemy's guns. The troops conducted themselves throughout in the most.soldier-like 
ancl orderly manner, not indulging in a single excess or any unnecessary demonstra-
tion, nor an expression disrespectful to the unfortunate executive or party. 
Immediately after the governor and party had recrossetl the boundary, a portion of 
the troops started for headquarters, taking whh them Hallett, the prisoner guifle, 
while the captain, ,vith the residue of his command, went into camp near the interna-
tional boundary, to obsene the movements of the expelled officials. 
A king without a kingdom is said to be poorer tllan a peasant. And I can assure 
you that a live governor, with a full com1ilement of officia.1s and menials, from attorney 
general down to cooks and scullions, without one poor foot of territor~,, is a, spectacle 
sufficiently sacl to move the hardest heart. 
I am informed that Mr. McDougall intends to send the ladies and children of hi" 
party back to Canada, while be will remain uear the much-coYetecl Territory and await 
the turn of events. 
It has been intimated tbat the governor has secured the services of fonr citizens of 
t~e Unite~1 States t? carry a message to the Canadian government, across the country 
via Snpenor. He will call upon the home government for troops and munitions of 
war to enable him to enter and govern his Territory. The Canadian o·overnrnent will, 
it is said, apply to the government ttt Washington for a permit. to 1~ove troops, &c., 
through United States ter!itory, inasmuch as this is absolutely the only route by which 
~bey can r~ach the Re~l River. ~ut as th~s~ troops are to be used against British sub-
.Jf'cts now m arms agarnst Canadian rule, 1t 1s not at all probable that our government 
wi11 be so extremely obliging to our rel'y elem· friends during our late tronbles. 
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'The Nor'-Wester, as yet the only paper published in the Red River settlemen~a, i in 
the interest of the Canadian government, anrl for some months past has be~n ~ 1 _repre. 
sentino- the actual condition of affairs in the Territory-representing tlus n mg of 
the pe~ple as the act of a few ignorant half-breeds, when, in fact, it is well known here 
that the Red River people, of all _nationalities, are united almost to a man. True, as 
yet only some five hundred men are in arms; but those who remain neutral cannot 
be induced to take up arms on the Canadian side, and shonld coercion be atte_mpted, 
the rising will be general, and the Indians are ready to make common cause with the 
people. 
All jg orderly and quiet in the settlements, and the rights of person and property 
respected. The troops are well su11plied, by voluntary donations from the people 
remaining at home. 
SPECTATOR. 
ANOTHER LETTER. 
[Special corresponuence St. Panl Press.] 
PEMBINA, Korember 3, 1 69. 
011 t.hc 22d of September last I ,.,,rote a letter to Mr. Kittson, of ;your place, iu 
which I grwe him a true account of the rumors of an insurrection being about to take 
place in the Red River settlement, British North America. I presume, however, no 
more faith could be placed in such rumors at that time in St. Paul than in this quiet 
town, but they resulted in these facts: 
When Governor, or rather prospective Governor, McDougall got here with his party, 
on or about the 30th ultimo, insurrectionists were organized, more than four hundred 
.strong, guarding all the roads, with headquarters at St. Norbert, some nine miles this 
side or south of Fort Garry. The proRpective governor and party proceeded from here 
as far as the trading post owned by the Hudson's Bay Company, situate about two·and 
a quarter miles north of this place, on the British side; then and there established 
liis headquarters, and decided not to go any further till the roads were cleared. One 
Mr. Provencher, his secretary of state to be, tried to force bis way down to Fort 
Garry, but the formidable gate of St. Norbert could not be overrun. He was, there-
fore, returned yesterday a prisoner, together with others attached to Mr. McDougall's 
future government, by a guard of twenty men, to the headquarters of the governor to 
be. Last night Mr. McDougall and party were notified to pack up armes et bagage and 
leave for Cauada this morning at 9 o'clock. I this morning repaired to the seat of 
\var, it being so close, an_d met on the way the future government, furnishing the sight 
of sad and disappointed faces. Some twenty fl.int guns accompanied them to the old 
sfake, or boundary line. They were sent, not to welcome the party, but to drive them 
out of tlleir country. After having escorted the future governor and company to the 
liue, the most of the insurrectionists detailed for that purpose returned to the head-
quarters at St. Norbert, to report a victory obtained without the shedding of one drop 
of human blood. At this very time his future excellency and party are preparing 
their breakfast in the timber growing on the banks of the majestical river of Pembina, 
.and will leave during the day for the Dominion of Canada. Such is life! The honors 
were only prospective-Queen Victoria not having issued her proclamation as yet, and 
'therefore the Red River settlement being no part of said Dominion-but were of a 
mighty short duration! What vicissitudes in this life! Only a few years ago I had 
tog? and s~1ield myself ~vith my family under the British flag, for protection from tlle 
hostile Indians; and this day Mr. McDougall and party have to shield themselve.s 
1mder the wings of the American eagle, for 11rotection from citizens he thought yester-
•<.lay he had been ma1le to govern! The insurrectionists feel pretty independent, and 
will no doubt hold the country for eight months without trouble, and forever unle 
'Olll' government gives to the Dominion of Canada leave to pass troops through the 
;States. In ca e of a refusal, the only alternative would be either to dispatch troop 
'by way of York Factory, or through the Thunder Hills, where they would be cruslled 
by the thunder, or c~mplete their mad now in way of construction, and forward them 
tllrough Lake Supcn?r, Lake of ,v oo~s, and Rainy Lake, l)artly by land and partly bJ· 
water. The completion of that roatl 1s very dou btfnl. Were it even in a pas able con~ 
.dition, the many thick woods lying on both sides of the way would afford the be t ol 
chance to skirmishing parties. 
The grievances are, as near as I could ascertain, that the Dominion of Canada or 
foreign authorities, are trying to force upon the Red River people an nnsuitable form 
of government, without even consulting them; that they would be taxed to pay hun-
dreds of thou ands of dollars for pretended rights just purchased from the Huililon' · B.1y 
Company by the Dominion of Canada. . 
The pre s in Canada We t ha repre ·ented them also unfit to cxerci e the ri(Tht or 
franchi e, placing them, con eqnently, in a lower position than that of the colore_,l 
11 01,l of the .American uiou; that Mr. McDougall's company were coming to their 
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untrv with the full determination of rnrrying: out every Oll<' of tl10 oppre · iY<'_ 
ri~ws '&c. They are called bep:garR, thiews, plnn~1cr ?·, &c.-n v~ry P?Or wny o1 
l't'('on~iliation. Their country snrely is not wa1!trng m _me_n of rn~elhg nee. nnd 
,bihtl', and fully competent to goYcrn them. The rn 'm:r ctiom ts are folly orgm!1z <l. 
_\fr. Jolm Brousse is their governor. I hnst> not h m:c1 of th<' nmneirnf t~1e other officer . 
Let them be recognized as belligercnti,;, and they will tnk<' ca~· of thc~r o_wn co~rntr~· . 
Jlr. Louis Riel, a yonnp; man of co11, iclerable J)~nck, lea cl. t_h<' rn:mTPctiom. t.. EYery~ 
:hin«isnow quiet. Only four sconts w·('re left n<>ar the lrn to_ pr<'v<'nt th rctun~ ot 
,\fr.}IcDougall to their land ofliberty. .dr. "\Yilliam Hall tt, bemg. n . prctcd of achng 
rhepart of a spy, was taken pri. om·r to-da~-. nnd wa. mnrchPd down by nn e. cort to 
the headqnartrrs at St. N orhert. 
.\:'\OTHER A OC:'\T. 
In addition to the n,bovr, we arc indebted to Hon . .J. '. , ' t v r for th followi11° 
extract from a priYate letter contajning forth r particnlars of th nffair: . 
11 1'he insurrection is in full blast. A provi ion al g;overnm nt l1a b n form <l, with 
John Bruce at the head as president, auc.1 Loni, Riall comnrn11<1 r-i1H•hi f of th for e . 
Gorernor McDougall passed throuo-h here la . t atnrday v ning;. \,\'hile here he wa . 
waited upon by a deputation, who }_m."sentrd him a, cornmnni at ion from the' national 
•·ommittee,' warning him to retnm. The governor and party 1w0Cl' d cl to the Hn.d on' ' 
Bay Company's fort or trac1ino- post, about two miles uorth of h er<', nrn1 pnt np for the 
night. Snrn1ay mornino· he s<fnt forwan1 Captain. Cameron n.rnl] roY n 11<' to recon-
noiter and ascertain the
0 
exact 1)0 ition of affairs. Th<>y lffOcceded nnrnol . tN1 a far 
as Stinking River, the headquarters of the insnrrectionary forces, when thry w r e 
sto)lpec1 and conducted back over the line, under guard, and th ·am party th n 
1;a1ted upon GoYernor :VIcDongall aucl l1is party, a11<1 ordered. them to return over the 
line, and gaYe them until nine o'clock this mornino- to move. Twenty mounted m n , 
fully ~rmed,. camped on the ground, waiting to enfcfrce their on1er this morning, if n_ot 
complied ·w1t~ b_y the governor. This morning, however, the goYernor n.rnl sn_1~c 
retnrned to this Sll1e of the liue. I am happy to say, however, that the whole a1fa1r 
was co~ductec1 in a most courteous manner; not an insnlt given, and no nnn<>cessary 
e.mltat10ns or demonstra,tions on either side. How the affair will terminate i. difficult 
to tell. The insurgents seem to be determined. I am informed by Captain Donald on 
and Mr. Moorebeall, who have just come throuo·h from Fort Garry, that there are 
l~etween four and fr,e hundred inen nncler arrn °and encamped at Stinkino-. Ri:er. 
Scouts are all over the country, and all thoroughfares carefully guarded. Fre1ghtrng 
and the ordinary pmsuits of business progress as thongh the country was in the e11Joy-
n:ent of profound peace. Property is respected, and no body interfered with who rnmds 
his own lrnsiness. These are the true, unvarnished facts, as near as~ can learn, with-
out any of the embellishments of interest or prnjudice. I understand the governor 
conten~plates sending the ladies back to St. Paul to-morrow morning. He will then , 
mo t likely, a;wait fmther deYelopments before . deciding npon his course." 
No. 2. 
Jlfr . .1lfalmros to .1lf r. Davis. 
Xo. 14.] CONSULATE OF THE UNI'fED S'.l'A.TES OF AMERICA., 
Winnipeg, British North America,, November 6, 1869. 
~I~: In continuation of the subject of my dispatch No. IO, relative to 
ex1strng political dissatisfaction and possible consequent revolutionary 
movements in this Territory, I beg to submit the following statement of 
recent occurrences here. 
On October 20 and 21 about two hundred armed men took an oath to 
resist Governor McDougall's coming into the country, and to defend the 
same against all Canadian pretensions to govern it. · 
Since then the arn~ed force has increased to six hundred men, this 
number being deemed sufficient for the present for all practical pur-
poses. This movement has _the sanction of the Catholic clergy. 
GoYernor McDougall arnYed at Pembina on the 29th of October
1 
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where he ·was immediately notified that the people woul<l not alloYv hhn 
to enter into the T erritory. · . ~ 
The goyernor accordingly left Pembina for Canada on the 3d of - o-
yember. 
On the 2d of November a detachment of the armed force referre d to 
took possession of Fort Garry, which they now hold. 
The discipline maintained by the armed force is admirable, and ~-ould 
reflect credit on any military corps in the world. This mo-vemen t 1 s not 
confined to the people of French extraction, on the contrary, a large 
maJority of aU other settlers either support it directly or at least sympa-
thize with it, and the prospect no-w is that in a short time the country 
wiJI be a unit in favor of independence. * * * * * 
A provisional government will be proclaimed in a short time. 
In the present condition of politics in Canada, it seems ltardly likely 
that her parliament will permit force to be used to obtain possession of 
this Territory; but in case they should send troops here next summe1~ I 
am inclined to think that by that time the pro--dsional goyernment will 
be fully prepared to suGcessfully resist any invading army Canada may 
be able to send over British soil or ,vaters, provided the reYolutionar.' 
government is conducted in foe mean time with some tact and prudence. 
Probably the only chance Canada might have of suppressing the rm-o-
lution would be the permission of the United States to send troops o-rer 
American soil-the international boundary line between t his Territor~-
and Minnesota and Dakota being close to the heart of this settlement, 
and the formation of the soil south of this point being such as to render 
the defense of the country against an inyasion from the territory of the 
United States extremely difficult. 
In that unexpected case the rev-olution would indeed be a, failure, and 
the consequences to this Territory most disastrous. The sm-en thousand 
French settlers would at once take to the plains, join the Indians, and 
for years wage a savage warfare against the Canadian troops and the 
settlement. 
Half of the settlement would be ruined. by the mere fact of the French 
abandoning their homesteads, and the other half must inevitably be 
entirely broken up by such a war. From motives of humanity, if from 
·none other, it is to be hoped that our goyerument will not let Canadian 
troops pass through the United States, should permission be asked. 
Will the department be good enough to adYise me of the policy of the 
government in this respect. 
* * * * * * 
I need scarcely say that I haye continued to ubserrn perfect neutrality 
in relation to the politics of this country. The fmv American resid@t 
who before my arri,-al were rather violent in their censure of Canada, 
were immediately ad vised by me to be guarded in their language, and 
to leave politics to the natiYes.- I am glad to say that their conduct 
ever since has been hTeproachable in thi8 respect. 
I am, sir, very respectfully, yo ur obedient sen·ant, 
Hon. J. 0. B. DA VIS, 
OSCAR MAL)llWS, 
Consul. 
Acting A.'i'ecretary of &fate, ir·ashin!Jfon, D. C. 
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~fr. Taylor to .Mr. Fish. 
ST. PAUL, l\'orember 16, 186!>. 
SIR : The attempt to extend the anadian confederation over Selkirk 
settlement and the districts thenc extendin°· to the Rocky l\Iountains, 
meets with armetl resistauce from the Fr nch population, mo tly of 
mixed Indian blood, who are more tha~ equal in number to the Engli ?-, 
Scotch and American settler . I e timate the Fr n ·h element at .ix 
thousa~1d, capable of sending one thou and m n into the field. Of the 
latter, fully one-half, mount d and arm c1 occupy the roads and ford 
between Pembina, on the international frontier, _and F rt Gan,r-po!nt 
on the Red River of the North, separated by a d1 tance of e,ent.y mil , . 
They have forcibly ejected Ilon. ·wm. 1\IcDou 0 ·a11 who had pa ed two 
miles beyond t~c frontier, with the purpo of a urnin°· hi dutie a 
lieutenant g;o,emor, under th dominion of 1anada, on the 1 t of De-
cember. 
Of the situation of this Reel RiYer community, prior to th lat attempt 
to incorporate Territory and people aR part of anada Ir £ r yon to the fol-
lowing executive documents : 
1. "Relations between the ~11ited State and orthwe t Briti h 
.America."-House Executirn Document (June 20, 1 62) o. 14G, econd 
session of the thirty-seveuth Congress. 
2. "Commercial relations with British .America,' pp., 23-36, Hou 
Executive Document (June 12, 1866) No. 128, first e sion, thirty-ninth 
Congress . 
. Under the Canadian confederation act a negotiation between the Eng-
lish and Canadian governments and the Hudson's Bay Company recently 
resulted in a transfer of the territory between longitude 90° and the 
Rocky Mountains, hitherto claimed under the charter of the companr, 
to Uauada. The people of Selkirk had no ·mice in the cession. In ad-
vance of its consummation, Canadian officials appeared in the settlement, 
projecting roads and executing surveys of land. The Canadian parlia-
~ent passed an act for a provisional government, which provided for a 
lieutenant governor and councilors, of his appointment, not exceeding 
fifteen nor less than seven in number. In the governor and council all 
legislative power was vested. Soon it was announced that most of these 
councilors would accompany the governor from Canada-, thus depriving 
the Selkirk people of all representation, however indirectly, in their 
g'O\"'"er~ment. Other apprehensions were excited during a six months' 
delay rn the extension of Canadian jurisdiction. The people became 
greatly excited with a rumor that they would be required by Canada to 
pay for the lands occupied by them and their ancestors for fifty years. 
Accustomed to a uniform duty of four per cent, the prospect of a Can-
adia1:1 tariff, with an average of :fifteen or twenty per cent., increased the 
public dissatisfaction. Under theS'e circumstances it was not difficult 
f~r . a few leaders to improvise a military organization, proclaim a pro-
v1s10nal government, and turn back the representative of the dominion 
of Canada at the border. 
I inclose the newspaper version of the event. 
Mr. Tache, the Catholic bishop at St. Boniface, is absent in Europe, 
and his priesthood, dissatisfied by the prospect of a large Canadian and 
American emigration, have taken no measures to allay the excitement 
among their parishioners. 
Whether the officials of the Hudson's Bay Company will earnestly 
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support Governor McDougall is quite a problem. They were forced into 
the recent cession to Canada, on the payment of £300,000, and there 
had beeu previously much acrimony in the discussion. Governor Mc-
Tavish, lately at tb'e head of the company's ad_ministration, coun~els 
peace and submission to Canadian authority; but there is unquestion-
ably much sympathy among all classes of the population with the de-
mands of the Ji'rench insurgents. These are likely to be as follows : 
1. The extension of suffrage to the half-breed population, and the 
concession of the right of the people to elect their own legislature. 
2. The recognition of an absolute title in all existing claims of lancl 
which are accompanied by actual occupation, and the establishment of 
a homstead system. 
3. The introduction of the American system of school endowments 
and grants of land for public improvements. · 
4. A modification of the Canadian tariff. 
Upon the refusal to grant these demands, or perhaps in any event, I 
anticipate a strong and determined movement in favor· of annexation to 
the United States. 
Any attempt to introduce English or Canadian troops will instantly 
precipitate the latter result. . If C .. entral British America remains Can-
adian, it must be only as the result of a peaceful adjustment among the 
people interested. 
I propose to communicate frequently with the State Department dur-
ing the progress of these important events. · 
I venture to send duplicates of the foregoing communication to Sec-
retary Boutwell and Senator Ramsey. 
I remain yours, respectfully, 
Hon. HAMILTON Frnn, 
8ecretary of State. 
No. 4. 
,JAMES W. TAYLOR. 
_]fr. 1 1alniros to 1lfr. Davis. 
No. 16.1 CONSULATE OF 'l'HE UNITED S'I1ATES OF AMERICA., 
Winnipeg, Br-itish North America, December 4, 1869. 
Sm: Since the date of my dispatch No. 14, the politica} state of this 
colony has very much changed. The leaders of the French portion of 
the inhab~tants, ev~r since garrisoning Fort Garry, have committed such 
a long, eries of blunders in spite of the good advice given them, that 
they have estranged the by far greater portion of the English speaking 
population from their cause. 
The spreading of many false rumors, such as that the French had 
taken up arms to suppress Protestantism in the settlement, and other 
equally ab nrd, and perhaps a judicious use of money, have likewise 
contributed to weaken the party in arms and t o render a reunion of the 
two sections of the population improbable. 
Governor McDougall, who is still at Pembiua, Dakota Territory, has au-
thorized Colonel Dennis, a Canadian, to enlist a force to disperse the 
rebels. Should that gentleman succeed in enlisting a force for that 
purpo e from among the real settlers of the colony, and coercion be at-
tempted, tJ.iere is every P!O pect of a civil war. In case, however, qoI-
onel Denms . honld recrmt largely from among lately arrived Canadian 
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· ·grants who as a class are much disliked, it may haYe the effect of 
immisi·no· th'e entire colonv in opposition to Governor fcDongall and 
aron i, • • .; . ~ 
·igain unite the two sect10ns of the people of the colon) . . 
'In case no coercion is attempted the re~els ma_y_be perhaps mduced 
to let Governor McDougall in under certam ~omht10ns. 
Ia m sir yery respectfully, your obedient servant, 
' ' 0 CAR 1IALMROS, 
Hon. J. 0. B. DA vrs, 
Acting Secretary of 8tcite, 1Vashington, D . C. 
T ~ 
.i: o. o. 
Jfr. 1Yiles to JIIr. Fislt. · 
Consul. 
\VA.SIIING1'ffN, D. C. December 10, 1809. 
Sm : I have the honor to in close some official and political document' 
and details bearing on the Red River revolution. · The telegram.' oming 
from Toronto and Ottowa, stating that the opposition to GoY rnor 
}[cDougall and the Dominion is dying· out, aml that nearly all the half-
breeds have left Fort Garr)- for their winter hunting-grounds are m~de 
up for effect in Washington, and are not according to the fact' commg 
to us through other sources. 
The following remarks are from au editorial in the St. Paul Free 
Press, and as they are based upon the letters receiyed from three cor-
respondents upon the ground, whose Yeracity the editor indor c , the 
statement made ma,y be taken as a near approximation to the trnth; if 
not indeed a faithful presentation of the actual condition of things, and 
of the sentiments and purposes of the people : 
TTTE ST. PAL'L FREE PRESS uPOX TIIE TIED RIVER .\FFAIR-TllE RED RlYER. REYOL "flOX. 
The Toronto Globe, in n,n article we copy elsewhere on the expulsion of Governor 
McDougall from the Winnipeg country, is <)nite amn, eel at the ridi.culousness of the 
thing. 
lf the affected contempt is not the disguise of gr.we n,pprehen ions, it is remarkaule 
r~at so intelligent a journal as the Globe shouhl have formed so inadequate a concep-
tion ?f the actual state of things. But if t,he startling intelligence heretofore macle 
public has not brought our Canadian friends to a realizing seuse of the situation, the 
le~ter we publish this morning will perhaps impress even provincial self-sufficiency 
with the gravity of the crisis, as we are sure they will wake np the American public 
to_the political importance of the drama which is being enacted on the frontiers of 
:.\~nnesota and Dakota, :md is rapitUy culminating to the point of a successful revolu-
non. These letters are all from well-informed anll reliable sources. They bring the 
news that on the clay mi which Governor McDougall and his staff were expelled by one 
detachment of the insurgent troops, this step was followed up by a still morn decisive 
l)low in the capture of Fort Ga,rry, the center of the Hudson Bay Company's power and 
trade. It is impossible to overestimate this event. Fort Garry is about seventy miles 
north of Pembina. It was built many years ago by the Hudson's Bay Company as their 
main c~epot of snpply for t heir numerons trading-posts, ancl as the citadel of their 
authority. It was the headquarters of the governor, representing the governing as 
well as the trading powers of the corporation. It i~ a, strong, regubr fortification, 
,vhose massive walls ancl bastions enclose the government ho'i1se, quarters for other 
officials of the company, and banacks for the troops, though it has not been garrisoned 
for many years. This strong post, smrendered without opposition, is to be the head-
<1uarters of the provisional government, of which JobnBrouss6 is the head. The gov-
ernment house, though held by the insurgents, is not yet occupied as the seat of their 
authority, out of a chivalrous respect for Governor Mc'l'avish, who, lying at the point 
of death, represents in a double sense the wa,ning shadow of the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany's authority. In the mean time the insurgents have declared martial law, aml are 
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taking measm·es to e:s:tend their go,rernment over the wh?le country fi:0111 Red ~iYer 
to the Rocky Mountains. That the leaders possess resolution and capacity ~o carry_ o~t 
their purposes is indjcatetl not only by these bold measures, but the a~mrrable <21 ci-
pline which they maintain, and to which all our correspondents bear testimony . .._ e,er 
l)efore was there such thorough or<1er antl such perfect security for life and property-
as is maintained umler the regime of what the Toronto Globe derides as a handful of 
half-castes. The present insurgent force consists of sis: hundred armed men, bormcl 
together by a solemn oath, the import of ':hic_h i~ conveyed in the word _Liberation. !t 
is the nucleus of an army- sworn to mamtam mdependence of Canadian rule. '' e 
accept the testimony of our three intelligent and well-informed correspondents, as con-
clusive that the entire population is in accord with the insurrectionary rno,emen~. 
Six hundred-the number of Tennyson's light brigade-is not a large army, but 1t 
seems to be sufficient aml overwhelmingly effective for practical purposes, and our 
correspondent assures us that in the spring the ranks of the insurgents are t? be 
swelled to tlw·ee thousancl men-an army quite sufficient to defend the countIT against 
ten times their number. Our Pembina correspondents reiterate the statement thar 
Governor McDougall-stm encamped n ear Pembina-has sent to Canada for troop 
and arms to force his way into the country, and that our government is to be asked to 
allow their transit. In anticipation of such a request we beg to call the attention of 
President Grant and the Secretary of State to the grave consequences pointed out b~· 
our Fort Garry correspondent as almost certain to fl.ow from any such action. It 
would not only invoke the whole Red River country in the horrors of a cfovastating 
civil war, in which the Indians of the plains would become the allies of the insurgent 
forces, but it would call down their united vengeance on the border settlem.ents of 
Minnesota and Dakota, and involve them in the atrocities of another Indian war. 
These considerations will be sufficient to deter our government from allowing Ameri-
can soil to be made a base of operations by a foreign government for a war of subju-
gation against a people contending for their rights. The true policy of our go~ern-
ment is to preserve an armed neutrality, and while refusing transit to British troop , 
to send at once a strong garrison to Pembina as a force of observation, and to d efend 
our own frontier against the eventualities of the revolution. 
Consequences of profound importance hinge upon the policy which our government 
may pursue- which, if no false step be taken, will in less than three years insure the 
annexation to the United States of the whole immense region from Lake Superior and 
Hudson's Bay to the Pacific, and from. the international boundary to the North Pole, 
and in no long time thereafter Canada aud the lower provinces must gravitate by the 
rnsistless force of economic laws and political and geographical affinities, to the same 
great center, and round out with tbeir annexation the continental nnity of American 
dominion. 
Tl.le following is a correct copy of a paper issued on the 9th of No-
vember l>y the president of the republic: 
PUBLIC .KOTICE- TO THE I:SHABITA.KTS OF RUPJmT'S LAND. 
The president and representatives of the Frencb-speakiug })Opulation of Rupm't' 
Land in council: the invaders of our rights being now expelled, already aware of your 
sympatby, we extend the hand of fellowship to you, our friendly fellow inhabitants; 
and in doing so we invite you to send twelve representatirns from the following places, 
viz: St. Jobn's, 1; St. Margaret's, 1; Heac1ingly, 1; St. James, 1; St. Mary's, 1; Keldo· 
nan, 1;. St. Paul's, l; St. Andrew's, 1; St. Clement's, 1; St. Peter's, 1; town of Winni-
peg, 2, m order to form one body with the above council, consisting of twelrn members, 
to consider the present political state of this country, and to adopt such measures a. 
may be deemed best for the future welfare of tbe same. A mectino-of the above council 
will be held in the court-house iu Fort Garry, 011 Tuesday, the 16th day of No-ember, 
at which the invited repre entati\·es wiH attend. • 
By order of the presiclent: 
WINXIPEH, Xorembe1· 61 1 "'69. 
LO ·rs RIEL, Secretary. 
The conYention "\Yas held, lasting se-\·eral da,rs, but of its decision I 
have uo reliable inforrnatiou. A prirnte letter printed in the JiontreaI 
Herald . ays : 
A flag bas been acloptcd, " ·hic-11 i,, eomposed of a white ground, upon 1Ybich are db· 
played three crosses-the center one large and scarl t-colorcrl-the side ones mailer 
and gol<l-colored. A o·olden friugc lJind the white grnuud. 
~ h<'ar tbat t~erc is to he a proclamation, and that the reasons a ·signccl for ri,.,iu~ 
1~·111 he that tbe1r con ent was not a ·keel by the Canadian peopl -that they were ·· ol 
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uo1i;itious with the Hu<lson;s Bay Corn)_.)any, baxc_ commltecl the uatiYes of tl:e ~ountry>. 
fnd that if tltis Imel l>eeu <lone, they :vo11lcl ba,ye hst~necl t? what the comm1ss1oners of 
thegoyernment hacl to say; hut havrng been trausferre<l m the wa~- they were, noth-
ing was left to them as brave m.en but to resent the in ult. 
The following is a copy of tbo letter handed to Go,Tcruo ' McDougall 
on his arri'rnl upou the Red River territory: . 
Bmnsu T1mnrror:Y, ~-E.\.n PE::\IUIX.\., D. T., 
Scptembel' 2, 1869. 
Srn: The nuclersio·ne<l rc1H'osont the Chippe,Ya Inclians, ,Y110 own and occupy a farge 
portion of the cou~try known as the Hudson's Ba~- Company' Territorv, or Rnpert'H 
Land. 
We take the liberty to inform your excellency on your auiYal on the intcrna~io1ml 
boundary line, and in the name of our people, to request your exccll ncy to reruam for 
a few days at or near the Fort of tho Hudson's Bay Company, (near Pembiua,) in or<ler 
to afford our chiefs and old men the opportm1ity to meet your excellency in general 
council, that we may learn from yon the intention of tho 0 ·oycrnrn nt you represent, 
respecting our people and om land. 
We have hearcl that tho sai'd government has 1mrcha 'Cd certain interest of the 
Hudson's Ba.y Company, but ,0rn have not been informed what thos' interest are. aitl 
interests could not have been lands, for the simple rea on that aid compan, (accord-
ing to tlte sfaternent of onr old men) obtained from om people only the right to occupy 
for a time a certain district of country on and near tlie Reel River. 
White men have been sent by the government which ~Tour excellen y repre ent , and 
ham been dividing our Territory into small lots, for the purpo ·e, as we are told, of 
selling them to white men. And all this is being done without consulting us, without 
treaty stipulations, and as though these lands already belonged to your government. 
Hence we insist upon a general council, and a full a11<l satisfactory understanding 
before your excellency, in the name of your government, assumes posses ion of this 
Territory. · 
Our people greatly prefer to ma.intain friendly relations to yom excellency, and tho 
government you represent; ancl we well know that this can only be clone b)T a thorough 
and amicable adjustment of our respective rights by a written treaty. 
Our people know that we have the rights, and we are nnited as one man in the de-
termination to defend them at all hazards ; and for the sake of our people, as well as 
for the be~t inter~sts of your excellency and the government you represent, we trust 
t?at onr nghts will be fully respected, and that we may be able to extend to yon the 
right hand of fellowship. 
On our ~wn behalf, as well as the people we represent, we beg your excellency will ac-
cept our kmdest regards. 
His Excellency Governor McDOUGALL. 
PIE-WA.SCH. 
CHA-WA-WE-ASCH. 
The demands then made by the insurgents were briefly as follows : 
1. The right to elect their own legislature. 
2. That t~e legislature shall have power to pass an act of local nature, 
by a two-thirds vote over the veto of the executive. 
3. No law of local nature to be binding until sanctioned by the legis-
lature. 
4. A free homestead and pre-emption law. 
5. An Indian policy calculated to insure good will au<l. quiet in the 
Territorv. · 
6. All the executive, legislative, civil, and military expenses, for a given 
number of years, to be paid out of the Dominion treasury. 
7. An appropriation to be expended in the internal improvements in 
the Territory . 
. ~fter placing tl_iese guarantees beyond peradventure, than the propo-
s1t10n of annexat10n to the Dominion to be submitted to a vote of the 
peopl~. . 
. "'\Vill~am McTavish, ~over~or ?f th~ ~udson's Bay Company, or, as he 
sign~ ~1mself, "?f .Assmaborn," JS 9-mte 111, and reported to be in a dying 
con<l1t10n . He issued a proclamation on the 16th of November, in which, 
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after citing the violations of law and depredations of the insurgents, he 
says: 
The persons who have been foremost in committing these unla,wful deeds ha-.;-e re-
sorted to acts which directly tend to involve themselves in consequences of the gra,est 
nature, and to bring upon the colony and the conn try at large the evils of anarchy and 
the horrors of war. 'l'herefore, in the interests of law and order, and in behalf of all 
the securities you have for life and property-in a word, for the sake of the present and 
future welfare of the settlement and its inhabitants, I again earnestly and emphatically 
protest against each and all of these unlawful acts. I charge those engaged in them, 
before they are irretrievably and hopelessly involved, immediately to disperse thcm-
sel ves to their homes, and to their lawful business, under the pains and penalties of the 
law; aml whatever in other r espects may be the conclusion of those who meet to 
deliberate upon the present critical and distracted state of our public affairs, I beg yon 
as citizens, having the interests of your country and kindred at heatt, to ratify and 
proclaim with all the might of your respective voices this public notice and prote t, 
and so avert from the country a succession of evils of ,yhich those which see the b e -
ginning may never see the ernl. You are dealing with a crisis ont of which may con1e 
incalculable good or immeasurable evil; and with all the weight of my official authority, 
and all the influence of my individual position, let mp :linally tell yon to adopt only 
1mch means as are lawful and constitutional, rational and safe. 
Given under my haucl anr1 seal, at Fort Garry, this 16th day cf November, 1869. 
WM. McTAVISH, 
Goren10I' of As.<?inabnia. 
Crnc.aao, December 2. 
A special from St. Paul states that letters have been received from Fort Garry, <lated 
November 16 and 20. The council of the insurgent half-breeds met on t he 15th, but 
after some consultation adjourned until the 18th. Governor McTavish's proclamation 
was cireulatetl among them with what correspondents call marked f'ffect. A letter o-f 
t he 20th declares that the Red River people will never submit to receive Mr. McDongall 
nnless overpowered by the Canadian government. The letter also states that a suf-
ficiently large force of insurgents arc in arms to protect their frontier from any force 
that can be sent against them. 
In another letter I will inclose some extracts, sl10wing the sentiments 
of the people in Minuesota., Canada, and the maritime provinceR, in 
reference to the Red River revolution. 
I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient serYant, 
Hon. HA::lIIL'l'ON Frsn, 
Secretary of State. 
~o. 6 • 
.1lfr. j}fahnros to Jl!lr. Davis. 
.JOHN STILES. 
UONSULA'l'E OF THE UNITED STATES OF A:i.HERIC1L 
Winnipeg, British North Americci, December 11, 18G9. 
Sm,: Colonel Dennis, the recruiting officer named in my dispatch So. 
rn, issue<l. on the Gth instant the order contained in iuclosure :No. 3. He 
has entirely failed to get recrnits willing to take up arms for Governor 
McDougall's propo ed government. On the contrary, this open attempt. 
and several clandestine ones, to create civil war in the colony, ha~ 
created great and almost uniYersal indignation towards lVIr. l\IcDougall. 
On the 8th in. taut a band of fifty Canadians, who llad taken up arm~ 
against the revolutionistR, smren<lered unconditionally, ancl are n?w 
held a,• pri ·ouers of war. In consequence of this event, and his enhr' 
failure to enli t recruits, Colonel Dennis, on the 9th instant, issued tb 
order eontained in inclosnr ..,._ o. ,'3. 
Imme,liately on the i1-,.~tw of Colonel Dennis\; fir:-:;t order, the in. ur· 
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rectionists resolved not to treat with Governor McDougall under any 
circmnstances. It is credibly reported that Colonel Dennis will leave 
r this country iu two or three days, if he can obtain a safe conduct to 
Pembina. On yesterday the insurrectionists adopted, and raised under 
military honors, a flag of tlteir own, not very happily conceived; it con-
sists of the "ffours de lis" of ancient France, anti a harp and shamrock. 
The revolutionists fulfill the priucipal function of the government, pro-
tection of persons and property, in a, highly satisfactory degree. 
* * * * * * * 
I am, sir, yonr obedient "·ervant, 
0 OAR 1ALMROS, 
Consul. 
Hon. J. 0. B. DA.VIS, 
Acting Secretary of State, Washington, D. 0. 
[Inclosure No. 1.) 
DECLARATION Ol!' THE PEOPLI!; 01" RUPERT'S LAND A ' D TUE NORTHWE T. 
Whereas it is admitted by all men as a fundamental priuciple, that the public au-
thority commands the obedience an<l respect of its subjects; it is also admitted that 
a people, when it has no government, is free to adopt one form of government in pref-
erence to another, to give or to refuse allegiance to that which is proposed. In accord-
ance with the above first principle, the people of this country had obeyed and respected 
that authority to which the circumstance surrounding its infa,ncy compelled it to be 
subject. 
Acorupany of adventurers lrn9w11 as the "Hudson's Bay Company," and invested with 
certain powers granted by his Majesty, (Charles II,) estaulished itself in Rupert's Land 
ancl in the Northwest Territory, for trading purposes only. This company, consisting 
of many persons, required a certain constitution. But as there was a question of com-
merce only, their constitution was framed in reference thereto. Yet, since there was 
at that time no government to sec to the interests of a people already existing in the 
country, it llecame necessary for judicial affairs to have recourse to the officers of the 
Hnclson'sBayCompany. Thus inaugurated that species of government which, slightly 
moclifiecl by subsequent circumstances, ruled this country up to a recent elate. 
Whereas that government, thus accepte<l, was far from answering to the wants of the 
people, and became more ancl more so as the l)Opulation increased in numbers, and as 
the country was developed, and commerce extended, until the present day, when it 
conrn:~ands a place among the colonies; and this people, ever actuated by the above-
~1eut10ned principles, had generously suppol'ted the aforesaid government, and gave to 
it a faithful allegiance; when, contrary to the la,v of nations, in March, 1869, that said 
government surrendered and transferred to Canada all the rights which it had or pre-
tended to have in this Territory, by transactio11s with which the people were consid-
ered unworthy to be made a.cquainted. 
And whereas it is also generally admitted tbat a people is at liberty to establish any 
~orm of government it may cousider suitable to its ,van ts, as soon as the power to which 
it was subject abandons it, or attempts to subjugate it without its consent to a foreign 
power. and maintain that no right can he transferred to such foreign power: Now, 
therefore, 
1st. We, the representatives oft.he people in council assembled at Upper Fort Garry, . 
on the 24th day of November, 1869, after having-invoked the God of nations, relying on 
these fundamental moral princiJJles, solemnly declare in the name of our constituents 
and in our own names, before Goel and man, that from the day on which the govern-
ment we had always respected abandoned us_, by transferring to a strange power tbe 
sacred authority coufi.cled to it, the people of Rupert's Land and the Northwest became 
free and exempt from all allegiance to the said government. 
2d. That we refuse to recognize the authority of Canada, which pretends to have a 
1ight to coerce us and impose upon us a despotic form of government, still more con-
trary to our rights and interests as Bx·itish subjects than was that government to which 
we had subjected ourselves through necessity up to a recent date. 
3d. That by sending an expedition on the 1st of November ultimo, charged to drive 
back Mr. William McDougall and his companions, coming in the name of Canada to 
rule us with the rod of despotism, without a previous notification to that effect, we have 
but acted conformably to that sacred right which commands every citizen to offer 
energetic opposition to prevent his country being euslaved. 
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4th. That we continue ancl shall continue to oppose with all our strength the estab-
lishing of the Canadian authority in our com:~.try under the annou~ced ±:Orm. An~ in 
case of persistence on the part of the Canadrnn governme!1t to enforce 1t~ obnoxious 
policy upon us by force of arms, we protest beforehand agamst such an unJust and un-
lawful course, and we declare the said Canadian government responsible before God 
and men for the irn;mmera,ble evils which maybe caused by so unwarrantable a course. 
Be it known therefore to the world in general, and to the Canadian government in 
particular, that as we have always heretofore successfully defended our country in fre-
quent wars with the neighboring tribes of Indians, who are now on friendly relations 
with us, we are firmly resolved in future, not less than in the past, to repel all invasions 
from whatsoever quarter they may come. 
And furthermore we do declare ancl proclaim, in the name_of the people of Rupert's 
Land and the Northwest, that we have on the said 24th day of November, 1869, above 
mentioned, established a provisional government, and hold it to be the only and lawful 
authority now in existence in Rupert's Land and the Northwest, which claims the obe-
dience and respect of the people. 
That meanwhile we hold ourselves in readiness to enter into such negotiations with 
the Canadian government as may be favorable for the good government and prosperity 
of this people. 
In support of this declaration, relying on the protection of Divine Providence, we 
mutually pledge ourselves, on oath, our lives, our fortunes, and our sacred honor to each 
other. 
Issued at Fort Garry this 8th clay of December, in the year of our Lord one thousand 
eight hundred and sixty-nine. 
LOUIS RIEL, Secretary. 
rm closure No. 2.] 
THE. NORTHWEST TERRITORIES. 
.JOHN BRUCE, 
Pl'esident. 
By his excellency the honorable v\Tilliam McDongall, a member of our privy council 
for Canada, and Companion of our most honorable Order of the Bath, lientenant 
governor of the Northwest Tenitories. · 
To John Stoiighton Dennis, esquire, lieutenant colonel militia staff, Canada, greeting: 
Whereas large bodies of armed men have unlawfully assembled on the high road 
between Fort Garry and Pembina in the colony or district of Assiniboia,, and have with 
force and arms arrested and held as prisoners numerous private and official persons, 
and prevented them from proc_eeding on their lawful journey and business, and ha,e 
committed other acts of lawless violenc-:~, in contempt and defiance of the magistrates 
and local authorities. 
And whereas William McTa.vish, esquire, governor of Assiniboia, did, on the 16th 
day of November last, publish and make known to those armed men and all others 
whom it might concern, that the lawless acts aforesaid, and which were particularly 
set forth in his proclamation, were "contrary to the remonstrances and protests of the 
public authoriti~s," and did therein himself protest against each and all of the sn:id un-
13:wful ac~s and mtents, and charged and commanded the said armeJ. persons to imme-
diately disperse tbemsel ves and peaceably to depart to their habitations or lawful 
business under the pains and penalties of the law. 
And wher~as, since the issue of ~he said protest or proclamation, certain of the armed 
men aforesa:cl have taken posse~s10n of the public reconls and paJ)ers at Fort Garrr, 
and have seized and he~d a~ prisoners public officers or persons having charge of the 
same, an~1, as I am credibly _rnformed, still keep unlawfol possession of the said records 
and public property, and with force and arms continue to obstruct public officers and 
others in the 1rnrformance of their lawful duty and business to the O'reat terror, loss, 
and injury of her Maje~ty's peaceaule subjects, and in conte~pt of he~ royal au~h?ritY., 
And whereas her MaJe, ty, by letters patent under the great sea.I of the Domm1on oJ 
Canada, beari~g date the , twentJ;"-nintl?- day of September, in the year of ou~ Lord 
one thousand eight hundred ancl s1xty-mne, has beeu graciously pleased to appornt me 
to be, from and after the 1st day of December instant, lieutenant O'Overnor of the North-
west Territories, and did thereby authorize and command me eto do and e:s:ecute all 
things in clue manner that should belong to my s~titl command- . 
K~ow you, th_a~ reposing trust an<l confi_dence i?- your courage, loyalty, fit1elity, d1:'· 
cret,1on, and ab1hty, and under antl by vutue of the authority in me vested, I haH 
nominated and appointed, and by the. e presents do nominate and appoint :rou the 
said John Stoughton Dennis, to be my lieutenant and a conservator oftbe peace in_ ~Ill1 
for the Northwest Territories, and a. such to raise, orga.nize, arm, equip, aud pro\'1~1011 
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,1 sufficient force within the said Territories, and with the said force to a~tack,. arre t, 
ilisann, or disperse the said armecl men ~o m1la,,_fnlly assemb~ec.l aml chsturbmg the 
1,uhlic peace, and for that purpose and with the force aforesaHl to _assan~t, fire upo;11, pull down or break into any fort, house, strong~1old or other pl_ace_ m wluch tho saul 
:urned men may be found; and I he~'eby authonze yon as nch heutenan~ and conserY-
ator of the peace to hire, pmchase, 1mpre,ss, ancl take all 1;1ecessar~- clothmg:, arms, 3;ll1-
munition, and supplies, and all cattle, horses, w_agons, sle1ghs,_ or other -velncle. ,vh1ch 
may be required for the use of the force to be ra~secl as aforesaul; and I f~u-ther author-
ize you to appoint as many o_fficers ~ml deputic under you, ancl to p-n-e them . nch 
orders and instructions from tnne to time as may be found nccessar;r for the clne per-
fonnance of the seri"ice herein required of you, reporting to mo the said appointments 
~nd orders as yon shall find opportunity, for confirmation 01· otherwise ; an<.l I hereby 
c:-irn you full power and authority to call upon all magistrates and peace officers to aid 
:rnd assist you, and to order all or any of the inhabitants of the ~aid Nor_thwest Tc!Ti-
tories, in the name of her Majesty the Queen, to support a.ml assist yon rn protectmg 
the lives and prcperty ofher Majesty's loyal snujects, ancl iu presening th' public 
peace, ancl for that pnrpose to take, disperse, or oYercome b;r force the ,' aid a.rmcll men 
and all others who may be found aiding or abetting them in their nnla,"·fnl act . 
Ancl the said persons so called upon iu her :Maje ty'. name are hereby onlercd and 
enjoined at their peril to obey your orders a.ncl directions iu that belialt~ nml thi. hall 
be sufficient w::nant for what you or they may clo in the premise so long as thi com-
mission remains iu force. 
Given under my hand and seal at arms at Red RiYer in tho said TerritoricR, this iir:t 
<lay of December, in the year of our Lord one thonsand eight hunclrctl and ix.ty-niue, 
and in the thirty-third year of our -reign. 
By comman<l : 
·wrLLIAM ~IcDOrGALL. 
J. A. :N". PROVENCHER, 
Secretary. 
By Yirtue of the aboye commission from the lieutenant governor, I now hereby call 
~n au\l order all loyal men of the Northwest Territories to assist me by every means 
~n thell' power to carry out the same, ancl thereby npholcl the . upremacy of the Qneen 
m t~is part of her Majesty's dominions. 
G1yen under my hand at the Stone Fort, Lower Settlement, this 6th day of Decem-
ber, 111 the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred ancl sixty-nine. 
J. S. DENNIS, 
Lieutenant aiul Conservcitor of the Peace in crncl fol.' the 11:-ortli west Territories. 
[Inclosure :N"o. 3.) 
To all wh01n it may concern : 
LOWER J.<'01rr GARRY, 
Reel Ri've1· Settlement, December 9, 1869. 
~y cer~ain prin~ecl papers of late pu_t i~ c~reulatio1;1 by the French party, comrnuni-
eati.on w1th the lieutenant governor 1s md1catecl with a view to layino· before him 
alleged rights on the part of those now in arms. 0 
I think that course very desirable, and that it would lead to o·oocl results. 
Under the belief th~1,t the party in arms are sincere in their d:sire for peace, a.nd feel-
ing that to abrtnclon for the present the call on the lo:val to arms would in view of such 
r:o~munication, relieve the situation of much embarrassment, and ~o contribute -to 
h1ng a_bout peace, ancl save the country from what will otherwise encl in ruin ::rnd 
'!esolat10n, I no'Y call on ancl order the loyal party in the Northwest Territories to 
cease :furtheF ~ct1011 under t~e appea~ to ~rm:c_; m3:cle _by me; an<.l I call on the :French 
Party to satisfy the p~ople of thell'_ smcenty 1~ w1shmg for a peaceful ending of all 
hese troubles by sending a clepntat10n to the lieutenant governm at Pembina, without 
'Inue cessary delay. ' 
Given under my hand a.t the Lower Fort Garry this 9th day of December, 1869. 
. J. S. DENNIS, 
Lieiitenwt a1Ul Co~scteatol' of ili3 Peace in and fo1· the _Vol'thwest Tel'ritorie8. 
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No. 7. 
[.From Statutes of Canarla, chap. III~ 2ll sess. , 1 Parl., 3::!, 33, Victoria, 1869.J 
AN AUT for the temporary government of Rupert's Lallll and the Northwestern T l'l'-
. • ritory when unite<l with Canada. Assented to 22d of June, 1869. 
Whereas it is probable that her Majesty the Queen may, pursuant to "the British 
North American Act 1867 7J be pleased. to admit Rupert's Laud and the Northwestern 
Territory into the U~ion ~r Dominion of Canada, before the next session of the Cana-
dian parliament. 
And whereas it is expedient to prepare for the transfer of tbe said Territories front 
the local authorities to the government of Canada, at the time appointed by the Queen 
for such ad.mission, and to make some temporary provision for the ciYil government of 
such Territories until more permanent arrangements cau be made by the government 
and legislatme of Canada. · 
Therefore, her Majesty, by aml with the advice and consent of the Senate and House 
of Commons of Canada, enact as follows : 
1. The said Territories when admitted as aforesaid, shall be sty led and known as "the 
Northwest Territories." 
2. It shall be la:Vful by the governor, by any order or orders to be by him from time 
to time made, with the advice of the privy council, (and subject to such conditions and 
restrfotions as to him shall s,eem meet,) to authorize and empower such officer as he may 
from time to time appoint as lieutenant governor of the Northwest Territories, to make 
provision for the administration of justice therein, and generally to make, ordain, and 
establish all such laws, institutions, and ordinances as may be necessary for the peace, 
order, and good government of her Majesty's subjects and others therein, provided 
that all such orders in council, and all laws and ordinances so to be made as aforesaid, 
shall be laid before both houses of Parliament as soon as conveniently may be after 
the making and enactment thereof respectively. 
3. The lieutenant governor shall a_clminister the government under instructions from 
time to time giyen him by order in council. 
4. The governor may, with the advice of the privy council, constitute and appoint 
by warrant, under his sign manual, a council of not exceeding :fifteen, nor less than 
seven persons, to aid the lieutenant goYernor in the administration of affairs, with such 
powers as may be from time to time conferred upon them by order in council. 
4. All the laws in force in Rupert's Land and the Northwestern Territory at the time 
of their admission into the Union shall, so far as they are consistent with "the Britisb 
North .American .Act, 1867,'' with the terms and conditions of such admission approved 
of by the Queen, under the 146th section thereof, and with this act remain in force untn 
altered by the Parliament of Canada, or by the lieutenant governor, under the authority 
of this act. 
All public officers and functionaries hold.ing office in Rupert's Land and the North-
western Territory at the time of their admission into the Union, excepting the public 
officer or functiona.ry at the head of the administration of affairs, shall continue to be 
public officers and functionaries of the North west Territories, with the same duties and 
powers as before, until otherwise orderecl by the lien tenant governor, under the authority 
of this act. 
7. This act shall continue in force until the end of the next session of Parliament. 
No. 8. 
[Canadian ct, Cap. C V, 31 allll 32 Viet.., 1867-8.J 
AN ACT for enabling ner Majesty to acce1)t a surrender upon terms of the land, priv-
ileges, and rights of "The Governor · and Company of Adventurers of England, 
trading into Hudson's Bay," and for admitting the same into the Dominion of Can-
ada. [31 t July, 1 6 .] 
Wh reas by certain letter· patent, granted by his late Majesty Ki11<r Charles the 
econd, in the twenty-second year of his reign, certain l)ersons tbereii1' named were 
incorporated by the name of 'l'he Governor and Company of Adventurers of England, 
trading. into Hu~s~n's Bay,. and .certain lan_ds and territories, rights of government and 
other nght , pnvileges, bbertrn , franchises) 11owers, and authorities were thereby 
granted or purported to be granted to the said governor and company, in his Majesty' 
dominions in .l{orthAmel'ica; 
~nd wh rea by ~he Briti h orth American act, 1867, it was (among other 
thing ) nacted that 1t hould be lawful for her Maje ty, by and with the advice and 
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nsent of her Majesty's most honorable privy council, on a<l<lress from the b?uses of 
~ie Parliament of Canacla, to admit Rupert's Lancl and ~~e Northwe~tern Tern tor~~ or 
either of them into the Union, on such terms and _concht10ns as a~·e. m the ac~dress e.s:-
presscd, and her Majesty thinks :fit to appr~ve, ~nbJect to the prov1s1?1;1s of s3:1cl act; . 
And whereas, for the l)nrpose of carry1:ng. mto e:ffe?t the ]_)l'OVl ions. of the. s~nd 
British North Anierican act, 1867, and of achmttm_g R1i1~ert s Lancl rnt~ t1?-c a id J?om1mo11 
as aforesaid upon such terms as her Majesty ~hmk_s fit to ap\wove, 1t 1s e.s:pe<'hcnt tlu~t 
the said ladds, territories, rights, privile_ges, hl>erties, franclnsc~, powers, and anthon-
ties so far as the same have been lawfnlly granted t o t he said company, should oe 
sur;endered to her MaJesty her heir::; and successors, upon nch terms and conditions 
as may be agreed upon by a~d between her Majesty ~md the said governor and company, 
a hereinafter mentioned: 
Be it therefore enacted by the Queen's most excellent Majesty, by and with the 
advice and consent of the Lords spiritual and temporal, and Common , in this pres-
ent Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows: 
1. This act may be cited as "Rupert's La,nd Act, 186 ." 
2. For the purposes of this act, the term "Rupert' Land" shall inclnde the whole 
of the lands and territories held or claimed to be held by t lrn said governor and com-
pany. 
3. It shall be competent for the said governor a.nc1 comp~ny to surrender to her Mnj-
esty, and for her Majesty, by anJ7 instrument under her sign manual, to accept n , nr-
render of all or any of the lands, territories, rights, lffivil,ge , libertie8, frauchi.' c , 
powers, and authorities whatsoever, granted or purportec1 to l>e grnntec1 by tL.e said let-
ters patent to the said governor and company within Rupert's Lancl, upon such term 
and conditions as shall be agreed upon by and between her Maj est~, and the sn,i(1 p;oYer-
nor and company : Provided, however, that such surrencl'.l shall not l>e acceptell l>y her 
)Iajestyuntil the terms j;tnd conditions upon which Bupert s Lancl shall be admitted into 
the said Dominion of Canada shall have been approved of by her Majesty, aud embodi e!l 
in an address to her Majesty from both the honses of the Parliament of Canac7a, in 1rnr-
uance of the one hundred and forty-sixth section of the B ritish North .American act, 
1867; and that the said surrender and acceptance thereof shall l>e null and Yoid, 
unless within a month from the cl;1te of such accept,auce her Majesty does, by order iu 
council, under the })roviswns of the said last recited act, admit Rupert's Lancl into the 
said Dominion: Providecl; furth er, t hat no charge 1:,hall be imposed by such t erms upon 
the consolidated fund of the United Kingdom. 
4. Upon the acceptance by her Majesty of snch surrender, all rights of government 
and proprietary rights, and all other privileges, liberti es, franchise , powers, and 
authoriti~s whatsoever granted or purported to be granted by the said letters patent 
to the said governor and company within Rnpert's Lancl, and ,vhicl1 shall have been so 
nrrendered, shall be absolutely extinguished: Provided, that not hing herein contained 
shall prevent the said governor and company from continuing to carry on, in Rupert's 
Lancl or elsewhere, trade and commerce. 
5. It. shall be competent to her Majesty, by any such order or orders in conncil as 
aforesaid, on address from the houses of the Parliament of Canada, to declare thnt 
Rupert's Lan_d ~ball, from a elate to be therein mentionef1, be admitted and become part 
of the Donnmon of Canada, and thereupon it shall be lawful for the Parliament of 
Can?-da, from the date aforesaid, to make, ordain, and establish ,,ithiu the la.nc1 and 
terntory so admitted as aforesaid, all such laws, institutions, and ordinances, anc1 to 
constitute such courts and officers as may be necessary for the peace, order and o·ood 
g~vernment of her Majesty's subjects and others therein: Provided, that, 1{ntil other-
":is~ enacted by the said Parliament of Ccinada, all the powers, authorities, and jnris-
dict10n of the several courts of justice now established in Riipei·t's Lancl, anc1 of the 
several officers thereof~ anc1 of all magistrates and justices now actiug within t he said 
limits, shall continue in full force and effect therein . 
. 
No. 9. 
Mr. Taylor to Mr. Fish. 
ST. PAUL, ;[aniiary, 20, 1870. 
SIR: On the 16th of November I communicated to the Department of 
State the intelligence that the French population of Selkirk settlement 
had forcibly resisted the attempt to incorporate the territory, extending 
from longitude ninety degrees to the Rocky Mountains, as part of tbe 
Dominion of Canada. On Tuesday, November 2, a body of insurgents, 
S. Ex. Doc. 33-2 · 
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armed anu mounted, snrrounded Fort Pembina,, a post of the Hudson's 
Bay Compauy, two miles north of a point where the international fron-
tier crosses the Red River of the Norfo, and ordered Hon. William 
McDougall, who was on his way to assume the position of lieutenant 
goYernor of the Northwest Territories by appointment of the Canadian 
goverment, and was the guest of the officers of Fort Pembina, to 
recross the international frontier. 
The commission of Mr. McDougall had not taken effect; but be pro-
posed on the 1st of December to issue a proclamation taking formal pos-
session of the country in the name of Canada, and assuming the duties 
of lieutenant governor. Before that day he anticipated a proclamation 
of the Queen of England, announcing the formal transfer of the coun-
try included in the charter of the Hudson's Bay Company to the Domin-
ion of Canada, a negotiation to that effect being oh the point of consum-
mation. The fact and the terms of this transfer, the legislation in 
anticipation of it by Canada, and the action of Mr. McDougall under 
his prospective appointment, of lieutenant governor, excited so much 
dissatisfaction among the people of Selkirk, that an organization was 
effected to resist by force the inauguration of the Canadian authority 
o,-er the region known as Hudson's Bay Territory, or Rupert's Land. 
A parley having prm~d ineffectual, Mr. McDougall, who had no ade-
quate means of resistance, was escorted to the American settlement of 
Pembina, in the Territory of Dakota, where he remained until Saturday, 
the 18th of December, when he left for Canada. His seeretary, J ·. A. 
N. Provencher, esq., had been previously dispatched as an envoy to the 
French population, but he was stopped at St. Norbert, a settlement 
about ten miles south of Fort Garry, and was returned a prisoner to 
Fort Pembina, and compelled to leave the country with Mr. McDougall. 
. The party of the latter, who were thus forced upon American territory, 
consisted, in addition to himself, family, and servants, of J. A. N. Pro-
vencher, esq., pr.ovincial secretary, A. N. Richards, esq. ,attorney gen-
eral, Captain Uameron, and Dr. J ackes; (these four gentlemen having 
been designated, as was rumored, to be members of the legislative couu-
cil under the Canadian act organizing the Territory;) Alexander Biggs, 
collector of customs; and Colonel J. S. Dennis, surveyor general. Their 
removal was effected by a detachment of thirty armed men. No vio-
lence was offered. Mr. McDougall's explanations and remonstrances 
were courteously received. He is of the impression that they produced 
a temporary effect on the evening of November 1, but at 9 o'clock next 
morning the order of expulsion was firmly executed. 
On the same day, November 2, Fort Garry, seventy miles north of 
the international frontier, was occupied by about fifty insurgents. Dur-
illg the morning they bad dropped into the walled inclosure of the post, 
either singly or in small groups, and about·noon, at a signal, possession 
" ·as tak~n without a struggle. Hon. William McTavish, chief factor of 
the Hudson's Bay Company, and governor of the colony of .A.ssini-
boia., ·was confined to one of the barracks by illness, and no intrusion 
upon him was suffered. There were no En~dish or Canadian troops at 
Fort Garry or any other point in the settlement, and while, as a result 
of a previous organization, perhaps four hundred men were in arms to 
support the insurrection, the decisive events of the expulsion of l\fr. 
McDoug:a.U and the capture of Fort Garry were accomplished by less 
than a, fourth of that force. 
The ituatiou is uo~ materially changed at the expiration of two 
month ' ; but before proce~ding with the narrative of subsequent occm-
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the Hudson's Bay Company to tbelll, and the policy of Canada which 
has led to existing complicatiom;. 
'l'HE PEOPLE OF SELKIRK. 
Of a population of twehre thousand, folly one-h~~lf are the desc nd-
auts of those Canadian traders who have l>een the p10ueer of European 
civilization along the lakes of the ortl~ and he great interior riYer~ of 
the continent. As early a 1662, the sit of Fort Garry wa' occupied 
as a French post. Fort La R iue and imilar tratliu g station e:s:i 'ted 
on the east side of Lake Winnipeg and on th Lake of the Wood . A 
hundred years afterward Canadian trad r explor d the a 'katchewan 
and English Rivers; and in 17 7 the orth, ' t Fnr C~mpany was or-
ganized, and concentrated the whole fur pro lu t of foe nv r and lake 
from Lake Superior to the Arctic Ocean at ontreal. The officers and 
,employes of this company occupied every promin nt local~t.r in t.he basin 
of Lake Winnipe.g and in the yalley of the Ma l nzie Rffer, and when 
Lord Selkirk inducPd bis associates of the Hud on ' Bay Company to 
extend their posts from the coast of Hudson ~ Bay and orO'a11ize a col-
ony on the Red River of the North, the Canadians " 1· alread on the 
ground, in the first place resisting, but afterwar l becoming parti to 
the proposed colonization. 
The limits of the grant by the Hndson's Bay Company to Lord Sel-
kirk ,Yere nearly coterminous with the Red RiYer. alley, full half of the 
area beiug now included in the State of Minnesota. It was executed in 
1811, and in the autumn of 1812 a detachment of emigrants from the 
highlands of Scotland arrived on the banks of the Red River, near the 
month of the A.ssiniboine. Other parties followed from Scotland, the 
Orkney Islands, an<l even from Switzerland. Their descendants consti-
tute about one-fourth of the present population of the Selkirk settle-
ment. The remaining three thousand are divided equally betw·een Eng-
lish · settlers, emigrants from Canada or the descendants of retired offi-
cers of the company, and American emigrants from the adjacent State. 
of Minnesota. 
The French population are Catholics. The cathedral of St. Boniface,, 
with its monastery, nunnery, and schools, occupies the eastern bank of 
tlle Red River, opposite Fort Garry and the confluence of the Assini-
boine River. 'fhe bishop, M. Tacbe, is of a prominent family of Lower 
Canada. He devoted his youth to missionary l;:tbors on the Saskatche-
wan River, from which he was called to his episcopate. He is a man of 
great energy and intelligence, and, ten years ago, wrote much and la-
, bored assiduously to brin·g the Red Rhrer country to the notice of the 
French public of Lower Canada, but recently it is understood that he 
has regarded the emigration from Upper Canada or Ontario with con-
siderable distrust. He has been absent in Europe for some months, and 
is at present in Rome. The east bank of the Red River and the settle-
ments south of the Assiniboine are organized as Catholic parishes and 
are exclusively occupied by the French population. 
The descendants of the early Scotch settlers occupy the parish of 
Kildonan, immediately north of Fort Garry. They are Presbyterian, 
and exhibit the thrift, intelligence, probity1 and prejudices characteris-
tic of the people of Scotland. Adjacent to them, on the north and west, 
are the English population, while the more recent settlement, thirty to 
:fifty miles westward, upon the Assiniboine river, represents all the fore-
going constituents of population. 
The American adventurers who have become identified with this com-
., 
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munity during the last. fifteen ye~rs ar~ not at all isolated. They sus-
tain personal and busmess relations with all classes, and have a. pro-
portionate influence, . . . . . 
Probably no similar population m the world are better provided w1th 
religious and educational insdtutions. Trade has been free for years, 
notwithstanding the restrictive terms of the charter of the Hndson's 
Bay Compauy. The traffic in furs has been very productive, and there 
~re frequent instances of affluence. 
HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY. 
The relations of this corporation to the people of Selkirk are quite 
anomalous. Full details of the history of that remarkable organization 
are reserve<l for another paper; but it is pertinent at present to obser,e, 
that from 1670 to 1812, there was no serious attempt on the part of the 
company to penetrate the interior. Their posts were in the imrnerliate 
vicinity of Hudson's Bay, while the immense districts of the .. Winnipeg 
aud l\'Iackenzie Basin were occupied by the Canadians, or the N ort11-
west Company. Lord Selkirk's colonization of Red mver was accompa-
nied by a vigorous rivalry with the Northwest Company, leading to 
many collisions, until, in 1821, the latter organization was merged, 
iuainly by the influence of tbe late Edward Ellice, for many years a 
prominent member of the English Parliament, in the Hudson's Bay 
Company. The traditions ot this struggle remain in the Selkirk colony. 
The regime of the Hudson's Bay Company, although in many respects 
-wise and politic, l1as never been popular with the Canadian, or old 
Northwest element, on Red River. A large portion of the trade of the 
settlement remained in the hands of the free traders, or parties discon-
nected with the company; and when the Hudson's Bay Company sought 
to discharge the trust of civil government, it proved extremely difficult 
to reconcile the function of legislator and magistrate with that of tlle 
chief trader in the community. 
The form of government thus established has been very simple. The 
settlements upon the Red River, from the international boundary at 
Pembina to the mouth of the river to Lake Winuipeg, and upon the 
.Assiniboine for a distance of sixty miles west of its junction with the 
Red River at Fort Garry, haYe acquired a civil organization under ap-
pointment of the Hudson's Bay Company, which is officially designated 
a the "Colony of Assiniboia." In the council thus organized, con-
sisting of the chief factor at Fort Garry, who was acting governor, the 
English and Catholic bishops, and nine prominent inhabitants, all legis-
lative power was vested, and five of the councilors were constituted 
magistrate , holding monthly courts in as many districts-the couucil 
sitting occa ionally as a court of appeal, and for the trial of persons 
charged with felony. At different periods this criminal jurisdiction has 
been , hared by a recorder. The revenue of the colony was received 
from an impo t of four pe~· cent., levied impartially on all goods, whetb_er 
brought from England, Uanada, or the United States, and with no <l1 -
.crimination in favor of the Hudson's Bay Company. The company, 
al o, within the limit of .As ' iniboia at lea t, was al ways ready to ell 
land at eYen hillings sterling per acre, with liberal l)eriods of credit 
and low rates of int ere ' t . Practically, a large portion of the people held 
whatever land they chose to occupy, by sufferance of the company. It 
-will be ·e n that an apprehen ion of the disturbance of these posse , ory 
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For a long time previous ~o 18_59 ~he Hudson's Ba;y- Company h~ld _an 
exclusive license of trade m districts . ~eyond the1~ chartered 1_1m1ts, 
namely, in the region now known as Bnt1~1l Columbia and t~1e a~lJa?ent 
islands, and in the valley of the Mackenzie, and other Arctic districts. 
This license expiriug on the 30th of l\fay, 1859, Sir Edward ~ulwer, ~yt-
ton then colouial minister of England, refn eel to renew it, confinmg 
the'company to their elaim nrider the charter of 1670, of exclnsiY~ tr~de 
aud territorial dominion on the shore of Hud on's Bay and the districts 
drained by tributary rivers. The legality and scope of this cha~t~r had 
been contested by Canada; but, upon the wh?le,_ the ~rgal op11~1on of 
England was on the side of the company. Still, rn 1807, a parl_rnn~en-
tary commission, after an exhaustive inqnir~, reported th_at the districts 
on the Red River and Saskatchewan wew smtable for agncultural ettle-
ment, and expressed a trust that there ,vould b no difficulty in effect-
ing arrangements between her MaJesty's government and the Hudson's 
Bay Company, by which those districts might be ceded to Cana<la on 
equitable principles. 
This report of1857 was the starting point of a Canadian agitation for 
the cession of what has been called the "Fertile Belt," 01· a zone of the 
:forth American continent between latitudes 49° and 55°, ancl embracing 
the Red River and Saskatchewan Valleys east of the Rocky 1\fountaim,, 
aud the area on their wrstern Rlope since organized as British olum-
bia. As to the territory north of the parallel of 55°, there was general 
acquiescence in the opinion that the administration of the Hndsou's 
Bay Company was best ada,pted to the condition of the country and its 
iuhabitants. 
NORTHWEST EXTENSION OF CA.N.A.D A.. 
At this period, the relations of Canada to the Hu<lson's Bay Company 
and the Winnipeg districts come prominently to view. The Canadian 
goYernment dispatched a party of exploration, under the direction of 
S. ::.\1. Dawson, esq., civil engineer, and Professor J. Y. Hinds, who 
de--rnted the years 1858- '9 to a thorough survey of a route from Thun-
der Bay, on Lake Superior, to Fort Garry, and of the Red Rirnr and 
Assiniboine districts, adjacent to Minnesota and Dakota. Simulta-
neously the English colonial office dispatched Captain John Pallisser 
upon an exploration of practicable routes between Canada and the Red 
RiYer settlement, but chiefly of the true nature of the great prairie region 
watered by the Saskatchewan and its affluents, and of the communica-
tions westward through passes of the Rocky Mountains with the British 
ea-board of the North Pacific. The general results of these explora-
tions were unfavorable to the construction of a railroad or other com-
munication on British territory between Canada and the Winnipeg 
basin, but indicated that the great plains of Northern Minnesota present 
the most direct and practicable route from Canada. as well as from the 
United States, to Northwest British America. It was ascertained that, 
north west of Minnesota, the country reaching from the Selkirk settle-
ment to the Rocky Mountains, and from latitude 49° to 53° on the 
longitude of 94°, and to latitude 55° on the Pacific coast, is as favorable 
to grain and animal production as any of the Northern States; that the 
mean temperature for spring, summer, and autumn, observed on the 
42d and 43d parallels in New York, Michigan, and Wisconsin, has been 
accurately traced through Fort Snelliug and the vaJley of the Saska,tche-
wan to latitude 55° on the Pacific coast; and that from the northwest 
bouudary of Minnesota this whole district of British America is threaded 
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in all directions by the navigable water-lines which converge to Lake 
·winnipeg. It was established that the sources of the Saskatchewan 
have an average elevation above the sea far less than in .American ter-
ritory; that the Rocky Mountains are dimiuisbed in width, while the 
passes are not difficult; that the supply of rain is more JJ,bundant, and 
the carboniferous and silurian formations of grnater extent than further 
south; and owing to the greater influence of the ·Pacific winds through 
the mountain gorges, and the reduced altitude, that the climate is no 
material obstacle to civilized occupatiou.* 
The publications which followed and illustrated these expeditions, 
and a series of reports by the St. Paul Chamber of Commerce and the 
legjslature of Minnesota, so fully dispelled misapprehension and preju-
dice in regard to the great northwestern areas, that the Hudson's Bay 
Company was constrained, in 1863, to announce a new and enlarged 
policy, ''in accordance (to quote the circular of the new directory) with 
the industrial spfrit of the age and the rapid advancement which colo-
nization has made in the countries adjacent to the Hudson's Bay terri-
tories." Dr. John Rae, the celebrated arctic explorer, was charged with 
tbe survey of a telegraph line from Selkirk to the mouth of the Frazer 
River; his report was favorable, and the material was purchased and 
forwarded to Fort Garry and Victoria, on Vancmwer's Island. Steam-
boat navigation on Lake Winnipeg and the Saskatchewan, and a general 
system of land su·rveys and bounties to settlers, were also proposed; 
and very confident assurances were proclaimed that the modernized 
Hudson1s Bay Company would becouie a most efficient agent of immigra-
tion and colonization. 
The new impulse proved feeble and ineffective. The telegraphic ma-
terial remaiued iu warehouses; the rest of the programme was relin-
quished; and the proposition for the transfer of the country to Canada 
revived with greatly increased force. The plan for a confederation of 
the provinces, proposed by the Quebec conference of October 10, 1864, 
which was afterwards embodied in an act of the imperial parliament, 
contained a provision that "the Northwest Territory, British Columbia 
and Vancouver, shall be admitted into the union on such terms and 
conditions as the parliament of the federal provinces shall deem equita-
ble, and as shall receive the assent of her Majesty, and in the case of 
the province of British Columbia aud Vancouver, as shall be agreed 
to by the legislature of such province." 
One of the :first acts of the parliament of the Dominion of Canada, 
after the inauguration of the confederation, was to make a formal over-
t,ure to the Queen in council for the annexation of the North west Terri-
tory; but the home government, having on several occasions Tecognized 
the validity, either by its terms or by prescription, of the charter of the 
Hudson's Bay Company, assumed the burden of negotiation with its 
directory. Canada was represented at London by astute commissioners, 
(among them. Sir George Cartier aud Hon. William McDougall,) and it 
was not until 1869 that the acq~iescence of all parties was secured to 
t1?,e terms of ces ·ion. The ultimatum of the government was commu-
mcated on the Uth of March, 1809, by the colonial minister, the Earl of 
Granville, to Sir Stafford Northcote, governor general of the Hn<lson' 
Bay Company, an<l. cousi 0 tecl of the following articles: 
1. The Ilncl on's Bay Company to nrrender to her Majesty all the rights of govern-
m _llt, property, &c. iu Rupert' Land, which are specified in the 31 and 32 Vic. c. 
lOo sc_c. 4 ;_ an<l al o of similar rights in any other part of British orth .A.werica. not 
compn ed 111 Ru1 rt Laud, anada, or British Columuia. 
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2. Canada is to pay the company 300 000 wh n Rnpcrt LaJld i tran ferr cl to tho 
IIJruinion of Canada. 
3. The company may, within tw· lv month of the nrr ncler , l ct a· block of land 
adjoining each of it , tation , within th limit ·p ifiec~ in article 1._ . 
t The size of tho hlock. i not to cxc cl -- acre m the RNl Rn· r t erritory, u~r 
rhree thonsaml acre beyond that t rrit r ·, and h n crnr o·at •xt nt of the blo k 1 
not to exceed fifty thonsnml a r . 
5. So far as the confignrntiou of h onntry admit. th blo k. nn• t b e in the llap 
of paralle]oo-rams, of whi'l1 th 1 n°th i · not rnor than c1 nbl t h hr >aclth. 
6. TheH~dsou' Bay Comp:my nmy for fifty y ar afkr th m-r rnlcr, claim, in :rn;r 
rrnnship or district within th £,rtil bdt in which 1a111l i , ct ont for ottl C' m<' nt 
grants of Janel not exc edinp; on twc•nti th pmt, of th <' Janel o , et ·on t . Th blo k o 
granted to be determined by lot a,ncl the Rud on Ba. mpauy to I ay a n 1,t ablo 
£hare of tlie snr-YeV expon , not x dino- -- an a l'<' . 
7. For the purpose of th pr e11t agr 111 nt, th £,rtil b lt i to b e bound 11 a. fol-
lo1ls: On the sonth hy tho nited t:1t bonndary · on th wt'. t by the Rocky 1\lonn-
rains ; on the north b,r the northern bran h of th a.'1 at h wan; on th a t by Lak 
11innipeg, tlie Lake of tho ·wood, aucl th wat ' r " •omi cting t lH•m . 
. All titles to laud np to the tll of March, 1 6 , ouf rr ' tl by t h company ar to 
be confirmed. 
9. The company is to be at 1ib<.'rty to carry on it · trnd witl1ont hinclran c<' , in its 
corporate capacity, rtnd no exccption:il fax is to he pla c1 nth' ornpany' ]all(l, trncl e, 
or servants, nor any import, duty 011 goo l iutrollncec1 by th m 1n·evi n t o t h e ·nr-
render. 
10. Canada is to take ov r the material of the electric t legraph a co t price . nch 
pric~ including transport, hut not including intere t for mon y, aucl ubj ct to a de-
ductwn for ascertained deteriorations. 
_11. The company's claim to laud, under agreement of Messr . Vankoug;ltn t Hop-
kms, (extensive blocks of mineral bncl on tho north of Lake uperior,) to b e witbdra wn. 
12. The details of this anangement, inclutling the :filling up tho blank iu articles 
4 and 6, to be settled at once by mutual agreement. 
The foregoing proposition of the Earl of Granville wa enforced by 
trie following significant intimation by Mr. F. Rogers in his name: 
. If this be rejected, either on the behalf of the company or on uohalf of the Dominion , 
his lordship considers that his next step must be to procure an authoritative decision 
as to the rights of the Crown and the company, and with this object, h e will r ecom-
m~ncl her Majesty to refer their ri~hts for examination to tlle judicial committee of tho 
pnyy cou1;1cil, whose decisions will form a basis for any fnture legi latiou or execut.fre 
act10n ,vhieh her Majesty's government may deem necessary. . 
It was evident that the alternative of acceptance would be the sum-
mary termination of the company's corporate rights, aud on the 24th of 
:\Iareh, the proprietors, _at least the English stockholders, at a regular 
aumml meeting of the Hudson's Bay Company, definitely accepted the 
Earl of Granville's proposition. The Canadian pa.rliament promptly 
concurred . 
. The people of Minnesota had watched these proceedings with great 
mterest. Soon after the organization of the Territory of Minnesota in 
1849, GoYernor Ramsey visited the Selkirk settlement, and communi-
, c~ted to the American public a most favorable impression of the Red 
R1 Yer country and its inhabitants arnl the natural resources, mi1rnral 
and agricultural, of the Saskatchewan Valley. The tra,de of the Hud-
ou's ~ay Company and the settlers was soon diverted from the long 
and difficult communications by way of York Factory, on Hudson's Bay, 
and Fort William, on Lake Superior, to the Mississippi steamern an<i 
the prairie trails northwest of St. Paul to Fort Ga.r.rv. In the winter of 
1858-'59, a steamer was taken apart and transported from the upper 
wate_rs of the Mississippi to a convenient point on the Red River, there 
rebmlt, and during the following summer made trips to the settlement. !n 1~60, the Hudson's Bay Company established a depot at Georgetown, 
m Mrnuesota, and built an additional steamer. The Red River caravaus 
continued their annual trips across the plains; and, in 1864,. a report of 
the Treasury Department, on the foreign and domestic commerce of the . 
l7 nited States, estimated the imports of Central Britis11 America, for 
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the use of the Hudson's Bay Company and the Selkirk settlers, as 
arnonuting _in vah-re to $500,000 annually, while the average annual 
exports, almost exclusively fnrs, were not less than $1,000,000. . 
To close business relations with Minnesota was soon added an rntel-
ligent appreciation, by the Selkirk people, of the advanta.ges of respon-
sible government, and the dissatisfaction with the r_egin!e of the ~~1d-
sou's Bay Company rapidly increased. The orgamzat10n of British 
Columbia, in 1859, as a colony of England, was immediately followed 
by a demand for similar institutions over the wide inhabitable area 
between Canada and the Rocky Mountains. The press of Miunesota 
encouraged this aspiration. But when the policy of rnakiug the ,-viu-
nipeg districts an appendage of Canada, without seekiug an expression 
of the ·wishes of the people, became apparent at London and Ottawa, 
the legislature of Minnesota, in ad--vance even of the termination of the 
negotiations above mentioned, placed on record iu a memorial of March 
6, 1868, to the President and Congress of the United States, the follow-
ing expression: 
Resolved, That we regret to b~ informed of a purpose to transfel" the territories be-
tween Minnesota and Alaska to the Dominion of Canada, by an order in couucil at 
L ondon, \Yithout, a -vote of the people of Selkirk and the settlers upon the sources of 
the Saskatchewan River, who largely consist of emigrants from the United States; ancl 
we would respectfnlly urge that t h e President ·and Congress of the United States shall 
represent to the government of Great Britain that such action will be an nnwarranta-
ble interference with the principle of self-government, and cannot be regarded w·ith 
indifference by the people of t lle United States. 
Resoli;ecl, That tlie legislature of Minnesota would rejoice to be assured that the 
cession of Northwest Brifash America to the United States, accompanied by the con-
struction of a Northern Pacific railroad are regarded by Great Britain and Canada as 
satisfactory provisions of a treaty, which shall remove all grounds of controversy be-
tween the respective countries. 
On the 31st of March, 1868, this declaration of the Minnesota legisla-
ture was prnsented to the Senate of the United States, referred to the 
Committee on Foreign Relations, and ordered to be printed. · (Senate 
l\fiscellaneous Documents, No. 68, 1867-'68.) , 
The Canadiaii parliament, in June, 1869, after the success of the 
Granville intervention, proceeded to organize a temporary government 
for Rupert's Land, or the territory upon Hudson's Bay and its tribu-
taries included in the charter of the Hudson's Bay Company, and the 
Northwest Territory, which was the designation of the regions drained 
by the Mackenzie and other streams falling into the Arctic Ocean, or 
the whole of .J... orthwest British America, except the Paci.fie slope pre-
,fously organized as British Columbia. ~'his legislation, and all pro-
ceediugs under it, prece<l.ed the final transfer of the country, and was 
contingent upon a proclamation of the Queen in council to that effect. 
The substance of the Canadian bill is stated as follows by a Toronto 
journal: 
1. The Territorie , when admitted, shall be styled the " Jorthwest Territories." 
2. The governor in council may make Jaws for the government of the Territories, 
and authorize tl1e officer he may a1Jpoint as Heutenant governor to make pro\ision · 
for admini trntion of ju tice, and generally to make the Jaws, eonstit.utions, and ordi-
nauces necessary for the peac , order, aud good government of her Majesty's nbjec_t 
aud others: Provided that all such orders, laws, and ordinances so madP- shall be laid 
befor both hon es of Parliament as soon as convenient after the making and enact-
ment thereof: 
3. The Ji eutenant governor shall administer the government under instruction 
giYen him by order in council. 
4. The gov rnor in council may con titntc and appoint by warrant a council, not 
xcecdiug- fiftc u or less than seven, to aid the lieutcnaut governor in the admiuistrn-
tion of a1foirs . 
. :-i. All ~he Jaws in force at the thne of admission into the Union shall, so far a co~-
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altered by the parliament of Canada, or by the lieutenant governor under authority of 
this act. . . . . ffi tl t· f th d . . . t 6. Public officers ancl funct10nanes holclrng o ~e at ie _11~e o . e a m1s _ion m o 
the Union excepting him or them at th~ head of, the adnrnn trat1011 of affair~, s~all 
continue to be public officers aml fun_ct10nar~: officer . of the Jorthwest Ternton_es, 
irith the same duties ancl powers as before, until othcnnse orclcrc<.1 undei· the authonty 
of this act. • 
7. This act shall continue ju force until the encl of next se ion. 
Unfortuna.tely for Canada, the formal ce ion of the cou~1try ':as not 
speedily consummated. It did not appear to be convemeut tor tbe 
Canadian ministe.r of finance to p~y £300,000 immediately, the English 
government, as the trustee of both pa.rties, could not pro~laim the Ter-
ritory a part of Canada in advance of uch payment, and 1t was doubt-
fol whether any measures of the Dominion go ernment for the occupa-
tion and administration of the Selkirk district were legitimate during 
the summer of 1869. Still, Canadian Sli.rveyor, proceeded to Fort Garry 
and were actively engaged under iustructions from the land department 
at Ottawa. It is diftieult to estimate or oYer tate tbe popular prejudice 
against Canada which this step excited. Another party proposed to con-
struct a government wagon road from Fort Garry to Lake of the vVoods. 
The demeanor of those Uanadian officials and their emplo)~es was ex-
tremely injudicious. Perhaps all other causes of dissatisfacti,m won1ll 
have failed to orga,nize a movement for the forcible expul ion of Mr. 
llcDougall, if the follies of these Canadian subordinates from July to 
October had not exasperated the inhabitants. Probably the zealous 
partisans of the Canadian connection did not exceed one hundre<l., and 
'everal of the Canadiau settlers who had resided several years at Selkirk 
had become personally more obnoxious than the officials. 
As before stated, the political feeling among the people wa.s in favor 
of an independent English colony, on the termination, which all desired, 
?f' the jurisdiction of the Hudson's Bay Company; but if the proposed 
mcorporation with Canada had been accompa,nied by a reasonable 
regard for the wishes and a guarantee of the rights of the people, there 
would have been a general, if not a hearty, acquiescence. It is a mis-
take to suppose that the insurrection wa,s the result of accident. There 
bad been much· discussion previously among the people. Louis Riel, 
the Y?uthful French leader of the revolt, when summoned before the 
coun~1lor_s and magistrates of Assiniboia a,nd mged to desist, not 
only Jnst1fi.ecl resistance, but almost obtained the concurrence of the 
council to his measures. He openly addressed the people in front of 
the cathedral of St. Boniface after Sunday morning mass, appealing 
for support in the design to exclude the McDougall party from the 
'country. It is the custom of the French population to proceed to tile 
adjacent buffalo plains, under strict military discipline, for an October 
hunt ; and it was easy, in returning from that expedition, to organize 
the armed bands which took possession of Forts Pembina and Garry. 
The events of the second of November were not followed by any 
excess. The ihsurgent party were mutually sworn, under the style of 
"liberators," and to the numbPr of six hundred, to strict subordination. 
AltLough the roads from Pembina to Fort Garry (or ·winnipeg, as the 
,-illage near its walls is called) were under strict surveillance, yet there 
was no material interruption of business; while a provisional govern-
ment, with John Bruce as president or govenor, and Louis Riel as 
secretary and marshal, proclaimed and enforced martial law. · 
I have thus endeavored to present the situation at · Selkirk which 
preceded the eYents of November 2, and resume urie:fly the subsequent 
narrative. 
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RED RIVER CONVENTION. 
The provisional g·overnment, whfoh was established and recognized by 
the insurrection, consisted of a council of twelve, namely: Pierre Poitras, 
Pierre T..lEveille, Magnus Burston, Frangois J eanton, Arn broise L'Epine, 
J. B. Touron, Louis Lasarte, Pierre Parenteau, ,J". B. Perrea,n, Charles 
Nolin, J.B. Millet, and .Andrew Bauchemin. The executive office was 
vested in John Bruce, president, and Louis Riel, secretary, who as com-
mander of the insurgent forces could hardly be considered to bold a 
subordinate position . 
.Almost the first act of the new authority was to call a popular con-
vention. Twelve representatives of the English and Scotch parishes 
were invited, as follows: St. John's, one; St. Margaret's, one; Head-
ingly, one; St. Mary's, one; Kildonan, one; St. Paul's, one; St. 
.Andrew's, one; St. Clement's, one; St. Peter'$, one; town of vV"innipeg, 
· two, to meet "the president and representatives of the French-speaking 
population of Rupert's Land in council," in the court-house at 1'"'ort 
Garry, on Tuesday, November 16. The date of this summons was 
November 6 . 
.As the day fixed for the convention approached, the Canadian party 
addressed a communication to Honorable William lvicTavish, gonm10r 
of the colony of .Assiniboia, demanding from him that he should deal 
with the" threatening position assumed by a portion of the French-
speaking population toward the Crown in the person of her Majesty's 
representative, the future governor of the 'rerritory;" that he (McTaYish,) 
as the representative of her Majesty in the Territory, "should circulate 
a full and correct exposition of the nature of the transfer of the Territory 
to the Dominion of Canada, and of the policy likely to be adopted b,y 
~he Canadian authorities relative to the government of the Territory;" 
and that he should warn the insurgents to lay down their arms and dis-
perse to their homes. 
On the 16th of November Governor McTavish issued a proclamation, 
protestin~·, with much particularity, against the military occupation of 
the country, the interruption of the mails, the capture of the Hudson's 
Bay Company's posts and stores, and unlawful proceedings to resist ar-
rangements for the transfer of the government of the country, made 
under the sanction of the imperial parliament. In conclusion, he ex-
horted all eng·aged in the revolt to disperse to their homes, and adopt 












This document indicates the full embarrassment of Governor l\Ic-
Tavish's position. He was expected to vindicate the prospective au-
thority of his Canadian. Rnccessor, when legally he could not recognize 
any other than bis own tenure of office, which, always weak, was now 
almost suspended by the anomalous situation of the settlement. His 
proclamation was without effect, except to magnify the importance of 
the convention, which asselll.bled on the day of its date, and to which 
tbe attention of an c-.Ja ses was directed. The Scotch and English set-
tlers had sent representat.ives. Mr. McDougall, himself; though pre-
vented from attendance in person, was in communication with the bod,r;_ 
and a week pa sed in most earnest discussion, although the session of 
the convention wa not continuous. A.t length, a "list of rights ':a 
unanimou. ly adopted, as the only conditions upon which the Oauadian 
authority ould be tolerated. An abstract of this paper, furni bed to 




1. That tho p opl hav the right to elect their own legislature. 
2. That th l cri ·latnre hav tlrn power to pa all laws local to the Territory o\'er 
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3. That no act of the Dominion parliamen_t (local t? the TerritorJ') be binding on the 
people until sanctioned by the legislature of the Territory.. . . 
4. That all sheriffs, magistrates, constables, school comimss1onern, &c.: be elected by 
the peopie. 
5. A free homestead and pre-emption land law. . 
6. That a portion of the public lands 1?e appr<?pnated to the benefit of schools, t,ho 
building of bridges, roads, and ot,he:i: pu bl~c ~mldmgs. . . , . . . 
7. Tha,t it be guaranteed to connect Wmmpeg by rail ,v~t,h the nea1 est lme_ of rail-
road within a term of :five years, the land grant to be sub,1ect to the local leg1 ·1Htur_e. 
8. That for the term of four years all military, civil, and municipal e:x:penses be paid 
out of the Dominion fund. 
9. That the military be composed of the inha,bifarnt no,"." :~dsting ~n the Territory. 
10. That the Eno-lish and French lano·mwes be common m the legislature an<l the 
courts, and that all public documents a~cl a
0
cts of the le()'i la,tnrc be publisbetl in both 
languages. . 
11. That the judge of the snpreme court speak the En~h.h anc~ ~rench language . 
12. That treaties be concluded and ratified bet"·een the Domnuoo goY •1·nment and 
the several tribes of Indians in .the Territory, t.o iusur pea e on the frontier. 
13. That the Selkirk people htwe a full and fair representation in tbe Ca,nndian par-
liarnent. 
14. That all privileges, customs, a,nd usages existiug at the timo of the transfer, be 
respected. 
While there was unanimity in fayor of the foregoing schedule, yet the 
conYention could not agree upon tbe requisite guarantee for the execu-
tion of its terms. The majority, led by Riel, demauded that l\Ir. 1\1~-
Dougall should not be allowed to assnme tlrn office of goYeruor unt1l 
the Canadian parliament had fully ra,tified the demands of the conven-
tion; w bile the Can a clian partisans professed to be satisfied with 1 he 
personal pledge of his influence in behalf of such ratification. ·whether 
that pledge would have been given will remain uncertain, since the cou-
rentiou, finding agreement on this vital point impossible, was soon dis-
solved. 
J,)ECL.A.RA1'ION OF THE PROVlSIONAL GOVERNME T. 
A formal declaration of independence of Canada followed the adjourn-
ment of the convention. It recited the grievances already considered; 
claimed that the attempt by the Hudson's Bay Company to trnusfer the 
territory was an abdication of their right to goyern it; protested again,-,t 
the Canada legislation as a ursupation, aud asserted tlrnt the. people 
were justified in resuming the authority necessary to vindicate and 
maintain their rights. There was no other expression than of loyalty 
to Gr at Britain, and a confidence that the English people wonld sym-
patbzic with their action. I a,ssurne that this document is in the pos-
ession of the department, and do not forward a newspaper copy. 
PROCLAMATIONS BY MR. M'DOUGALL. 
l\fr. McDougall, during the month of November, had anticipated that 
an opportunity would offer to satisfy the people of Selkirk that his ad-
ministration as governor would be in all respects advantageous to them. 
The Canadian act contemplated a personal government, at least until 
the close of tlrn Fel>ruary (1870) session of parliament, and I am satis-
fied that Mr. McDougall entertained very enlighteued views in ragard to 
the measures for the welfare , and advancement of the settlement. 'fhe 
])eople, however, justly desired, some further guarantee beyond the ex-
eeneut intentions of any single individual, whatever bis position, awl 
such was the purpose of the conventiou of November 16. But Mr. Mc-
b0ngall could uot consent to waive the assertion ofl1is authority on the 
l~t oi· Deeember for the sake of submitting the action of the Red River 
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delegates to the Ottawa authorities, although I have no doubt that if 
such a proposition ha.cl proceeded from him, it would have been ac-
cepted. . 
On the contrary~ he crossed the frontier on the night of the first of 
December, and under cover of darkness, and during the sojourn of a few 
minutes on British territory, issued two p:r-0 oclalllations, one form~,lly _as-
suming the office of lieutenant governor of the North west Territories, 
and another appointing one John Stoughton Dennis as bis lieuteuant 
and conservator of the peace in and for the Northwest Territories, with 
authority "to raise, otganize, arm, equip, and provision a sufficient force 
within the said Territories, and with the said force to attack, arrest, 
disarm, or disperse" the insurgents, fully describing the latter. Powers 
of impressment and confiscation to the fullest extent, and to appoint 
officers and deputies, were also added, with ''authority to order all or any 
of the inhabitants of the said Northwest Territories" to support and assist 
military movements. I assume that the United States consul at Win-
nipeg has communicated this document, which led to great excitment 
and important re~;ults. 
COLONEL DENNIS'S C.A.MP.A.IGN. 
Ou the 6th of December, five days after the promulgation of the above 
commission, Colonel .J. S. Dennis published it, a,dding a call on "all 
loyal men of the North west Territories to assist him, by every means in 
their power, to carry out the same, and thereby restore public peace an<l 
order, ancl uphold the supremacy of the Queen". It was attested at 
Stone Fort, lower settlement, and to this post.1 situated twenty miles 
north of Fort Garry, Colonel Dennis succeeded in ra.llying about two 
hundred Swampie Indians, mostly half-civilized occupants of a reserva-
tion in the vicinity. The Canadians, about sixty in number, were also 
assembled iu arms at the residence of a Dr . .John Shultz, in the town of 
'Winnipeg, and it was soon announced thati a body of Oree Indians and 
refugee Sioux, who had been driven from Minnesota for complicit,v in 
the massacre of 1862, were organized and moving, some six hundred 
strong, upon the settlements. 
.!l. 
These proceedings united all parties, except the few Canadian officials 
and their de11eudents, against Mr. McDougall, and in support of the 
provisional government. The ''liberators" responded in full force to 
tlle summons of Riel. Scotch, English, and Americans joined in the 
public defense. The house of Shultz was surrounded and the Canadians 
captured. Dennis disbanded his garrison of Stone Fort and fled to Pem-
bina, claiming, in his circuitous route along the western frontier, to ham 
dissuaded the Cree and Sioux bands from hostilities against the settle-
ment; and, after a few days, not unattended with hazard to himself and 
his party, Mr. McDougall left for Canada. 
Ex 
Tu.ere is a very con iderable body of evidence that the savag-es of the 
plains were incited by emissaries of Dennis to fall upon the settlements-
an imputatation ,Yhich is t bought to be confirmed by his influence oYer 
their movements during his flight to Pembina; but, on the other hand, 
fr. foDougall protest' that he had no knowledge of or agency in the 
instigation of such a warfare. 
LATE INTELLIGENCE. 
Since the departure of Mr. l\fcDougall, on the 18th of December, the 
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Rev. lH. Thibault, a Catholic clergyman and vicar general of Quebec, 
md Colonel De Salaberry, formerly a member of the Daw on-llin<les 
,arty of' exploration, sent by Canada to tlie Red RiYer country, ll~Ye 
-ned to Fort Garry, and .are understood to be envoys of the . a~iadian 
:mrmnent to satisfy the inhabitants of Red River by a11 reqm 1te con-
·e' ions. They will probably invite and seek to accompany a dc1mta-
ion to visit Ottawa . 
A more remarkable circumstance is the arriTal of J\Ir. Donald Smith, 
,ent by the directors of the Hudson's Bay Company to relieYe l\'.Ir. 
lfilliam McTavish, whose first act was to recognize the provi ional 0 ·ov-
,rnment as the only legitimate authority. Canada having declined, on 
1earing of Mr. McDougall's repulse, to pa,y £300,000 until the po sion 
.fthe Northwest Territories is assured, the company claims a renr ion 
,f their chartered rights, and they choose to recognize Pre ident Bruce 
:nd his council. Doubtless they expect, on thi ground, to receiY full 
']demnity for the appropriation of the goods and funds of the comvany 
:or the use of the insurrection . 
.111 of which points to a resolute effort to adjust the R d RiTer com-
_1lication on any terms. The idea of force seems to be d finitely alrnn-
loned. Whether the Red River peoRle will be proof again t tLe and 
,ther influences, * * * is doubtful, although a rumor preyails that 
new journal, about to be established at Selkirk iu th intere t of the 
:n'urgents, will announce definitely that there can be no re ~toration of 
:he authority of the Hudson's Bay Company; that the hostility to in-
;orporation with Canada is unappeasable, and that until the way opens 
:o peaceful union with the United States, the people will stand resolutely 
,n th~ ground of their successful struggle, as a, province of England, de-
:nandrng the protection of the British constitution. · 
I inclose a supplement of documents and newspaper compilations, 
numbered from I to XII, which bear on the topics of the foregoing com-
nunication. 
I am, very respectfully, &c., &c., 
Hon. HAMILTON Frsn, 
Secretary of State. 
JAMES W. TAYLOR. 
[Inclosure.J 
SUPPLEMENTARY PAPERS. 
Ertracts fro1n the pre.r;s of the British Provinces, the United States, and 
England. 
I.-SELKIRK SETTLEMENT-GOVERNOR RAMSEY'S VISIT IN 1851. 
LFrom a communication in Washin-gton Chronicle.) 
. A~ e arly as 1858 a committee of the Minnesota legislature compiled a great variety of 
:sti:xnony upon the resources of Central British America, including a narrative by 
fO, e ruor, an<l now Senator, Ramsey of an official visit to Pembina, on the northern 
lro11tie 1: of 'M~nnesota, anc1 a trip to Fort Garry, seventy miles beyond Pembina. After 
le·crilHng w1tb some enthusiasm the first approach to civilized settlement fifteen 
!ll iles s ou th oft.he junction of the Assiniboine and Red Rivers, the 0 ·overnor rrr~ups the 
:0110 ,ving picture oflife on Red River: ~ t> 
'' Jin agin~ a river ~owing sluggishly northward through a flat, alluvial plain, and the 
~·est ot· it hued contmuorn,ly for over thirty miles with cn1tiYated farms, each present-
~ng thos e appearances of thrift arou11Cl them which I mentioned as sunounc1ino- the 
~l'rst :frtrm~ see1;1 by us; each fa!m with a narrow frontage on the river of ouly tw~nty-
toiu, rods 1n width, but extending back for one or two mile::i, and each of these narrow 
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farms havino· their dwellinO's and out-buildings spread along the river front1 with lawn8 
sloping to the water's edge~ aud shrubbery aud vines literally twined around the1~1, and 
trees intermingled, the whole presenting the appearance of a long sub\H'?an v:1llag:e, 
such a.s you might see near our eastern seaboard, or such as you find exh11:>1~ed 1u pic-
tures of English couutry villa,ges, wi~h the resemblan~e rendered more ~trikmg_ by the 
spires of several large churches peeprng above the foliage of the trees m the d1stauce. 
'\Vhitewashed school-houses glisten here ancl there, amid sunlight and green;. geut le-
ruen's houses of pretentious dimensions, and grassy lawns and elaborate fencrng, tlle 
seats of retired officers of the Hudson's Ba,y Company, occasionally interspersed. Here 
an English bishop's parsonage, with a boarding or high school near by, and over there 
a Catholic bishop's massive ca,thedral, with a convent of the Sisters of Charity attached, 
while t,he two large stone forts (at which reside the officers of the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany, or of tlie colony i one called Upper Fort Garry, and situated at the mouth of the 
Assiuiboiue, a.nd the other termed Lower Fort Garry, which is twenty miles furth er 
down the rivP-r) helped to give additional picturesqueness to the scene.11 
Governor Ramsey was satisfied that wheat, barley, rye, oats, and esculent roots were 
cultivated as ,successfully as in Minnesota; that Indian corn was precarious; that the 
country was especially favorable to stock-raising, and that the interior districts, even to 
latitude 60°, near the Rocky Mountains, were no less adapted to agriculture. His lan-
gu:1ge, on the latter point, is as follows: 
"But without casting more than a passing glance on the agricultural capacity of re-
mote Peace River, we may come down to the fertile valley and plain of the great Sas-
katchewan, the Mississippi of the north, which pours its waters from the Rocky Moun-
tains over nw1e than a thoiisand miles of agt"icultu.ral ter1'itor.11, teeming with coal and other 
mineral treasures, into Lake Winnipeg; and we may note the still more frrtile and 
<lesirable lands of its south or Bow River branch, the winter home in its wooded val-
leys of the buftalo and myriads of other game; as far north as these regions are, actual 
e:,:periment has shown them to be capable of raising successfully nearly every cereal, 
hardly excepting corn, and every vegetable tliat can be produced in our lands of the 
temperate zone further south. 
"From what I have seen of the land in that section, and from what I learned r especting 
its capacity, and making every allowance for its climate, and for its extra-0rdiuary fer-
tility also, I hesitate not to ascribe to the whole of the upper plains on both branches of the Sas-
lcatcJiewan 11,iver an agricu,ltnral value supm'ior naturally to the fields of our New England in 
their primitive condiUon1 and though lack of timber might be an objection to some por-
tions of the Saskatchewan Territory, yet it has mineral coal in abundance, which may 
be easily mined to supply fuel for a population of the densest character." 
The foregoing extracts are from an address of Governor Ramsey before the Minnesota 
A.gricultural Society. The date of his trip to Selkirk was 1851. The italics occur in 
the original publication. 
The Selkirk people during the subsequent period of eighteen years have extended 
their settlements west of Fort Garry, more than fifty miles along the valley of the As-
siuiboine, and bave sent numerous colonists to the vicinity of Fort Edmonton, on the 
N ortb Saskatchewan, a tL.onsaud miles distant: In this new settlement, four degrees 
north of Fort Garry, the writer has authentic information from a Mr. Christie, in com-
mand of the Hudson1s Bay Company's post of Edmonton, tbat large quantities of wheat 
and otlier grains, besides heFds of cattle, are produced for the supply of the trading 
posts still further north. 
All the e facts have become very familiar to the Canadian public, and have induced 
a strong desire to obtain possession of a country so desira.ble as a field of English 
and Canadhm colonization-the Great West of the Dominion. The purpose of this 
communication is not to criticise the wisdom of the measures to that eml, or to com-
ment on the events. at Pembina, which have interrupted the progress of the Canadian 
repre entati~e , but to caution the American public not to accept obsolete or prejudiced 
conclusions m regard to the value of Central British America. The country whose 
<le tiny is now at issue has resources ample to constitute four States equal to Minne-
sota. 
J. W. T. 
Il.-LORD SELKIRK'S COLONIZATION, 
(From the New York Herald.) 
The Red River country was ceded to Lord Selkirk in 1811, and was designated as 
follow : 
All that tract of land or territory bounded by an imaginary line running a follow 3 
that i to ay be 0 'inning on the western shores of Lake Winnipeg, at a point in. 51r 
30' north latitnd I and thence running due west to the lake Winnipegosis; thence m a 
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~ntherly direction tru:ough the said lake, so a to stril-e its wes~ern shores in latitndc 
5F· thence dnc west to the place where the fifty- econd degree mtersects the western 
bra~ch of Rell River, (the A siniboine;l thence due s01~th :t:rom that, point of intersection 
to the hei<Fht ofland which separates the waters runmn()' mto Hutlson's Bay from those 
of the Mis~ouri and Mississippi; thence in the ea terly ~irection, along the said height 
ofland to the source of the w ·innipeg River, meaning by nch last-named river the princi-
JJal br~nch of the waters which unite in Lake Sei~anagah; thence along the main tream 
of these waters, and the middle of the several lakes throu 0 ·h which they flow, to the 
month of the Winnipeg River; and thence in the northerly direction, through the mid-
dle of Lake Winnipeg, to the plac~ o_f be()'inning. . . . 
In 1812, the first colonists, con 1stmg of ev ral Scotch fam1hes; rnached Red River, 
but were met by a lar()'e party of half-breeds and Intlian in the ervice of the rorth-
west Fur Company, a~d warned not to e tabli h a permanent settlement. , The colo-
nists, conducted by the e Indians, proceeded to the po t of the HtHlsou's Bay Company 
at Pembina, where they passed the winter in bnffalo kin tent . Iu May, 1813, the emi-
grants returned to a place about two mile below Fort Garry, ancl there commeneefl their 
agricultural labors. In the fall of the year they again ought refn(re at Pembina, :rnd in 
the following season made another attempt to plant them elves p rmanently on the banks 
of the Reel River, at their original place of settlement. Dnriug the summer, however, 
their houses were burned by the wandering half-breeds, and when, in 1815, the main 
body of emigrants arrived from Scotland, they found poverty ancl desponde110y pre-
rniling. The new arrivals, with supplies of all kinds, gave new life to the little colony, 
but in 1816 a serious conflict took place between the settlement, ancl the native em-
ployer; of the Northwest colony, in which many were killed 011 both ides, an.cl the et-
tiers dispersed. Shortly afterward, Lord Selkirk arrived with one lrnndred di banded 
soldiers, composed chiefly of Germans, French, and Swis , aml, recalling the scat-
tered Scotch settlers, the colony was re-established. In 18 l several French Canadian 
families, under the guidance of two priests, arrived in the count,ry, and in 1 20 a 
Catholic church was erected. The union of the Hudson's Bay and the Northwest Com-
panies, in 1821, gave peace to the colony, and it commenced to grow with rapiclity. In 
1843 it numbered over five thousand people, and upon the open mg of the Northwestern 
States and Territories of the United States, immigration flowed into the Red River coun-
try over the American border, and formed settlements at various places, including Oak 
Post, White Horse Flu.ins, and Prairie Portage, along the Red and Assiniboine Ri,·ers. 
The principal of these are on Red River, between t,he mouth of Ra.t River and Lake 
Winn ipeg. · 
The Reel River of the North rises in Ottertail Lake, in Minnesota, and flows in a 
westerly course for some distance, after which it winds to the north in latitude 46° 9', 
an~ passes through vast prairies in an exceedingly tortuous channel, the plains not 
bemg over two feet above the water in its ordinary stage in June. In latitude 46° 23' 
30" a belt of timber sets in and continues, with some interruptions, along its banks to 
Pembina. In latitude 46° 41' 12" the level of the. prairies is thirty feet above the river. 
The stream receives some important tribntaries, inc}uding the Cheyenne, Pembina, Red 
For~, Ros~au, and Assiniboine Rivers. Its whole length, from whern it enters British 
te~·ntory from the United States to its month at Lake Winnipeg, is one hundred and forty 
mile~, aud all along a good portion of this distance are scattered the settlements formed 
w1~hm the last few years. Equall~T rich and attractive districts border the Assini-
bome and Saskatchewan H.ivers, and a few settlements lrnve been formed in them, bnt 
most of the immigrants to Rupert's Land have located themselves along Reel River. 
THE CLI1'1:ATE 
o~ this ·colintry is remarkably milcl for so northerly a latitude. Mr. Lo1fo Blodgett, in 
his standard work on the "Climatology'of North America" has pointed out the exist-
enGe of a vast wedge-shaped tract extending from 48° to 60° of northern latitude, 10° 
of lo~gitude deep at the base, which may be denominated the Winnipeg Basin. It 
contams five hundred thousand square miles of lrnbitable land, and is subject to few 
and inconsidera,ble variations of climate. 'l'his author o·ives a summer of ninety-five 
dars to Toronto, and of ninety da,ys to Cumberland Hons~, on the Saskatchewan River 
in latitude 54°. A Canadian engineer, Mr Simon Dawson, from personal observation' 
compares t,he climate of Fort Gany to that of Kingston. Professor Hindes in au elabo: 
rate report to the Canadian government, places the mean temperature of Red River for 
the summer months at 67.76, nearly three degrees of heat more than is necessary for 
corn, while July has fou~ degrees of heat more than is required for its best develop-
ment. Mr. _Bl~d~ett clauus that the whole Saskatchewan _Valley has a climate very 
nearly as mild m its annual average a.s that of St. Paul, which would give it a winter 
mean of fifteen clegrnes, and an annual mean of forty-four degrees, representino- the 
climates of Wiscousin, Northern Iowa, Michigan, Western Canada, Northern New York 
ancl Southen1 New England. ', 
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III.-G0VERNOR McTA VISH'S PROCLAMA'.l'ION. 
[From the Winnipeg Nor'-Wester and f'ioneer Extra, November 17.J 
THE CRISIS.-LOYALTY TRIUMPHANT.-(BRITISH COAT 0]' ARi\iS.)-THE GOVER~OR'S 
PROCLANL\.TION. 
On the 12th instant the following address was presented to Gornrnor McTavish,· 
signed by a large number of our most respe9table inhabitants; and on the 17th a reply 
was issued, which will be founcl below: 
ADDRESS, 
TOWN OF WINNIPEG, Noi-ember 12, 1869. 
To ·WILLIAM McTAvrs1-1, Esq., 
Governor Hudson's Bay Corn:pany, Fort Gar1·y: , 
We, the undersigned, residents of the town of ·winnipeg, and loyal subjects of lier 
MaJesty the Queen of Great Britain and Ireland, beholding with great afarm the un-
settled state of feeling existing in this T erritory, and the threatening positioJl assnmed 
by a portion of its French-speaking population toward the Crown, in the person of 
her Majesty's representative, the futnre governor of this Territory, and believing, as 
we do, that the disaffection or dissatisfaction is the result of various slauderous inter-
pretations having been, from time to time, disseminated among the people b,y per ons 
unknown; , 
We do therefore now demand tliat you, as the representative of her Majesty in this 
Territory, do proclaim among the people, either by convening a public meeting for that 
purpose, or posting, in conspicuous places throughout the country, a full and correct ex-
position of the nature of the transfer of this 'l'erritory to the Dominion of Ca,nada. 
We also request that you will explain, so far as lies in your power, the policy likely to 
be adopted by the Canadian authorities relative to the govermnent of the Territory. 
Also, that you deny the numerous libellous slanders which are in circulation regard-
ing tho purposes for which the Territory was acquired; that you warn them of the 
clanger they i:1,re incurring to themselves hy persistence in their present violent course, 
thereby imperiling the future welfare of the country; and that you do entreat tllem 
to lay down their arms, and retnrn peaceably to their homes. 
Here is the proclamation drawn from Governor McTavish on the present state of 
atrairs: 
PROCLAMATION. 
Whereas I, ·wmiam McTavish, governor of Assiniboia, have been informed that a 
meeting is to be held to-day, of persons from the different districts of the settlement, 
for the ostensible purpose of taking into consideration the present political condition 
of the colony, and for suggesting such measures as may appear to be hest ada_]Jted for 
meeting the difficulties and dangers connected with the existing state of public a:tfairs; 
and 
·whereas I deem it advisable, at this juncture, to place before that meeting, as w·ell 
'.'1s befo_re the wl1;ole b?dY of the p eople, what it appears necessary for me to declare 
m the mterest of public order, and of the safety and welfa1•e of the settlement; 
Therefore, I notify all whom it concerns, that during the last few weeks large bodies 
of armed men have taken positions on the public high road to Pembina, a,nd, contrary 
to the remonstrances and protests of the public authorities, have committed the fol-
lowing unlawful ac:ts: 
Fir&t. ~'hey_ have f~rcib]y obstructed the movements of various persons traveling on 
the puhhc lnghway m the peaceable prosecution of their lawful business, and have 
thu~ violated that per ·onal liberty which is the undoubted right of all her Majesty's 
SUhJeCts. 
Secondly. They have unlawfu11y sei7,ed and detained on the road at La Riviere Sale, 
in t~e parish of t. orber_t, good aud mereha,ndise of various descriptions and of very 
considerable value, beloncrrncr ~s well to persons coming into the colony, as to per ?TIS 
already settled here and carrymg on their business in the settlement, thereby can mg 
great loss and inc?nveni?nce, not only to. the owners of thei;e good , bu_t, as ~a for-
mally been complamccl of, al ·o to the earners of the , ame, and possibly mvolnng the 
whole colony in a ruinou re pon ibility. 
Thi1'lll!J. They have unlawfu11 y interfered with the pnblic mails, both outgoincr and 
incomiug, ancl by that tampering with the e tablished means of communication be-
tween the , ettlem nt and the outside world, have haken public confidence in the 
ecurity of the mails, al)(l given a hock to the trade and commerce of the colour of 
which th mi chievons effect cannot now be fully estimated. 
Fourlltly. ot only without permi sion, but in the face of repeated remon trance. on 
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they have, in numbers varying from about sixty to one hm~dre~l and twenty, bille~ed 
themselves on that esta,blishmeut, under the plea, of protectrng 1t from a danger which 
they alleged was known by themselves to be imminent, unt of which they never yet 
disclosed the particular nature. They have pl3:ce~l ar~ed guards at t?e g}~tes of au 
establishment, which every stick and stone of 1t 1s pn vatc property ; m spite of the 
mot distinct protestations against such a disregard of property, they have take1;1 posses-
\ion of rooms within the fort; and, although they have there, a yet, conmntted no 
direct act of violence to person or property, beyond what has b' •n enumerated, yet by 
their presence in such number with arm_s, for no legitimate ~m1~pose that can be 
igned, they have created a ·tate of excitement and alarm w1tlnn_ and aroun<l. the 
tort, which seriously interferes with the regula,r bn iness of the cstabh 'hmcnt. 
And in the last _place, they have a.vowed it as their intention, in all t?o ~ unlawful 
proceedino·s, to resist arrano-ernents for the transfer of the government of tlns conntry, 
which ha ~e been made und~r the sanction of the imperial parliament, aud of virt1rnlly 
setting at defiance the royal anthority, instead of nclopting tho c la,":fnl a.ncl _con titu-
tional means, which nuder the enlightened rule of her mo t grac10n :MaJC ty, our 
Queen, are snfficient for the ultimate attainment of every object tlrnt re t npon reason 
wd justice, the persorn; who haYe been engaged in committing tho e nulawfnl deeds 
haYe resorted to acts which directly tencl to involve th mselves in con eqnences of the 
gra-Yest nature, and to bring upon tho colony and the country at la,rge the evils of 
anarchy and the horrors of wa,r. • 
Therefore, in the interests of 13.w and order, in behalf of all the , ecuritics , on have 
for life and property, and, in a wonl, for the sake of the pre ent ancl fnture welfare of 
the settlement and its inhabitants, I agctih eal'nestly and em1Jhaticcllly ]Jrotest against each 
and all of these imlcwful acts . 
. I charge those engaged in them, before they are irretrievably and hopele sly 
lllYolved, immediately to disperse themselves, and peaceably to depart to their lmbita-
tions, or to their lawful business, under the pains and penaltie of the law ; and what-
ernr in other respects may be the conclusions of those who meet to deliberate upon the 
pres_ent critical and distracted state of public affairs, I cu1jnrc yon as citizen having 
th_e mterests of your country and kind.red at heart, to ratify ancl proclaim with all the 
nught of your united voices this public notice aud protest, a,nd so avert from the 
country a succession of evils, of ,Yhich those who see the beginning may never see the 
encl. 
You ~re dealing with a crisis out of which may come incalculable good or immeasur-
. ~ble ev1l; and, with all the weight of my official authority and all the influence of my 
mdividual position, let me finally charge you to adopt only such means as are lawful 
and constitutional, rational and safe. 
Given under my hand and seal at Fort Garry, this 16th day of November, 1869. 
WM. McT.A. VISH, 
Governor of Assiniboia. 
IV.-MR. McDouG.A.LL's STATEMENT. 
[From the St. Paul Press, Dec. 31.J 
Ron. "William McDougall arrived at the Pa.rk Place Hotel yesterday by train from 
Qt. Cloud, en route for Ottawa, Canada, to await the action of bis government in regard 
to the Red River troubles. Last evening a representative of the Press called upon Mr. 
licDougall, and was very courteously received. 
He was quite willing to converse freely upon the matters which have elicited so 
nmch public attention during the past few weeks, ancl ta.lked with frankness in regard 
thereto. From a lengthy conversation, covering the whole ground of the troubles, 
\\i.th all the incidents connected therewith, we gather the following facts: 
When Governor McDougall and party were within about thirty miles of the boun-
dary line, they received information from a ·party who met them, that their entrance 
lo the possessions of the Hudson's Bay Company would be opposed, and that the roads 
\Vere being barricaded :-1,nd guarded by half-breeds. 
It was stated that the half-breeds were in arms, and would prevent, the entrance of 
the gubernatorial party, until certain demands which they would make should be 
acceded to. They, however, gave no heed to the rumors which rnacbed them, but kept 
OJJ. to Pembina, and were preparing to proceed at once to Fort G:-ury. 
While the governor was engaged in passing his goods through the custom-house, at 
Pembina, a half-breed banded him a document, without a word of comment, and at 
once slipped away without waiting for any reply. On opening it he found a commu-
ll.ication addressed to him in French, purporting to come from t,he '' National Commit-
~ee " signed by Brom:!se as president, and by Riel as secretary of said committee, warn-ltig hi ro not to enter the territory. 'fo this document be gave no heeu, and p~'-ssed on 
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across tlie line to the tradiug-post of the Hudson's Bay Company, about a haJf mile 
beyond the American boundary. . . . 
:From that roint lie dispatched Provenc~er to hold an mt~rv1~w wit~ those w~o 
were represented as oppmdng "his entrance 1nto the country, with rnstructwus to him 
to make known the authority under which he came, and the plans, so far ~s the:y were 
deYeloped, of the incoming aclministratiou, and to learn what they (the rnhab1tants) 
demanded or wanted. 
The governor was not in a condition to l)romise any particular policy, as this could 
not be decided upon until the government should be inaugurated, aud until he should 
become acquaiuted with the wants and necessities of tlie Territory. 
Provencher, after meeting the insurgents, or some of them, returnefl and reported tlie 
nature of their demands, and the representations which they ma,de to him. He found 
that the half-breeds had been incited to their attitude of rebellion by the most un-
founded and ridiculous stories, set afloat, undoubtedly, by some manipulator of the 
insurrection. Among other things they had been told that he woul(l divide u_p their 
lands and take their homesteads from them, and bestow them upon his Canadian fol-
lo,vers; that he was hostile to their religion; that on his way to their settlement he 
had killed two priests; that he had basely insulted Bishop Tache, and also his holiness 
the Pope. 
Provencher was escorted ba,ck to the Hudson's Bay post by about twenty armed horse-
men. On the arrival of this armed party at the post, they very politely asked a,n inter-
Yiew with the governor, which was atoncegrauted. Two, who were the leaders of the 
party, dismounted and entered the apartments of the governor, and informed him that 
they were instructed by tbe ' national committee" to order him to quit the Territory. 
He informed tlrnm that he was there under the authority of the Queen and of the Cana-
dian governmeut, and for what purpose lie had come. These leaders expressed their 
surprise at his statement, and said if tliey had known these facts before they would 
not have opposed his entrance into the country, and they thought their leaders would 
not have done so either. ~ 
They also asked why he did not _come on to the Sale River and make known these 
facts to the leaders of the insturectionary mo~ment. He explained that this was his 
object, but at the very boundary line he had been met by a peremptory orcler for him 
to not enter the Territory. He thereupon invited them to bring in their whole party, 
to Lave a "general talk" on t-hese matters. They seemed inclined to do so, and prom-
ised that they would come in next momiDg. They went oft; however, and, he believes, 
held an interview with Colonel Stutsman and others of the plotters, and next morning, 
inste:ul of returning for a general talk, they came back and took :Mr. Hallett 1n·isoner; 
tied him behind a cart ancl started him off into the conntry; refused to have any par-
le whatever, all(l ordered the governor aud his party to leave by 9 a. m., or tbefr 
li es would he iu danger. As his mission was a peaceable one, be obeyed the mandate 
and removed to American soil. From that time until he left he had no further com-
munication with the insnrgents, though in their public meetings or conventions, some 
of their leaders ]1rete11ded that they were ready to negotiate. He thinks the leaders 
did all in their power, and with success too, to prevent any neg9tiations whatever, and 
that their whole policy has been to prevent a,ny conference between him and the 
people. • 
In regard to Riel's actnal force, he thinks t,J1at he never had more than two hundred 
mcu ac-tually nuder arms, unless, perhaps, with the exception of one day. When the 
fort "·as occupied by the insurgents, he estirnates that Riel's command numbered four 
lrnndn·<l, uut that part of these soon returned home. At any time he admits that Riel 
J.)l'OliahJy l1ad from three to four hundred men within reach and snliject to his call. A 
large nnmLcr of half-breeds stood aloof~ and bad nothing to do ,vith the rebellion; and 
at one time some sixty or seventy of them were actually in arms under one "\Yilliam 
Dea8e, for the pmyose of escorting tue governor's party iuto the Territory. These, 
ho,rnYer, were :ic1v1scd to disband and return to their homes, in order to prevent blood-
shed among neighbors. Ile states that according to his information the convention of 
delegate. was liy no means rmauimous; the Scotch and English half-breed have never offi 
joiil<'(l t_hcm, though m_a1~y of them in<lorse<l the "bill of rights" prepared by the MG 
co11Yc11tion, and were w11lrng that these demands should be submitted to him for con- th1 
sideration. They wonl<1 nndouhteclly have been glad to have seen some of the demands tai 
g-ra11t!'(l, hut tl.tcy (tllc 'cotch and English) refused to accompany the deputation lo present na1 
the demands. res 
The people e1wagecl in this movement were disposed to negotiate, l)nt their a<lvi ers thi 
cmmiugly mmiagcd to prevent all negotiations, and there really never were any formal llJ.u 
delll:uHls prN,entecl. The '' l>i11 of l'ights" <levi,.ecl by the couveution (which he 1uo- su1 
norn11·c·: A1rn·rican thronghont; wa. never furnished ltim by those claiwing to exercise 1 
authority. Jle ohtaiupcl a copy throngh ·ome of his agents. lea 
He• tafr tliat many thiug,; contai1,pcl th rein he woul<l ha,e felt jnstificc1 in conced- c01 ing- nt 011re; as, for in taiice, a rood homestead Jaw, lauds for chool purpo ·e:, &c., a kn 
all tl11•. c 11mttcn; would huYe met the wishes and plans of hi go,eruweut, o far as 01.11 he kucw. ~ 
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1 railroad extending from the forminus of the Pacific roac~ '"."as one of his partia:1-ly 
dereloped projects, and he hacl already con~racted f~r the bmldmg of a telegraph hue 
irom BreckinridO'e to Fort Garry. The w1ly con pirators, however, were too shrewd 
ro give him an 01)portunity to know just what their demands were, and to return an 
1fficial answer theret.o. 
He returns because when the Cauadian government was notified that peaceable 
po session of the cou~try could not be had, it refnsed to make any payment on the 
:ontract. 
The Cn,nadian government <loes not p1:opose to pay and .f r;ht too tor the Hudson's Bay 
property, and hence he ret~·ns to awmt the a?tion of his g~v.crnment. In regar<l. to 
rhe treatmeut which he received from the Umted States officrn,1 and others at Red 
RiYer we infer that he was not very well pleased. He finds no fault with Mr. Nel on, 
~ho ~as civil enough. The Unitec~ States l!ost1?1aster openly avo":ed his sympathy 
nth the movement but expressed lns detcrmmation to discharge lns duty promptly 
nd faitbfnllv. Jo.'Rolette is an active, outspoken parti an of the insurgents, and he 
·hinks it can'be proven that Jo. was found on gmtrcl one night with a musket in hand 
n Canadian soil, for the purpose of preveuting loyal subjects from communicating with 
iiim (the governor.) · 
In rega.rd to the enlistment of Sioux Indians, he states most emphatically that he 
m'er authorized, encouraged, sanctioned, or connived at anything of the kind. He 
'hinks Shultz did not attempt to enlist t,he Sioux, but he had nothing to <1o with him, 
nd whatever he (Shultz, may have done was on his own responsibility and without 
authority from any one. 
He is a strong partisan of Canar1ian rule, .and may have been injudicious in his conduct, 
but whatever hedicl was without any authority. The report that some arms " 'ere fonnd 
concealed in a stove-pipe in his house at the time it was captured, aucl pos ibly: other 
munitions of war, he suggests as quite probable, but he scouts the idea that there was 
any "gunpowder plot" to blow up his captors. At the same time he disclaims any 
knowledge of Shultz's plans, or what took place there, except as he received the infor-
mation from general rumor. 
The governor is quite familiar with many facts connected with the negotiations 
which' preceded the contract between the Hudson's Bay Corn1n1.uy .and Canada, and thinks 
rhat the difficulties pending arise somewhat from the dissatisfaction of the local agents 
who reside in the Territory at the division of profits. The mails which he attempted 
to transmit from Red River to Bort Garry were constantly tampered with and inter-
mpted, and thus it was impossiule for him to make known his plans or wishes to the 
people of the Territory_ 
Governor Smith, sent by the Hudson's Bay Company to succeed McTavish, and Vicar-
½-eneral Thibault, who goes to consult with the Catholic clergy, have gone on, and he 
•hinks that when these gentlemen arrive, under their influence and advice, the forces 
•f Riel will quickly disperse. Until the contract between the Hudson's Bay Company 
and the Canadian government is carried into execution, he will remain in Canada and 
await clev~opn~ents. The heav:y baggage of the party is all en route to this city, and 
soon as it arnves the p~trty will depart for Ottawa. 
The governor hopes to leave St. Paul by Monday or Tuesday of the corning• week. 
r.-THE INDIAN ENLIS'l'MENT UNDER COLONEL DENNIS.-FURTHER 
.ST ATE~IENTS, 
Eii,itors St. Paiil Press:: 
PEMBINA, Deoernber 19, 1869. 
In.formation has rcaehecl here from authoritative sources, ancl is soon to be laid in an 
i!licial form before the authorities at Washington, that the adherents of Governor 
~~Do~1.gall in _the ~ed River: ~e~tlement ancl at Por_tage La Prairie have been inciting 
lhe Sioux Ind1ans m that vicm1ty anclat Mouse River, on the international line to a 
taid on. Pembina and St. Joseph, in retaliation, as it is claimed, for the aid and co~nte-
Oance alleged t? h~ve been giv~n to the Red River rebellion by certain American citizens 
tesiding on this side of the hue, and ~hat with t_he-0p_ening o~ spring, if not earlier, 
lhe en tire settlei:nent ~n the A~encan side of the lin~ will be wiped out by these Sioux 
lll.Qrderers. Rchahle rnformatwn has also been received that these Indians have been 
SUl)sidizecl and fed uy the Canadian party. ~ 
'r erri ble and fiendish as this conspiracy may appear it is the firm conviction of the 
leadino- men here, based on prooffl which appear to jastify it, that such a raid has been 
Couter~plated and organizfld, ancl notwithstanding Governor McDouo-::ill's denial of all 
kno,~le<lge _of it, e':erybody here is of the belie~· that, if he dicl not° <Erectly plan and 
0tganiz e this atroc10us scheme1 heat least had full knowledge of it. The pretext for 
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it is as false as the conspiracy itself is devilish. So far a,s I know, no overt act of any 
kind that could be construed into a breach of the neutrality laws has been committed 
by any American citizen on this side of the ~i~e. But even if such were the c~se, wh~t 
an infernal spirit it is which would sacrifice a whole settle~e1;1t to gratify their 
reveno-eful hate against one or two persons. On the other hand, 1t 1s well known here 
that Governor McDougall has held personal communication with Indians, an<l has had 
Indians concealed in his house for days, while on American soil. Moreover, numerous 
and reliable affidavits can be procured, deposing that the governor, while on Ameri_cau 
soil, attempted to enlist Arnerican citizens, offering to pay and arm them to fight agamst 
Riel's party in the Red River settlement. At one time, here, when he had bro_ught a 
storm about his head, and became frightened at the dangers which threatened him and 
his party if he persisted in his policy of inaugurating an Indian war, he called a me~ting 
of the citizens here, as he said, to correct an erroneous impression that bad obtamed, 
to wit, that he was arming the Indians, which he, of course, denied; but stated that 
he sent Colonel Dennis into the settlement with full power to take such measures as, 
in his judgment, would effect the overthrow of the rebels and establish his authority. 
As to what means he (Dennis) would use he could not say, and was not responsible for 
bis acts, and when directly interrogated by one of our citizens as to whether he would 
employ Indians if he was there in the settleruenti in Dennis's place, he declined to an-
swer and evaded the question. This whole thing looked strange, as his attorney gen-
eral, Richards, an hour before admitted to an official here that he knew that Indians 
were armed and employed and even exulted over it and justified this policy. After the 
fiendish plot of the governor's adherents to blow up the half-breeds who took posses-
sion of :E'ort Schultz, it would hardly be doing them injustice to believe them capable 
of anything. I. 
[Special Dispatch to the St. Paul Press.] 
ST. CLOUD, Decernber 29, 1869. 
Governor McDougall, with Colonel Dennis and Mr. Bigg, arrived here this afternoon 
at :five o'clock, from :Fort Abercrombie. The party seems somewhat despondent at the 
state of matters at Red River, not so much from the formidableness of the insmrection 
as from several other causes. In fact they seem to regard the thing itself a~ t.-timall 
matter, as only a very small sectjon of the inhabitants, they say, is concerned in it. 
The difficulty has been with the local authorities. The Hudson's Bay Company, in-
cluding Governor McTavish, they declare, have been altogether supine, and it is sus 
pected that some of the employes were instigators of the whole a:ffair. The Canadian 
government, it is gathered from the party, have done much to weaken the authority 
of the governor by their dilatoriness. The spiritual authorities of the Catholic church 
have been excessively busy; but it is expected the vicar general of Quebec has author-
ity from Rome to clear away that phase of the difficulty. Besides, the priests do not 
favor annexationist views, and would probably resist annexation if it were pushed. 
The Americans and one or two adventurous intriguers on American territory are evi-
dently pulling the strings and pushing annexation ideas. 
Regarding the Indians, they insist that the tales related are mostly fabulous. One 
t~ing, ~owe:ver, they say is certain : If anything like annexation is· attempted the In-
dians will nse to a man, and the consequence of such rising would be dreadful, and 
they seem to perfectly appreciate the terror of our border settlers at the idea. As re-
gards Col~mel Dennis, instead of instigating the Indians to :fight, he used the strongest, 
~tncl happily successful endeavors, to keep them at their homes and prevent a shot be-
mg fired. He had a party of :6£ty in the stone fort when the declaration of rights was 
I?,ublished. He 1)eacefl!ll;Y disbanded them, awaiting further negotiations, which the 
:E rench ex_pres cd a ~11lingness to effect. He, moreover, stopped on the way a lar~·e 
party of , 1oux on their way to :fight the Americans, which was kind of Colonel Denms, 
and :went .to Pembina ~o report to the governor. This does not quite agree with the 
version of your R d River co~respondents; but I tell the tale as it was told to me. 
The part_y c~me from Pembrna in seven sleighs, including those wltich bn:mght ifo-
D_ougall's faunly through, a!ld had a rather uncomfortable time of it, camprng out at 
mght on the way. They will reach St. Paul to-morrow noon, and will probably stay 
there for a few days. Two Canadian correspondents, on their way to Red River, inter-
viewrd the governor and party this evening. One of them charges the whole difficulty 
ro want of tact on the part of the Canadian government. 
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VI.-SKETCH OF MR. M'DOUGALL. 
[From the Montreal correspondent (December 28,) of New York Heralcl.] 
Governor McDougall was born at T?ronto in 182~, and was educa~ed there and a_t Vic-
toria College, Cobourg. He was adm1t.te~ to practice at the ba,r qmt~ early, but chd not 
become a barrister of Upper Canada until 1861. In 1848 he established the Canada 
Farmer a semi-monthly agricultnra1 and literary journal, and in the following year 
mergecl it into the Canada Agriculturist, which ~e published unt_il 18f>8, when he sold ~t 
to the Board of Agriculture. H e also founded, m 1850, the semi-weekly North Amen-
ran and was its chief editor until it was merged into the D aily Globe, in 1857. In 1858 
he ~ntered the leo-islature, and during the interval between hi discontinuance of bis 
paper and 1860 h~ acted as political writer for the Glob_e, !1nd at times conducted i~ 
political department. From 1862 to 1864 he was cormmss10ner of the Cro:"n _ lands m 
the liberal administration, and in the latter year he took the po t of provrncial secre-
tary in the coalition administration of Sir E. P. Tacb c, and h ehl that position unt.il the 
union of the British North American province in 1 67. He was then appointed mini -
rer of public works for the Dominion of Canada, and at the ame time the Queen 
made him a companion of the civil division of the Order of Bath. In addition to the 
above public duties he was chairman of the conYentiou appointed in 1 65 to open trndc 
"ith the West Indies, Brazil and Mexico, and a member of the Charlottetown and 
Quebec union conference; and in 1866 be }_)roceeded to England as one of the delegates 
from British .America, appointed to confer with the imperial government in the fram-
ing of the confederation act. He has a brilliant reputation a a journalist, and ha 
been remarkably successful as a politician. He is accused of betraying his own party 
everal times, but has always managed to keep in power ; and this is not a]ittl extra-
ordinary from the fact that his demeanor is cold and haughty, and his personal relation 
devoid of geniality, so much so that acquaintances arc often repellecl and bis friend 
alienated by his icy manner. He will receive little sympathy on his return from hi 
disastrous trip to the Red River country, but will probably get something el e just as 
uood as the governorship of Rupert's Land. 
VIL-SKETCH OF THE RED RIVER LEADERS. 
[From a correspondent of St. P aul Press. ] 
ST. BONIFACE, Dccenibe,· 24. 
~Ir. Bruce is by no means ignorant. I know myself he is a man of a sound judg-
ment, a _gooc~ speaker, 3:nd possesses the knowledge of the several aud all languages 
:-poken m th1s commumty. On manyoccasions hetriedcases with distinguished attor-
neys, and has always defended his cases wit,h much ability and snccess. H e bas always 
been at the head of the legal profession in the Red River settlement. That testimony 
was uo_rne hr Judge B~ack himself1 last fall. No one can truly a,ttack his character for truth, mtegnty, morality, ancl uprightness. He is a clever o-entleman in every sense 
of the word. He is universally well liked. 0 
[From another correspondent.] 
PEN PORTRAITS OF THE PATRIOT LEADERS. 
Eclitors St. Paiil Press: 'WINNIPEG, December 8, 1869. 
I-t is one of the peculiarities of every revolution, that men, whose talents in times 
of peace, direc~ed in _the ordinary chan:1els, shine T~splendent, shall giYe place in the 
storms of public exmtement to those mtellects wh1eh seem born in some convulsion 
of natu_re ancl educated in turmoil, assuming the leadership from sheer force of a natn-
ra,l instrnct. Their capacities and capabilities are developed in the proo-ression of events 
and every chord of their fiery natures. v_ibrat?s in an anthem of their0 own patriotism. ' 
~en ,yhose refined and elegant pohmes wield an almost absolute sway when the 
tri.echams1~ _of go:vernmen~s run8 smoothly, shrink back in dread from the fierce, deter-
lJ:lj necl J?Ohcrns of those bemgs whose very natures seem to require grea.t struo-o-les and 
"'ho ex.1st only in u.n a,tmosphere of great political convulsion. bo ' 
Pro,.nclence ~eems to have endowed these men with talents which only storms can 
develop to thell' full strength ancl force, and which require a nourishment of excite-
ltl.en-t to render them effective. 
Let mo present your readers a simple pen sketch of the leaders of the Red River 
Pa,triots, who so eminently belong to that class of fearless spirits referred to. 
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Dnrinrr the initiatory steps of the movements, when revolution was as yet a disor-
rranizecl insurrection, comparatively little was heard of the man who now forms the 
~ctual head and right arm of the opposition to Canadian rule, 
GENERAL LOUIS RIEL. 
Like Napoleon, when the exigencies of the times had shaped a path for the exercise of 
hiR peculiar genius. 
French by blood, born in the country he now so nobly defends, he retains the best 
characteristics of the people. He is _the embodiment of the motives, the principles, 
and the aspirations of bis countrymen. 
Educated in Canada and possessed of all the refinement and polish a brilliant int~l- . 
lect can acqnire, he combines much of the determination of Napoleon with the tactics 
of Cresar. .A.t the age of twenty-four be steps upon the arena, possessed of all the capa-
bilities requisite to the successful management of the trust confided to him-with the 
full confidence of the people, and the hearty dread of his enemies. 
·with a physique of medium height, rather heavily set in proportion, frank, honest 
countenance, and clear gray eyes, his very presence enforces a respect for the secretary 
and general of tlie provisional government- a man who would make his mark any-
where aml under ::my circumstances, but when brought out in such a cause will never 
pause in his career until freerlom shall stand on solid and substantial foundations. 
PRESIDENT JOHN BRUCE, 
a half-breed, chosen from the people, not for his attainments- though by no means to 
be disparaged-but because he is a correct representative of the ideas and desires of 
the pP-ople from which he ema1w,tes. Having passe<;I. his t,birty-five years of life in 
pnrs~1its _common to his co_nntry, he bas, as a consequence,fa full knowledge of the com-
mnmty, its wants and desires. 
Possessed of that splendid l)hysical organization which a life of constant exercise 
can alone prndnce, rntller above the medium height, a slender hut well-knit frame, 
with piercing black eyes, and firmly set but pleasant features, he is a perfect type of 
tlie people wlJich have cliosen him. Perhaps, at the time, no man could have been se-
lected to :fill the office he now holds who woul<l have given more general satisfaction. 
DONAHUE, 
Mr. Donahne, who, with the president and secretary, forms the_ execut£ve commit- · 
tee of three, and who is also a rnern ber of the council, is a young man of most extensive 
cdncation, an<l a polishe<l. genial gentleman. Twenty-eight years of age, of tall and 
commall(ling :fignre, light hair and complexion, his capacity for the emergencies of rev-
olntfon render him a most valuable cou:r:;sclor and faitbfnl aclvfaer. Born fa the United 
, 'tatni, he !1::ts for so long breathed the free air and imbibed the liberal principles of 
that hest of go ·crnmentR, that the aiding of this revolntionary movement is with him 
a mntter of principle. His h1<.101nitable Irish conrage and activity add valuable assist-
nncP to the patriot cause at this juncture. Cool, collected, with a confidence in his o~n 
ahil!ti('.S not easily shaken, he realizes the true, liberty-loving- Irishman-always ready 
to ai£l m any can~e against oppression. In short, he is the Metternich and Talleyrand 
of the Re<l RiYer renilntiou-whose able policies, let ns hope, may ,join us in a closer 
aud stronger boml witll that country which in so lligh a measure possesses onr regard. 
A ATIVE. 
[From another correspon<lent.] 
MAJOR P.O:BENSO:N". 
Tho <·onntry is g·overnec1 by a military rn1o. Ye ·terday, the 23d December, 1869, the 
patriots l>on~ht the pre.:,;, mat rials, and all of l\Icssrs. Caldwell & Co., for the con ide-
rntion of £550 ,'terling. I will learn to--<lay the name under which the new sheet i to 
~H· pnh]islwd. The impression was yostcr<lay that the Independence will be its uame. 
'I !H· iir:st issm• wiJl appear 1wxt week. Iajor H. Robenson is to be tlJe editor in charge. 
Ho iH a :plcnclill writ<>r, ancl the paper in his hands will be a success. .A. paper 
of a moclcrat<' tone, a, I m1der 'tan cl this is intended to be, under the control of Major 
Rolwusou, aml pf1hJislH'd in 1he interest of the insurgents cause, will have a telling 
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VIII.-CmrnRNTS BY THE 0.A.NADI.A.N PRESS. 
(From the T , ronto Globe, opposition.] 
The orio-inal fundamental error of the government lay in ignoring altogether the 
opinions a~icl feelings of the people of the Selkirk Settlement. T~rn 1wople may lte diYicled 
politically into three classes: the Hudson's Bay Company offi.ctals and ndherents; the 
Eno-lish ancl Scotch settlers, with their half-breed connections; a,n<l the French, priu-
ciµ~lly lrnlf-llreeds. The Hudson's B:1y qon~pany were n..1iturnll,v inciinerl ~o Yiew w_ith 
jealo1rnytbei11trocluctionof a 1rnw?rderof th~ngs forcc<l upon them l)Y 1mpenal a~1thonty. 
The other two classes, [tlthono·h, 111 the rnarn, favontblc to C,wadian anue:s:at1on, were 
jealously on the watch lest th~ new sys~eru should fuil to g;i ve them th~ perfec-t 1:i~h~ of 
selt~go.-ernment which they had been hitherto demed, aud for th~ attammeut of w_lnch 
they hacl <1hully welcomed t,he change. The l! rcnch were doubl~· Jealons, ho,Ye,·cr, urns-
much all ~ome ·of them feare(l to be ovcrrnn by British Camtdians, aliens to them in race 
and reli,rion. It is impossible to say whether the Ottawa ,wthoritie luul an~· ~:inister 
motins"for so actino-; whether they cl •sired to parcel out the 1, nds of tb.e Territor~- fo 
suittheirown purpoies, without interference from its olc1 occupants; but certain it is tlrnt 
they ignored the people of Selkirk altogether ii~ the fornrntion of the ii.rst g0Yrrn1~1cut. 
They rdnsed to introduce at once a representative system of government, all(l left the 
control of the affairs of U1e Territory for an imlefinite period to a governor au<l council. 
In the selection of a governor they were gnidecl by motives of temporary politic:al expe-
diency. No one can deny that Mr. McDongal has some qmtlitic of hcatl which, urnler 
favot·able circumstances, would render b'i,t1 a fair governor; but one more nusuitable 
for the crisi could hardly ha,~e been sel('ctell. In the choice of a conllcil, the go\·ern-
ment were equally uufortunate. Two meml>ers of the council, the attorney general 
and the secretarv, one from Ontario and tne other from Quebec, were sent up with :Mr . 
.McDougall .. Captain Cameron, Dr. TuppeiJs sou-in la"\\·, went, up a a kind of chief of 
police. The surveying party, which preceded the governor and bt'gnn work, wa ex-
clusively eompose(l of Ca11a,dians; an<l evidently it appearetl to the people of the Ter-
ritory that every good thing in tlie gift of the new government w1:1-s to b abi;orhe(l by 
s~raugers, and that those who had penetrated far -from ciYilization, and liYecl for forty 
or fifty years in the hope of attaining the blessings of self-governruent, were :tbout to 
be placed nuder the control of a set of foreigu oflicrals, as grasping as those of the Hncl-
on's Bay Company. Let our readers iu Ontario put themselves in tbe place of the 
people of Selk.irk, and say whether they also would not have felt iudiguant when so 
treated. 
[From. another article in the Globe.] 
Be i<les we have had a, whisper that some few of those clothe<l in a little brief author-
ity ham already showed a su;aggering, foolish way of 9oing to 1.rork, as if lleing from 
Canada, aud in official positions, they were infinitely superior to the miserable ' niggers" 
away in the West, :1JJ<l. only did th.em too much honor when they took undue liberties 
wit!i, thei!' wives, and_ treated tkeii· daughte:·8 a!t V tTiey were no bettm· than tl!e,11 ou[Jllf to be. 
This socrnl dauge:r 1s as great as :my. rwo or three raw, presumptuous, oouceited boobies 
in official P?Silions, fanning a.n~ s1oelling like l1trkey-cocks, git•i11g tlieinselres airs, will, among 
a proud, h1gh-blood_ed, and. ignorant people, ~lo m_ore <lamage in six months than very 
prudent and becommg eonduct on the part of the1r superiors can afterward counteract 
in as many years. . 
Ru~ors of Cana_dians that ought to have _known better getting horse-whippecl, ancl 
deservrng the pumshment, ha Ye got even tlns length; and if those foolish feather-heads 
think thut t,hey are goi_ng t.o be b,teked ~n their procee<l.iugs by anybody in this quarter, 
they are very much mistaken. RBd R1vei; does not nee<l the impm:tation of a lot of 
raw, foolish sprigs of Canadian g~ntilit:y to fiU its suoo~·tlinate official positions; aud if 
any, whether half-breecl or English, tlunk that Canachans wish the northwest to be a, 
refuge for cas_t-off politicians, or a _convenient place for influential people gettiug Tid of 
the dnllest of their uoys by secunng for them there a government situation with a, 
deceub salary aud no work, they are very far out of their reckoning. 
[From tbe Montreal News, ministerial and coruiervati,e.J 
I Whenever an. enterprise miscarries the chief actor, if of inferior metal, c:tsts the 
blame <?n o~hcrs. He either had not been vigurously supported by the central a.utlior-
ity, or m~ngues h:3-<l. b~en planned and conspiracies hatched by pretended friends. The 
:return of the e)kirk lieutenant goYernor and his staff furnishe8 a cnrions insio·ht into, 
the discon1aut materials of which his ca.u inet wns composed. .Alre--,1,dy the A~110rica11, 
press den?unee what they co~·rcetly enongh describe as the violation of their territory. 
We were m hopes that Mr. MeDouga,ll woulrl prove thM he lrnd uot a,nt,horizecl while 
a, guest of the Americam, any military expeditions to coerce the half-hreeds ; b1{t there 
ea-D ve no 'lue.f"ltion now that Colonel Dennis and others were employed l>y Mr. }fo. 
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Dougall to organize a force of Swa.rnp Indians, and bea:t up for rec1~uits to. put down 
the dis,1ffectcd. How Mr. McDougall could have lent b11nself to so 1ll-cons1dered and 
abortive a movement we cannot conceive. He is well aware of the extreme suscepti-
bility of the American population, that their journals would magnify a really insignifi-
cant nmtter into uational importance, while he afforded a precedent for :filibusters at 
some future day. They may some day plant themselves near the frontier to co-operate 
with the Red River a,nnexationists, and his folly has almbst deprived us of the right of 
remonstrance. If he could take his stand on American soil, a11Cl from thence direct ex-
peditious against his malcontent subjects, by a parity of reasoning, Fenians or filli-
bnsters may exercise the same license. The most ridiculous part of the farce is that the 
territory which be wished to reduce to obedience never had been transferred to the 
Dominion. He ·was in snch hot haste to announce himself a lieutenant governor, that 
he never waited to ascertain whether the Hudson's Bay Company had ceased owner-
ship; even yet be does not seem conscious of the anomalous position he occupied. He 
does not seem able to comprehend that legally the Hudson's Ba,y Company were in 
possession, and must remain so till we pa,y our $1,500,000 purchase money, and that it 
was an nnanthorized impertinence to issne a proclamation and ca,11 himself lieutenant 
governor over a country where· be would be an intruder. The dejure and de facto gov-
ernor was McTavish. Yet Mr. McDougall, amongst his other reasons why he failed, 
falls f<rnl of Go,,ernor McTavish, a.nJ almses him for not assisting him. Mr. McDougall 
dispenses his blame so liberally that none escape his reproaches. He complains that 
the Othtwa government sent him on a wild-goose chase, and left him without instruc-
tions. He forgets that no compulson was used. He boasted wllen he was in London, 
bargainiog with the Hudson's Bay Company, that he was the destined lieutenant gover-
nor of the Northwest. Surely under snch circumstances he ought to have known that 
he could not enter office until the purchase-money had been paid. It was purely a 
matter of personal convenience when he set ont. Had he delayed his departure until 
after the 1st of December, the bargain would have been consummated by payment of the 
$1,500,000. He preferred running all risks, and he managed to crea,te such an excite-
ment tbat th.e Dominion, justly alarmed at the reported revolutfon, withheld the pur-
chase money. If any party has a right to complain, it is the Ottawa ministry, and not 
Mr. McDougall. Had he stayed quie'tly in Canada until the purchase-money had been 
paid, there could not have been any conflict of authority or any excuse for delaying 
payment. It is puerile for one like him, so long conversant with public life, to pretend 
that he was left without instructions from headquarters. He onght to have carried his 
instructions with him, and not manufactured proclamations while in Minnesota, under 
a sham pretense that he was actually at Red River. 
(From the Montreal Gazette, ministerial.] 
We have now,from an authentic source, the statemeut that Mr. McDougall has taken 
upon himself to proclaim the transfer to the Dominion of Canada of the Northwest 
Territories. Upon what authority has this been done~ The Canada Gazette and, we 
believe, the Loudon Gazette are silent on the subject. 'rhese are not acts that are wont 
to be cowmmmatocl in priva,te, no one but a few officials being made aware of them. 
The London :rimes announced on the 7th instant that t,he money had not been 
paid over ou behalf of the Cana.dian govemment, but was deposited, awaiting the 
result of these troubles in the settlement-awaiting the time, in fact, when the com-
pany is proparetl to deliver the Territory to the Dominion. Till the money is paid the 
company will not transfer its rights. Till the company transfer its rights t he imperial 
government have all along stated that they will not transfer the Territory; and the 
Canadian government would be more foolish than we believe them to be if they paid 
tho money or accepted a trnnsfer under present circumstances. If we understand the 
position aright, therefore, l\fr. McDougall, whose. appointment as lieutenant governor 
has never been gazetted, had taken a premature and. very rash step. It is lucky for 
him an<l Lieutenant Colonel D ennis, liis special "conservator of the peace," that no 
bloodshed <'nsnPd from th0ir usurpation of an anthority to which they h~1d no right. 
It i not unlikely, mdeed, that an intimation that the transfer had not taken place 
reached tlwm in time to prev nt the culmination in actual ficrhtincr of the warlike 
operations which were o prematurely set on foot . We trust t11'at the Hudson's Bay 
Company and the negotiators ,vho went r ecently from Canada may succeed better in 
their mission than Messrs. 1foDougall and Dennis in their war. 
[]'rom tho Montreal Herald, opposition.) 
Th fact i., that all tbi trouble ha ari en from tho pretended liberals of Upper 
Canada tnrnin(J' torie as oon a they hacl an opportunity of doincr a little bit of the 
regnlar Rn .. ian ancl An trian kind of toryi m on their own actonnt . Catharine, 
.Marin TIH•retia, or F'r derick th r at, wer never more ready to teal a countr,v from 
it iuhalJitants u.nder preteu e of buying or conquering it froru it rulers, in order that 
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ther mirrht turn its resources to their own account, than thi little kuot of radicals, 
who ha~e been half their lives clamoring about the rights of the people-as if n_o other 
people had rights bnt those of Upper Canada. They rai~ed a gr<::at ou~cry agamst the 
preposterous claims of the Hndsou's Bay Compa~y to eJect the rnhab1tants ?f half a 
continent, and to treat the soil of that huge reg10n not merely as an English copy-
holder or French seignior does his manor, nor a an ordinary prince does bis realm-
that is to say, with the recoguition of the proprietary rights of t,he subjects an<l te:nants 
-but as an estate, held in absolute fee simple in virtue of a piece of parchment signed 
by a monarch who had never any pretence even to rule th~ couutr)7 ,_ runch less to own the 
freehold of its every acre. Yet the respect for human nght , ,vh1ch these men onght, 
as self-asserting liberals, to h:we felt, all vanished when it was proposed to ell the 
property to them upon the streno·th of a title which no man of sense ancl justice can 
think of without laughter. In otdcr that some Canadian politician hould enjoy the 
post and emolument of a governor hip in a country which he had never seen; that a 
number of other Canadians, equally stranger , should be paid to rule, as councillors, a 
people who had nothino· to say in their appointments: and re pecting whose affnirs 
their advice could have lrnd no value whatever; in order that the di trilrntion of what-
e,er valnable lands might be discovered should be made by a commissioner! anxiou to 
support a Canadian party by helping the job of Cann,dian nwmbers of Parliament, our 
Gpper Can::uliau radicals were rea(ly to spend £300,000 sterling in the acquisition of a 
property held by a notoriously rotten title, and to deal with the only equitable owners 
as if they had 110 existenr,e. All this in the century in which we liYe is' certainly a 
political phenomenon of a singular kiud. ,Ve, of course, believe that the apprehen-
ions of the insnro·ents and of those Indian tribes who are sai<l to feel the like fears are 
exaggera,ted . Th~re is probably ample room practically to sn,ti fy a11 the inlrnhitant 
of the Territory, and yet l(}ave a chance for the cupidity of the politicians who have 
taken onr £300,000 to bny offices, and, if they can find good ones, farm , mill sites, 
railway jolls ancl mines for themselves and their friends. Nor should we l>elieve that 
the course taken by the insurgents is a wise one, were it not that we see ir Georo-e 
E. Cartier, a baronet, Dr. Tupper out of office and Joseph Howe in. The e things lead 
to the conclusion that it does not pay to be squeamish in one's obedience to constituted 
authority, and that one gains more by a little judicious rebernon than by too uniform 
loyalty. Let the last point be determined by each person himself-it is in any case 
c~rtaiu that in annexing any country to our own, whether it were Jova Scotia or Reel 
River, we could not with consistent, regard to the popular character of our government 
omit, at least, as much ceremonious recognition of the rights of the inhabitants as was 
hown even by that not very liberal politician Louis Napoleon, when he obtained the 
cession of Nice. It is said that in popular governments it is essential that there shoulcl 
always be a party strong enough to keep in check the disposition to despotism which 
naturally grows upon any set of men who become used to power. The mess in which 
we now find ourselves, and of which this Red River business, probably more annoying 
to o:ur self-respect than otherwise important, is a, part, has arisen from the absolute 
abd1cation of the so-ca1lec1 liberals of Upper Canada, whose leadership, since their 
leader boasted a few months of power, is far more tory than any reasonable toryism of 
modern type. 
IX.-OOM:l\ffiNTS BY A:i\ffiRICAN PRESS. 
[From the New York Times.] 
THE COMPLICATION IN THE NORTHWEST. 
It is quite evident that the trouble in the British possessions adjacent to Minnesota 
is m uc~ more than th~ ~iotous _opposition to authori~y whi?h the early dispatches repre-
euted 1t to be. Nor 1s 1t a strictly local quarrel wluch this country can afford to view 
~ith ~ndiffe~ence. Time has shown that tl!e French portion of the Red River popula-
tion, 1ncludmg the half-breeds, have not raised the standard of resistance to the Cana-
dian gove_rnor without orga~i~ation or p~rpose .. They have acted ·vigorously yet pru-
dently, w1th a degree of decision and darrng wluch shows that they are eno-ao-ed in no 
in.ere holiday sport, and on grounds of principle and policy which will as;u;edly call 
forth the sympathy of our frontier population. ..What has until now been reo-arded 
with little curiosity in t,his latitude may prove to be the beofoning of very seriou~ com-
plications. i:, 
The diffi~u~ty has its origin iu t~e transfer of the Hudson's Bay Company's possessions 
to the domm~on of Cana(1a. The msurgents insist that though the company may sell 
its property, it cannot s~ll their allegiance; they object to their being handed over to 
a remote govem1:1ent "'~1thout ;eference to their own wishes, and without any pretence 
of regard for their feelmgs or mterests. They have rights, and they ask for guarantees 
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that these shall be secured ; they have interests, and they demand that these shall be 
protected. Too far removed to impress them w!~h a cou~cionsness of its power, ~a~a-
dian anthority has, by a series of blunders, forfeited their respect. Befor~ acqmrrng 
lawful jur.isdiction, or title of any sort, it commenced the work of snrveyrng the ter-
ritory-a measure which, ju the circumstances, looked aggressive, ~tnd was calculated 
to awaken fears among the population as to the security of their tenure. It sent in 
functiona-ries and servants whose pretensions were an insult, and whose method of 
dealing with obstacle-s provoked jealousy and ill-feeling. To make matters worse, the 
governor appointed to rule over them ·was accompanied by a large staff of officials, se-
lecteu by the Canadian government with no consideration for anything but its own 
pleasure. A cut-and-dry government was to be imposed upon the people-a govern-
ment of whose personnel a,nd character they knew literally nothing, and the approach 
of which seemed to them a sign of conquest, or at least of a bargain and sale, involv-
ing themselves and their interests, bnt over the terms of which they exercise no con-
trol. Against this state of things the insurrection is directed. Precisely how far it 
has enlisted the resident population, ancl to wha,t extent the contest. is between the 
people of French origin and of those more strictly British, we have yet to ascertain. 
A mistake will be committed if, in considering the causes and scope of the insurrec-
tion, some allowance be not made for the variety and strength of the American influ-
ences which have long been in operation in the Reel River region. Separated from 
Canada by a vast wilderness of rock ancl swamp, the inhabitants of the Territory have 
no comrmnnication with the outer world, save through the United States. They have 
been accustomed to carry their products to St. Paul for sale, and have derived thence 
their supplies. · Their country was all but jnaccessible until Minnesota enterprise 
established the means of communication. Minnesotians gave them stage coaches and 
a steamboat, with their attendant mail and commercial facilities; and the marvelous 
progress of the Minnesota railroad system holds out to them prospects of cheap and 
rapid intercourse with the market on which they mainly depend. All these are power-
ful agencies in the work of Americanizing the people. They know Canada only as a 
far-off conntry, which bas never done anything for their benefit, and whjch proposes 
to make the purchase of the Hudson's Bay Company's possessions a pretext for inflicting 
upon them an authority having no sympathy with their wants or wishes. On the 
other hand, they ~mow Americans as. thei~· nei~hbors and friends, as the~r co-workers 
and customers, with whom they are 1dent1:fied m all thttt relates to the future of the 
Northwest. 
This feeling fa, of course, reciprocated. Our pioneers and trappers ana. hunters know 
the people engaged in this insurrection, and will not stand idly by if the Canadian 
authorities attempt to carry out Mr. McDougall's threat and enlist Indians in their 
cause. If that government finds itself able to trausport troops and supplies over its 
own territory via Fort William, and so manage to retake Fort Garry and pnt clown the 
rebellion by regular force, there, for a time, the matter may end. The task may not be 
easily accomplished. These Red River men may draw aid and comfort of a, very prac-
tical kind from the bold, adventurous element which forms so large a proportion of our 
frontier population. But jf, after all, Canadian authority vindicates itself with the 
help of British troops, as aga,inst the insurgents of the Hudson's Bay Company's terri-
tory, there will be no disposition to begrudge its glory or to question its title. Thus 
circumscribed, it is a quarrel with which we have no direct concern. We shall culti-
vate neutrality after the approved British fashion. 
But if it is to Le maue, wholly or in part1 an Indian war-if the savages of the plains, 
whether of the Sa katchewan or of the country south of the border, are to become 
anxilia,ries of British power in the effort to crush tbe opposition of those who by law 
are British subjects, the aspect of the ease will be altogether changed. An Indian war 
on the frontier would really meau hostilities on both sides of the line. With.the sav-
age: incited to savagery, the basis of a common cause between the frontiermen would 
soon he founcl. A complication so aggravated would involve continO'encies which few 
of us like to contempla,te, j nst now. The fact that these contingencies will be precipi-
tatecl upon u whenever the Canadian officials make Indians parties to their quarrel, 
shoul<l sno-gest to them the exerci ·e of greater caution than has been apparent in the 
1·eportrcl action of ·ome of their emissaries. 
The first condition of safety in this respect is the recall by the Dominion authorities 
of )Ir. McDougall, whom the Red River insurgents refuse to receive as go Yem or, and 
who is now an oxilo un<l. r the stars and stripes at Pembina. His position is at once 
anomalom1 an<l. absurd. Unable to uter the Territory over which ho was appointed to 
rul in state, he au<l his ministers and staff have· sought refuge on American oil. 
Therein they have di ·play <l. prU<lence, if not dignity. As exiles, however, they ba,e 
no right to profit by the opportunities of Pembina to inaugurate plans for wagirw "~ 
againf!t the in urgents, If Mr. :O.IcDou.gall may with impunity convert a log shautpn 
that livc•ly town into his h adquarters as a C:rnadfan official, with tbe view of carryrn~ 
on l~o.-tiliti' in hchalf _of Canaclian authority, why may not Mr. Riel, the leader of 
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not Head Center O'Neill hoist the green. :fl~g over a thir~ shan~y. as an ally of the in-
Sll'gents f The truth is, Mr. McDougall is 1mpelled by his amb1ti_on t~ play a da~ger-
ous o·ame-a game so danoserous that the United States marshal m Mmnesota will be 
justified in keeping clo~e ~atch upon the "exiles," and compelling them to respect the 
neutrality they loudly mvoke. 
We repeat, then, the Canadian govern11:1ent cann_ot too q1:ickly r~move Mr. Mc-
Dougall from a position which cannot possibly hel_p it ~s ag~mst th~ msurgents, but 
which may by a mere accident, at any moment, gLve rise to rnteruat10nal embarrass-
ment. Ca~ada is welcome to Fort Garry, and all the territory the Hu~sou's Bay Co1:11--
pany has covenanted to deliver ; but it must not hope to s~nd s?ldiers or. supplies 
over American territory, or to organize forces under the protection of the American :flag. 
[From the St. Paul Daily Press, December 23, 1869.) 
WHAT WILL CANA.DA DO ABOUT ITf 
Our last advices from Re<l River settle beyond a reasonable doubt these two facts : 
1. That the people of the Northwest Territory, as it is called, are substantially ~mani-
mous in their determination not to submit to Canadian rule, except upon their own 
terms, if indeed on any terms; and 
2. That they have abundant power and means to enforce this determination against 
all the force which Canada can uring against them. . 
It is quite obvious that Canada-or in other words, McDougall, who represents Can-
ada-has absolutely no support in the settlement u,mong its civilized inhabitants in 
numbers sufficient to deserve even the name of a faction; a few resident Canadians 
constituting nearly his whole reliance, and about all of these have been captured, and 
are now held in durance vile. As for the Indians, whom McDougall has endeavored to 
enlist in his interest, the fact that the insurgents have possession of all the Hudson's 
Bay Company's forts, as they are caHed-that is to say, the depots of goods, provisions, 
arrns, ammunition, &c-is an ample guarantee of their friendship, even if the revolu-
tionary party did not possess a, still more effective one in the overwhelming numbers 
of their adherents, and in the ties of kinship which unite them to the gteut body of 
the Indians. As Canada is practically destitute of partisans in the country itself, there 
is no way in wllich it can coerce the insurgents into submission except by sending a 
military force into t,he country. But there is no practicable route on British territory 
through which an army of invasion could be sent into the Reel River country. From 
Hudson's Bay, which is closed with ice for ten months in the year, the only cha.nnel of 
acces~ to the Red River country is a canoe or batteau route through a series of lakes 
and nYers, broken by thirty-four portages, through a barren country of rocks, morasses, 
and jungles, which afewhnndreclbalf'.-breed sharpshooters could defend against an army 
of many thousand men. It is seven hundred and forty-five miles by this route from 
Fort York, on Hudson's Ba.y, to Fort Garry. The only other British ronte is also a water 
route of similar character, practicable only by barges and canoes through the chain 
of la~es and rivers which lie partly along the international bounda,ry between Lake 
Superior and Lake Winnipeg. The shortest route by this water chain is six hundred 
and forty-seven miles from Fort ·wmiam on Lake Superior to Fort Garry and requires 
fifty _portage transhipments. Its morasses and jungles afford an excellent cover for 
guerillas ; a few hundred of whom could defend it ao-ainst the laro-est army which could 
be po~sibly sent over such a country. · 0 0 
While ~~tur~ ip,terposes such invincible barriers to the approach of an invading army 
on the Bnt_1sh s1~e of the line, the smooth and open prairies which connect the Red River 
co°:ntry w1thMmues?ta afford an easy and inviting route of communication, through 
which au army ten times as large as that of Xerxes mio·ht march abreast "into the 
bowels of the laud without impediment "-but not a Canadian or a British army. 
Unfortu?-ately for Canada, here, vi'here the path is so smooth and open for horse, foot, 
and ar~illery, there are political obstacles far more formidable to British power than 
any whic1:t nature has reared along the Arctic solitudes of the Hudson's Bay declivity. 
N ~ Cauad1a:n army, we m_ay rest assured, will ever be permitted to pass over American 
soil to subJu_gate the fnendly people of the Northwest Territory. Practically, then, 
the country 1s effectu~lly closed against Canada. Every door in front and rear is 
lockec~ aud barrecl agamst her. Her authority has been unanimously repudiated by its 
inhabitants. Her representatives huve been ignominiously spurned from its soil, and it 
is now ?ompl_etely under the control of a provisional government, formed and sustained 
hy the rnhab1tants and backed by a powerful military organization. 
What, then, is Canada going to do about it? Will she apply to England for aid t 
But Engla1;1d ha,s formally renounced the policy of colonial conquest and subjugation. 
A.nd she will hardly resume it at the bidding of Canadian politicians, or undertake 
the enormous cost of such a war as it would entail upon her, in order to coerce the 
people of t~e ~orthwe_st Territory int? the acceptance of an alien government, which 
has proved its rncapacity for the task it_ has '.1ssumed by the enormous blunders which 
lUake necessary such au appeal to English aid, · 
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The government of Gladstone and Bright will not, it is quite certain, rev~rse the 
liberal policy of the empire in order to place McDougall and a few other Canacban pol-
iticians into uncomforta,ble places among a people who don't. want them. On ~he con-
trary it is almost certain that the English government will refuse to sanction any 
meas{ue of coercion which Canada might wish to employ in obtaining possession of 
the Northwest Territory. 
Then what is Canada going to do about it~ There are but two things she ?an do. 
One is to treat with the insurgents and accept such conditions as they choose to impose 
upon her, if indeed they will accept her rule on any terms; and the second is to back 
square out of the barcrain bv which the country was ceded to her by the Hudson's Bay 
Compa,ny, or rnther by the''British government, and refuse to pay the price stipulated 
for the purchase on the very sufficient ground that the Hudson's Bay Compau,¥' or the 
British government, acting as principal in the transaction, was unable to deliver the 
goods according to the terms of the bargain. 
We recommend the latter course to Canada as by far the most a,dvantageous to 1?-er 
own exchequer and her general material interests. Let her make a virtue of n ecessity 
and say to England that she does not want these sour grapes which hang so far beyo~d 
her reach. She will thus avoid the humiliation of another defeat at the hands of Riel 
and his French half-ureeds, and of having her representatives marched out of the coun-
try with a half-breed guard, under the Caudine Forks of Stinking River. And in the 
mean time, whenever the people of the Northwest Territory, after having successfully 
vindicated their liberties and maintained their independence against Cana,da, shall de-
clare themselves in favor of annexation to the United States, the United States, they 
may rest assured, will welcome them with open arms, and England will gladly avail 
herself of such a providential opportunity to settle the Alabama claims with the ces-
sion to the United States of a country whose destinies God has indissolubly wedded to 
ours by geographical affinities which no human power can sunder, as He has di,orced 
it from Canada by physical barriers which no human po,"V'er can overcome. 
X.-OOMMENTS BY THE ENGLISH PRESS. 
[From the Pall Mall Gazette, (London,) Monday, JanuM"y 10, 1870.] 
.AFFAIRS ON THE RED RIVER, 
The difficulty at the Red River seems to have assumed a' very serious aspect; that 
is, in no degree serious in itself~ but serious from the international complications to 
which it may possibly lead. We must premise that ·the accounts which we receive 
from the States, as well as those from Canada, of the events tnking place there are 
-very little to be depended on. The Red River settlement is a little- half-cultivated 
oasis in the middle of a waste of frozen marshes and prairies. News from thence has 
to travel some hundred miles before it reaches the nearest point connected by railway 
with the rest of the world. lts climate at this time of the year is exceptionally severe. 
The Canadian rmpcrs naturally give the most favorable view of affairs, the American 
the most unfavorable. But we are forced to admit that up to the present time the lat-
ter seem to be nearest the truth. The hopes which we entertained at :first of a speedy 
termination of; the pre ent outbreak, through the recovery of the loyqJ,_part of the com-
munity from tlleir fir t surprise, mu t apparently be laid aside for Ylie present. We 
must be content to look on the affair from its worst side, as at all events the more 
probable. · 
It seems that the discontented party, consisting mainly of the French half-breeds, 
de, ccndants of the old "voya~urs," are masters for the present of Fort Garry and the 
other scattered posts on the Ji.eel and Assiniboine Rivers. Governor McDougall, who 
had been ent from Canada to take possession in its bebalf, has abandoned the ettle-
ment and made his way out of it by the only practicable exit-which, unfortunately, 
is that through the American tate of Minnesota. Report-but then the report come 
from American sources-alleges that he bad employed Colonel Dennis as his agent to 
tir up the neighboring Indian tribe", clients in former days of the Hudson's Bay Com-
pau~', to a ·sist him in ubduin,,. the revolter . Of this we may at present believe as 
much a we plea. e, until more tru tworthy information i procurable. It takes ten <lay 
for new, from Pembina, on the .American frontier nearest Fort Garry, to reach t. Paul, 
in Minne ota, from whence it makes its way both to Canada and to us. Thu · mucll, 
however, appears clear: That fear of an Indian attack, whether well founded or only 
instigated by malevolence, have excited to a high pitch the suspicious anger of the tri-
umphant half-br eels. Captain D uni i said to have e caped; but forty-fl ye of his 
principal abettor were captur d by the insurgent ; four detained as hostages, the re-
mainder ' bani bed," which bani ·hment eem to have consisted in packing th m 
aero the frontier into linue ota, ancl wi ·]ring them a good journey to Canada. The 
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successful party are said to be und~r t,he di~·ectio_n of one Rie1, a Can!l'dian (half-breed, 
we suppose) of considerable education and mtelhgence. They have 1Ssued a proclama-
tion declaring themselves the only lawful goverument of "Rupert's Land,': (so tcrmecl 
in the company's early days of loyalty to Uharles the Second;) but o:ffermg to tr~at 
with Canada-on terms, however, we are, told, (but here again we ha,ve no authority 
on which we can rely,) which it would be.impossible for Cana,da to accept .But "inde 
pendence" apparently looms in t,he distanc<:>. A~d the maintenan~e of i1!-depende1;1-ce 
by a few thousand half-~reeds close to the frontier o~ ~ State rap1d~y fillrng up w1th 
an American population 1s not a ".'er;y: proba,ble even~, 1f 1t_ were 3: des1rable one. 
It is really necessary to look this d1sagreeable bnsmess rn the face, and not to be sat-
isfied with the idle generalities which are usually vented in such cases, about the 
strerJO'th of the British Colonial Empire arnl the duties of England in respect of it. The 
Huds~n's Bay Company held this territory under the Crown. They solc.l it-\both the 
powers of government and the land-to Canada. The home government supenntendcd 
the transaction. It is now said that Can,ula refuse to pay the purchase-money, on 
the ground that her vendor has failed to giYe her quiet possession. \Vho is to put her 
into possession, assuming further negotiation unsuccessful, and how f 
Supposing the use of force to be unavoidable, there can be little doubt that a very 
inconsiderable armed force from Canada would uffice to do what is necessary. They 
would find a divided population, one-half, or nearly o, ready to join them. The conn try 
is entirely open and accessible when once the fronti.er of the inhabited district is rnached. 
There are no mountains or important forests, no fastnesses, natural or artificial. The 
only course which woulLl seem open to the revolted would l>e to 1)etake themselves 
to the neighboriug ·wilderness, aud carry on a gneri.lla warfare with the help of the 
Indian tribes of the neighborhood. But then the Indians are said to detest the half-
castes, and to be far better inclined to aid in exterminating them than to take part 
with them. 
The Red River settlement is, as we have said, easily accessible over a plain country, 
either in mid-winter or in summer, from the peopled part of Minnesota; still its fron-
tier lies four hundred miles from St. Paul, ( close to the fa1ls of the Mississippi,) the 
nearest American- post of consequence. It is less than that distance from Lake Su-
perior, in Canada; but then the space between is a region of marsh and scrub, roadless, 
, tenantless, and almost impenetrable. How, then, is a Canadian force to reach it f 
With American permission to march through American soil, easily enough. But how 
without iU Only in one way that we can conjecture. Winter in those regions la ts 
till April or May. ·while the marshes are hard frozen it is conceival,le that an armed 
party of hardy Canadian volunteers or militia, with or without such aid as the Briti ·h 
contingent could furnish, might effect the march from Lake Superior over Canadian 
soil in sufficient force to overpower resistance. They could not bring artillery with 
them, but they would have none t :} encounter. But we must own that we hardly ex-
pect any such decisive resolution from the government of Cauada. And if it is not 
taken ~nd acted on before the spring, the opportunity is over. And then, if no accom-
modat10n has been arrived at, everything depends-however it may suit our pride to 
acknowledge_ it-on the attitude to be taken by the American government. 
It were vam to speculate on such a contingency. We can only form a conjectural 
judg:ment fro!n what we know of the habitual policy of that government and of the 
sentiments of that government and people towards ourselves. One thing has struck 
us of late as remarkable; and that is the moderation and calmness of the American 
press, usually so much addicted to the use of aggressive language on· international 
matters, ~n the general subject of Canadian politics. It seems as if our cousins were 
really sat1sfie~ ?f ~hat they ~ommonly assert, that they are only ~icling their time, and 
that the Domm10n 1s a11 but npe for peaceful annexation to their huge possessions. 
[From the Pall Mall Gazette, (London,) December 14, 1869.] 
THE DIFFICULTY AT THE RED RIVER. 
vy e wonder how m~ny members ~f t~e British public, interested in ordinary political in-
telbgence, have attamedany de:fimte1deasofthecircumstances or the scene, of that sin-
gular little _ins~rrection against t_he aut,hority of her Majesty which is, or was a few 
w-eeks ago, ~n vigor on the Re~l R1-y-er settlement. This most sequestered of all civil-
ized _spots hes a_s near as pos~ibl~ m the geographical center of the North American 
continent. It 1s a mere oasis m a desert-an oasis in a Sahara of "lakes rivers 
swamps, treeless prairies, barren hills and hollows "-the very fao--end of th~ world' 
a,s ?ld L~h~nton described the _country north of Lake Superior, whi~h forms part of it'. 
Tb~s oas1shes two thousand miles west of Montreal, ~he chief city of Canada, to which 
it J.S now ,sought _to annex the settlement, five or six hundred from the nearest point 
of Hudson s Bay, i~s only outlet by_ se~, and on~ thou~and east of the Rocky Mountains. 
But to the south 1t a~pro~ches withm fifty miles of the boundary line of the United 
S-tates; aud a population 1s now spreading rapidly over the fertile levels of the State 
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of Minnesota, southward of this line. From Canada to the Reel River the route (if a 
track known only to hunters can be so called) lies through Lake fa, Pluie, over some hl~n-
dred miles of marshes, inland waters, and portages. From the peopled parts of_Mm-
nesota it is accessible by a short and easy route over prairies. The settlement 1t8e~ 
extends some fifty miles along the Red and .Assiniboine rivers. The alluvial soil of tlleir 
bauks is wonderfully fertile. Eighteen years of uninterrupted cropping have been en-
duretl l>y it in some places. Behind the river banks extend vast plains of grass. The 
climate, it is true, is not attractive; a more than.Russian winter and a more than Can-
adian summer-eight months of frost and four months of mosquitoes. But in favorable 
seasons the produce is enormous. The sett,lers are described as reveling in rude al>und-
ance; their only drawback the absolute impossibility hitherto of exportiug their over-
plus or importing the commodities of civilized life except through the distant waters of 
Hudson's Bay, open only two or three months in the year. 
On this secluded island in the wilderness cl well some twelve or :fifteen thousand Brit-
ish sul>jects-farmers, hunters, :fishermen. They have been very mildly governed for 
some fifty years past by the Hudson's Bay Company; they have a bishop and clergy, a re-
corder, a governor, with all appliances, found for them at very trifling expense to them-
selves. And so long as the late Mr. Ellice, popularly termed the Bear, lived, they had 
in England a kind of pope, or hea.d lama, whom they venerated at a distance, aud who 
was ever active and vigilant in protecting them against the dreaded invasion of for-
eigners, British or American. For the truth is that the Hudson's Bay Company pet-
ted and encouraged these simple folks for good reasons of its own. Its rulers were ex-
cessively anxious to prevent interlopers from· meddling with their for trade to the 
uorth, and they were always ready to point to this "thriving agricultural community" 
as a proof that they had a soul for greater t,bings than the pnrsuit of fur-bearing ani-
mals-that they were, in truth, enlightened patrnns of civilization. 
It might have been thought that a community so secluded and so cared for would at 
least l>e at peace within itself. But, alas for the imperfection of human nature! nothing 
could be further from the fact. Ever since its foundation by Lord Selkirk sixty years 
ago, the settlement has been a scene of permanent intestine division. It has two per-
.suasions-.Angelican and Roman Catholic; two languages-English and French; with 
numbers nearly equal, with a considerable dose of the · savage Indian element at the 
service of either party when required. Its foundations were laid in strife. Lord Sel-
kirk brought there a stock of hardy Highlanders from Sutherland, and established them 
under the protection of the Hudson's Bay Company. But the Northwest Company of 
Moutreal strove with the former for their vast monopoly, or a share of it. They sur-
rounded the infant colony with a cordon of "half-breeds 11-o:ffspring of Canadians and 
Indian women, popularly termed "Les Bois Brul6sj'' aud ultimately actual war broke 
out bt'tweC'n them. The Scots were for a time outnumbered by their wild enemies. Gov-
ernor Semple, a brave and righteous man, was killed in a skirmish in 1816. Then the 
authorities on both sides got frightened, and peace was made. The companies coa-
lesced. And the little settlement, like infant Rome, was made to admit within one 
ring fence its Romans and Sal>ines-British settlers and half-bree<ls on the one side, 
Cana<lian half-ureeds 011 the other-to live together on as good terms as they might. 
This tho colouists accomplished judiciomily by settling apart at the opposite ends of 
the occupied ground. Since that time a kind of hollow peace has prevaile<l between 
them, hut not without interruptions. In 1836 "a person styling himself General Dick-
son, of tl1e Indian liberating army-011e of those premature filibusters whom America 
has so oft1•1J sent forth-came from Washington, and rnn.de an effort to se<luce the ser-
vants of the company with the pretended object of m1iting all the Indians in one na-
tion, of which he was to be cl~if'.f..ubder the title of Montezuma the Second." He, bis 
l>riga<lier, aidrs-de-ci:tmp, and officers, " dressed in oTand uniforms," were overtaken by 
'':iut<'r, a]l(l reaC'hed Red Rive! in sorry plight-poor Montezuma with the loss of 
bis toes-where the company, from the verynecessity of the case, were compelled to 
feed and warm their enemies until they could be sent home in t,he summer. About 
1847 a gent1Pman named Isbister, who had, we think, been in the service of the 
eornpany, aimed :it effccti11g the lil>eration of the settlers from its government, arous-
ino· a comd<lernblc ,;pirit of opposition to it in this country, and somewhat dangerous 
disaffecti<'m-f-iO it' ·en_ants complained-among the people themselves. But tho daJ?--
ger passctl away, and httle more wa heard of "Assinihoia," except its 1ww and ambi-
tions name, nntil it was sold, with other territories, hy the Hudson's Bay Company 
to the home government on l>eha.lf of Canada, and Canada was :finally placed in pos-
se.·. ·iou. 
\V(' now receive information that this transfer lias been the signal for disaffection an_d 
arm tl reYolt. The goYcrnor sent from Canada :Mr. McDougal, making bis ·way to bis 
po:,;t thro11gh the Fuit d 'tate , there being in fact, no other road, has been ·topped on 
the frontier by arm •d men, and remains a,t Pembina, in finnesota, i . uing miltl pro la-
matious to his oh tinate subjects. Bnt there i one feature in the ca e which, with 
our pn· ·ent hiformation, wear quite unable to explain. It is thi : that the m~lcon-
tcnt am r •pre entcd as belonging not to the Briti h, but to the Canadian ection of 
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the people; it is the "Bois Brules," the FrencI1-s1~eaki~Jg balf-breecl~, w~o are ''. barr~ng 
out" their Canadian governor, ancl pronouncrng m this angry way agamst umon :":th 
a Dominion largely inhabited by their own or1ginal fellow-cou_ntrymen. The Bntish 
section, full and half-breeds, are _said, on t~e other han~l, to be favorable to the c~ange, 
or to acquiesce in it. The~e thmgs reqmre explanat10n. It may be that the msur-
1,ents are simply the most 1gnornnt and turbnlc~t p_art of the settlers, ~nd those most 
~asily acted 011 by the instigati~n of malevol~nt mtngn~rs. !1 so, there 1s every reason 
to hope that the disturbance of the pea?e will b_e transie?1t o:nly, ancl that th~ common 
sense of the more enlightened party ,v1ll prevail. But 1t wi_ll perlrn_p~ b_e clrfficult for 
the Canadian government to. "1:aintain that system of spec1~l ?oucihat1on by wJ.nch 
the quondam company were w1llmg enough to purchase subm1sR~on. . . 
The matter however is one which woul<l be calculated to exmte but little mterest 
in this conutr\r were it 'not for one circumstance, with which Canada y;-ill h:.we to <leal 
as best it may. .e h[we said tlrn!- ~he Red Hive~ is (practically) all but i_naccesRible 
from Ca,nacla. :the other hand, 1t 1s very acccs ·1ble mcleecl from the contiguous part 
of the States, xisting r:tilways alone wonld suffice to ,con11 e?t it_, with bnt littlo 
expenditure of and labor, with the whole of them. :B~thu ·1~sti~ people of the 
colonial partr se o difficulty in all this; Canada has only, m then· y1cw, ~o make a 
railroad from Lake Superior to Reel River, thence across the Rock:; ~Ionntams to ~he 
Fraser River and the. work is accomplished, ancl British America lioun.l together ;nth 
a girdle of i1:011. To such reasoners as these distance, dirnatc, ancl v1t~·::;ical obstacles 
present no embarrassments at all. Those who have reflected a ht~le more _on !he 
subject know what speculative patriotism 1gnorcs; that there is _1~0 fore mg eol~m~z: tron 
or commerce to follow artificial routes, by land or by sea, eYen 1f countless nnlhous be 
de-voted to making them. The natural lines must prevail; l\linnesota will always be 
close to Red 1-fo-er, Canada, far from it. EYen now, jf ·the Dominion were forced to 
employ military force against the~e rough people-a contin~enc .. - which we co~1e~iYe _to 
be extremely improbable, but which must needs be borne m mmd-Ca,ua<.la, it 1s said , 
wonld have to ask the States for permission to send that force through their territory. 
And this must be true, unless the two or three hundred roadless miles between Lake 
Superior and Red River traverse a much more penetrable region than it is c:ommonly 
represented. It is of no use to shut our eyes to the unpleasant side of tlie questions 
like this, or to call those unpatriotic who present it to us. Admit the cliffi.culty and 
try if courage aucl ingenuity will find a solution. 
(From the T elegraph, (London,) January 11, 1870.] 
What is the meaning of the rebellion at the Red River V Who are the rebels f What 
do they want; an<l. against whom have theyrebelle<.l f These are questions which 
have lmen often aske<.l within the last few weeks by persons not otherwise m-in-
formed, ·who have been puzzlecl by the telegrams, and by extracts from the Arnerfoan 
and the Canadian press, declaring that the rebellion was rapidly gaining in strength 
and tenacity. Some peo])le, who would certainly run the risk of being plucked if they 
were undergoing a civil service examination, have even gone so far as to ask where the 
Red River is, thinking, perhaps, that it may nm into the Re<l. Sea. For the benefit of 
the geographically ignorant, let it be known that the Red River takes its rise in Min-
nesota, one of the States of the American Union, and that it runs into Lake ·winnipeg, 
in British territory. This portion of British America was formerly known as Rupert's 
Land, and was governed under the sovereignty of Great Britain, by officials of the Hud-
son's Bay Company, holding from the Earl of Selkirk ancl others, to whom it was granted 
by charter of King Charles II. Little was heard or known about the Red River or 
• about the vast districts of the Saskatchewan ancl Assiuiboine, while those reo·ions 
were still uncle~· the sleepy, though paternal, rule of the olcl Hudson's Bay Company. 
It ~as the policy of those wealthy traders, who were fur dealers, and not miners or 
agricultnri~ts, to represent the whole region as a howling wilderness, fit only for the 
purp?ses of the hunter and the trapper. But the Americans in the contermilious State 
of Mmnesota were much too acute to be deceived, and convinced themselves by ocular 
?,emonstration that the region was one that might be made to flow with milk and honey 
1f opened up to emigration. Canada, whose own frontiers in that direction hacl never 
b een clearly define_d, looked with a longing eye towan1 the Reel River, and in 1858 she 
se?-t out an exploring expedition to the northwest, under the charge of Professor YouJ_e 
Hu:~cle, who, in 186~, presented his report to the Canadian Parliament. That report, 
wlnch w~s transmitted to England, ancl printed by order of the House of Commons 
set forth m detail what was already known to the Minuesotians and to all the actuai 
settlers-that th_e Red ~iver territory was as well adn,ptecl for colonization as any other 
part of the contment, and that, although some districts to the north were fitter for the 
hunter than for the plowman, there was "a fertile belt" capable of profitable cultiva-
tion, and almost as large as England. Even at, that comparatively early elate the Can-
adian~ made up their minds to possess the country. In the year 1863, when the Hud-
son's Bay Company was revolutionized by a coi1p de main-we might almost call it a, 
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coup d'etat-and enrrineered by Mr.-now Sir Edward- Watkin, a proposal was laid he-
fo;e the Duke of Newcastle then secretary for the colonies, to establish a cr<;>wn col-
ony on the Red River, uncle~· the name either of Rupert'~ Land or of _Hes_J?ena. The 
duke was understood to be favorable to the project; but his successors 1n office see_mecl 
to think that the mother country had colonies enough on her hands, and_ they declmed. 
to take any steps for increasing the nat~onal family. Thus matt~rs re1:11~~1ned fornearlr 
six years, the id~a ?fa crow:ncolony bem~wholly abandon~d by1ts 01:igmal pro~oters. 
After lonrr negotiat10ns, which were contmua.Ily on the pomt of fallmg through, the 
politician~ of Canada ultimately prevailed with t~e Briti~½ gove·rnment, n_ot onl! to 
permit, but to favor, a conf_e~eracy of the whole of the British No!th American p1,o;• 
inces. The anomalous position of the Hudson's Bay Company, with regard to Gre,1t 
Britain on the one hand and Canada on the other, could not fail to come under con-
sideration. The result was, that the Hudson's Bay Company, acting under pressure 
from the colonial of.flee, consented to sell its rights, whatever they might be, t? the 
Canadian Dominion for the sum of £:300,000. · Those rights included the sovereignty 
- suuject to British supremacy- of the Red River country, and part, if not the whole, 
of the famous "fertile belt." 
Every one knows that there must be two parties to a bargain ; bnt to this particnlar 
bar<Yaiu there happened to be three parties; and, to all present appearance, there are, 
or speedily will be, four. The local population included descendants of the French 
who colonized Canada and the regions of the Red River before their cession to the 
British crown in 1760, and the half-breeds, the result of French intermarriage with 
the Indians; a considerable sprinkling of Scotsmen, who are to be found in every 
region under the snn where there is fortune to be got by hard work and enterprise; 
and a still larger infusion of Americans from Minnesota and ·wisconsin. This highly 
mixed people objected to incorporation or confederation with the Canadian Dominion, 
and declared point-blank that the sovereignty resided with the people, and that they 
were not to be sold by the Hudson's Bay Company or bought by Caua,da, but that they 
were, or intended to be, masters of their own destiny. They might possibly elect to 
remain a colony or dependency of the British crown, but most certainly they would 
not elect to join their fortunes with those of Canada. Hereupon issue was joined and 
battle was declared. The latest telegrams report that the fortune of war inclines to 
the side of the Red Riverians- they must forgive us if we cannot bit; upon a better 
name for them-that they have captured forty-five of the leading inhabitants, who are 
conspicuous for their loyalty- whether to the Canadian Dominion or to Great Britain, 
or to both, is not stated-have tried them by court-martial, and have sentenced them 
to perpetual exile from the territory, with the exception of four, who are to be detained 
as hostages. The governor, Mr. McDougall, deputed by the Canadian Domiuion, a 
f11w months ago, to take possession and to organize a regular government, has been 
defeated, with all the loyal force that he brought with him or could summon to his 
aid, and has been forced to retreat across the American frontier. The Canadian gov-
ernment is prevented from sending him re-enforcements through British territory, not 
only by the difficulties belonging to the severe winter, but by the absence of roads; 
and it cannot send him aid through American territory, where there are not only com-
mon roads, but railroads, because the consent of the federal government is necessary, 
and the mere application for such permission-which might possiuly be refused-
would be a confo., ion of weakness, much too humiliating to be hazarded, in face of the 
well-known desire of the Americans to annex the whole territory. The rebels are 
statecl to be almost exclusively composed of the French and the Indian populations, 
and the half-breecls . ·we suspect, however, that immigrants from Minnesota have a 
greater hand in the rebellion than is supposed. The discontent is of more ancient 
growth than tho pnrchase_ of the territory from the Hudson's Bn,y Company; for so • 
early as June, J 62, a ma1_ufesto was put forth at Selkirk, the prin.cipal town, declaring 
t,hat nothing wonlcl satisfy the people but annexation to the United States. The 
authors of the manifesto complained that Great Britain treated them with indifference 
and 11eglect; tha,t the count~y had no postal communication with any part of the 
world, except !hroncrh the U_mted i?tates; that it had no means of supplying itself with 
any mcrchanchse or c_ornrnod1ty whwh the residents required, except by the same ch:rn-
nel, or hy costly traclmg atHl uncertain communication with Canada. The animus of 
these complaints ":as evidently American, and any one who knows the eagerness of the 
Am rican,' for territory, whether to the north or to the south of the existing Uni011, 
will not be surprise<l to 1 am that the rebellion is enconraged by American sympathy, 
and may, at any moment, on. uclden provocation, receive American support. General 
Hancock, tho federal officer in command in Miuue ota, has declared that he will not 
, end troop to Pemhina, the American tation on the frontier, unless lie learns t} at 
American , ettl r are in dano-er of being troubled by the Ill(lians. 1'1ie wonl are 
ominon · of corning ·omplication , and have au unplea 'ant smack of approachiug in-
tervention . 
• Th event, how Yer it ma,' turn, proves the wi dom of those who, more than , ix 
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rrorn Canada to Columbia. Had this idea been carried out, uo r ebellion woulil have 
;U'isen on t,he Reel River, aud no difficnlt.y would have occnr~·ed. It may now l>e too 
:ate, tllongh we cannot help thinking th3:t, even n_ow the estn bhsh1:1ent of such a ~?lonf 
uv tlle imperial O'Overnment would pacify the msurgents, checl,._urnto the Amei icans, 
relieve tile Canadian Dominion of a pa,yrnent, which it cannot well a,~orcl to make, and 
open up to colonization, uot only the valuable territory oft.he Red River, but t~e vast 
regions of the Saskatchewan. The e:essiou of t.he ~ountry _to: qanada was a u_11 sfakc. 
Cariada can neither govern nor colomze nor. subdue 1t; _anc~ 1f 1t 1s not to be ult1~11ately 
ceded to the America·us, probably the best tlnng to do '!1th 1 i, wonl<l l>c ~o pl:ice 1t upon 
the same footing with regard to the Crown as Columbrn, or a8 Canada, itself. 
[From the Times, (London,) January 13, 1870.J 
Our readers will have observed from time to time, iu onr America,n iutelligence, 
statements respecting the Red River rebel~iou_, and th,e tronl~les which beset t_be Can-
adian authorities on the shores of Lake vVmrnpeg. 'I he nnbJr.ct naturally excites but 
a very faint interest; the place is distant; its geographical 1~osition js obscure; ~he 
,·auses of the quarrel are only vaguely known; and the resnlt 1s al11:1ost a m3:tt~r ~f m-
difference to individual Englishmen . _I~ is the affair_ ~f tlie T Canadian_ Domrn10~1, a~d 
does not come. within the sphere of Bnt1sh home politics. let there 1s sornethmg m 
this remote tumult in the wilds of the Nev World which will repay attention. B ven 
a dramatic element is not wanting. In short, the Red RiYer ,...- arfarc only needs a 
·'sacred bard" to win a respectable place among cotemporary events. 
About midway between Canada and the Ro9ky Monntaii1s, and close on the_ northern 
border of the United States, is the settlement which is now the scene of what we must 
call a civil war. It forms part of the va,st territory which has hitherto been adminis-
tered by the Hudson's Bay Company. The seat of the settlement is likely to be one of 
the most prosperous in the north of the continent. The climate is, indeed, rigorous, 
though, we believe, far less severe than under the same latitnde on the Atlantic shore. 
The land is one of lake and stream, and does not yield to any part of the continent in 
the majestic vastness of its waters. A system of thrne great lakes receives the rivers 
of a vast region. Lake Winnipeg has a length of 264 mHes, and an average width of 
35 miles; it covers not less tha,n 9,000 square miles. To the south west of Winnipeg 
lies Lake Manitoba, and to the west, La,ke Winnipegoos, the three lakes being con-
nected by navigable channels. Their united area is said to equal that· of Lakes Ontario 
and Erie combined. The great stream of the Saskatchewnn, after flowing a thousand 
miles from the Rocky Mountains, falls into Lake Winnipeg ; the 'Winnipeg, the Red 
River, and the Assiniboine roll through the same favored region. The settlers have 
lived hitherto under the protection of the Hudson's Bay Company, being reconciled, no 
doubt, to its anomalous jurisdiction by the fact that they were left to govern them-
selves pretty much as they chose. We do not hear that they ha,ve been very energetic 
and progressive, but they have been independent and contented. Agriculture and 
hunting have given them a livelihood, and they have bad some share of the blessings 
of civilization, for on their southern border the State of Minnesot,a has made remark-
ible progress, particularly in the development of its railway system. Through Minne-
<ota, the remote Winnipeg has been brought into contact wHh the outer world. One 
111ay assume that a good deal of the American spirit has been diffused among the set-
1lers. Those of French origin are said to l>e very numerous-perhaps the majority. 
In th_e present quarrel they have almost unanimous~y taken part against the new order 
if things, and they are the most deeply concerned m the movement for independence. 
!he English are more placable, though many of these have opposed the new governor, 
iud nearly all of them would have preferred to be left as they were. The third element 
:n the population is the Indian. Many of those called French or Ei1glislt are of mixed 
\reed, and there a:r:e, besides, numbers of full-blooded Indians more or less reclaimed 
~om savagery, and living on terms of amity :with the white men. 
It -was to this primitive community that the government of Canada announced some 
ton. ths ago that the Hudson's Bay territory had been transferred to the Dominion, and 
ihat the settlers must prepare to r eceive a governor and officials appointed l>y itself. 
In its acts the Dominion appears to have been premature, for the transfer of the Hud-
~n:'s Bay territory had not been completed, and, even assuming t.hat the purchase would 
~ve the Canadians the right to govern the Red River as they pleased, that right, had 
not accrued. But in the autumn Mr. William McDougall was sent to the settlement 
~governor. We will endeavor to guard against doing injustice to this gentleman, of 
"horrt we know nothing; and it is proper to state that almost everything ,ye hear 
01Ues from those who are friendly to the insurgents. But it is not, indeed, necessary 
to charge Mr. McDougall with violence or rashness; the people of the Red River would 
?lobabl y have opposed any other governor with equal pertinacity, for it wa,,s to the 
!Mnciple of the transfer, which bad been or was to be made without a,ny reference to 
their own disposition, that they objected. Mr. McDougall took possession of the gov-
ttnro.ent and issued a proclamation which gave much offem,e. It is urged on behalf of 
S. Ex. Doc. 33-4 
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the insnrgents that he came without any constitutional limitation of his powers, that 
he was free to appoint his own creatures to every post of emolm:1ent, and to order 
thinrrs exclusively by bis own will. The settlers feared that the rights they had _ac-
quir~d by occupn,tion would be set aside; and they assert tt1at the governor's Ca_nad1a.n 
surveyors nu1,rked out pieces of land for the friends they expected, although thJS very 
land mi o-bt be in the possession of a squatter whose rights the community had always 
respected. Then the settlers feared for their intercourse ·with the United S_tates, 
through which they bad been supplied with tbe necessaries and the few luxune~ of· 
their life. The Dominion might, if it chose, impose h eavy duties on goods crossrng 
the frontier, an<l. the old freedom of backwoods trade be interrupted for the b~nefit of 
people living fifteen hundred miles off, and exercising- a purely usurped authority . . 
Such, ,according to themselves, arc the grievances of the inhabitants of the RedR1v~r 
settlement. Mr. McDougall soon found that be must use force if h~ wish~d to _reta~ 
any nnthority whatever. It appears that there was a scheme to enlist Indian tnbes in 
the government service, but this seems to ha:ve been attempted to a very small e~tent, 
and to 1.Jave been quite a failure . Tbc' governor could make no way against the rnsur-
gents; they took possession of Fort Garry, an<l mau.e it the headquarters of their ne_w 
government; they attacked the gov-ernor again on the boruer, captured the fort m 
which he hatl sheltered himself, and drove him iuto United States territory. Wheu 
last heard of he was at Pembina, in Minnesota. He was said to be making efforts to 
get up a counter-revolution, but without ~1ccess, and he had with him no force but 
about :fifty S,vamp Iudians. The insurgents have established a government of ~heir 
own; they send suspected persons across the border into the United States; they main-
tain a mounted. pa,trol, ancl they have their scouts at Pembina to watch tlie governor. 
But we·ba,ve anticipated in speakiug of the actual exercise of government the solemn 
formality wit,h which it was assnmed. Be it known, then, that tlie provisional gov-
ernment of Rupert's Land and of the Northwest Territory published its '' declaration 
of independence" on the 24th of November, 1856. This document is as close an imit&-
tion of the celebrated performance of Jefferson as could. be attained by the simple pa-
triots of the Red River. Like its model, it opens ruaj estica.Uy : "Whereas, it is ad· 
mittec1 by all men as a fundamental principle that the public authority commands the 
respect ancl obedience of all its subjects, it is also admitted that the people to be gov-
erned. have the right to aclopt or reject tho form of governme11t, or refuse allegiance to 
that which is proposed." The iusnrgents go on to declare that when a community is 
abanclonecl by its rulers, or transferred by them without its consent to a foreign power, 
the ties of allcg-iancc are broken, and the people of Rupert's Land and the Northwest 
Tenitor.v 1.Jave uow become free and exempt from all allegiance to the government. 
They refu"e to recognize the authority of Canada ; they throw on the Dominion the 
responsibility of the conflict which will be ca,used by a perseverance in a, policy of sub: 
jugation, and they conclude as follows: "In support of this declaration, rel,yiug on the 
protection of Diviue Providence, we mutually pledge ourselves on oath, our Jives, our 
fortunes, and our sacred honor, to each other." It remains to be noticed that this docu-
ment is signed by John Bruce, presjdent, aud Louis Riell, secretary, who, we presume, 
stand for "the representatives of the people in council assembkd." President John 
Bruce is, as we learn from an American source, "a half-breed, chosen from the people, 
not for his atta.i1110ents, thongh these a,re by no means to be disparaged1 but because 
be is a correct representative of the ideas aucl des ires of the people from which be ema-
n_at~s." He is thirty-five years old. General Louis Riell, the "secretary" of the eoun-
cil, IR French by blood, an<l. twenty-four years of age. He combines much of the de-
tcrrnin~tion "of apoleon with tbe tactics of Cmsar." It would seem that, in hustling 
tl~c 1111tor~una,te McDougall ~ut of .the Territory, be has found means to impress bis 
fnends with a, transcendent 1clea of bis genius. Such are the people, tbe events, and 
~he leaders; and our readers will agree with us that tlie whole forms a subject oi some 
mterest. Th statesmen of the Canaclian Dominion will have need of all tbefr skill 
and ~aut_ion, a. _well a their courage, if they wish to unite the whole of Britjsh North 
Amerwa mto a smgle tate. 
[From the Spectator, (London,) .January 15, 1870.J 
TIIE L: SUitGE TS OF TIIE RED RIVER, 
As far as we can see, the British government has only one course to pursue with the 
in, urgent \Vhrnipeggcr., a derisive Americans call them, anil. tl1at js to wait quietly 
till um mer arriY s, and then re tore the imperial authority, if neces ary by an expedi-
tion a: powerful a. that which overthrew King Theodore. The ca e of the jn urgent 
i no doubt v ry remarkab] , antl in one respect exceptional, but they arr pleadin(J' it 
in a way to whi b 110 government t,]rnt inteud to continne exi tiug cn,n possibly ub-
mit. They are appealiup; to a foreign power to assist them in repelling a legal jnris• 
dirtion . et ov r them u, Parliament, and iu th rneau time resistii1g tbat jurisdiction by 
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reYolt on the Red River do not form a colony in_the ~odern sense of that term; ~ha~ is, 
1 dependent state owing allegiance to her . MaJesty m the last resort, but _w1~ldrng 
many of the powers of sovereignty; but are simply a body of squattcrR w1thm her 
lfajesty's dominion who have been allowed to do very much as they pleased, but who 
are none the less b~und to obey the authority set over the1;11, provided onJy tha~ the 
authority is British. They seem to see this themselves, for_ m the declaration of mde-
pendence issued on the 8th of December at Port Garry, "President" J obn Bruce decla!es, 
on beha,lf of the provisional go-yernment, that ~be. settlers have been transf~rred :"~th-
onttheir ownconsent to" a foreign power," and mt1ma~es that ther are ~ebellmg~g;am~t 
that but the assertion is absolutely without foundation. The Canadian Dom1mon 1s 
as n;uch a part of her Majesty's realm as the_ county of Cornwall, ancl the settlers have 
as much legal right to resi~t their a_nnexat10n_ t? Canada a~ the people of Cro~arty 
would ha.veto resist the fusion of theu oddly-dw1ded connty mto Ross and Sutherland 
'hires. In driving out Mr. McDougall, if he were legally appoi1;1ted-a fact_of which 
there is some doubt-they are resisting the Qneen's representative, an_d res1sta1;1ce of 
tllat kind cannot be tolerated if the empire is to bold together. It 1s one tlnng to 
allow a colony, organized by Parliame~t _with a vie": to its ultimate in~ependence, to 
go free after_ a regular vote and negotiation? and qmt~ a~other to permit a handful of 
settlers to kick out the royal flao· a11d transfer the terntones they happen to roam over 
t-0 a foreign power. The Winnipeggers claim the whole North west, of which they do 
not occupy a thousandth part, and are said to int~n~ to app~al to P~esid~nt_Grant 
that they and "their" possessions may be included w1thm the Umon. It 1s qmte 1m~os-
sible for any government to put up with coercion of that kind, and great ~s ~he cli~-
culties in the way of action are, they must be faced, and faced by Great Bntam. It 1s 
her authority which is resisted, and not tha,t of Canada, for the settlers have not 
formed themselves into a colony willing to accept a British governor, in which case we 
might have waited a few years for the fusion ordered by Parliament; but into a, state 
claiming independence, and intending to request admittance into the Union. The dif-
ficulty of exerting ·British power at that distance ancl in such a locality is very great, 
but it must be faced, as similar difficulties were faced in Abyssinia, or we mnst be con-
tent to allow that British authority can be safely defied whenever it is inconvenient to 
exert it; that is, we must surrender the :first idea of empire. It, is greatly to be re-
gretted that a force cannot be dispatched to the Red River at once, bnt that is, we 
presume, impossible. We cannot proceed by the natural route through Minnesota, the 
republic forbidding transit for troops across its territory, and action by the Canadian 
route involves the march of a thousand men, with arms, amunition, and ba.gga.ge-
thn:t is, practically of 2,000 men and 1,500 horses-through an impervious forest in 
w~wh every pound of forage must be carried, and every step of the road must be cut 
11:1th the axe, a work which in winter may be pronounced impossible. The men would 
die of cold and want of provisions, or arrive too exhausted to be of service. There is 
nothing to do but wait; but the weather once favorable, that road must ue made at 
any expense, and the Red River brought back to its allegiance, if necessary by force. 
The danger of American complications, though no doubt considerable, must be faced 
as cour~.geously as may be, with full consciousness that it is serious, but a full resolve 
also i:ot to suffer it to enfeeble an imperial policy. If we are to remain in North 
A.menca at all, we must act in our own dominions without this incessant reference to 
the id~as of statesmen who never deflect their own policy out of any deference to us. 
There 1s neither dignity nor safety in this perpetual apprehension of a power which 
k?ows perfectly well that war with Great Britain would be the gravest event in its 
history, and if not insulted or assailed; will at least choose a great occasion for so great 
a. struggle. The Union does not want the Reel River at the price of a seven years' war. 
But we may be asked, although these settlers by Lake Winnipeg are legally in the 
wro_ng, may they not have a moral justification for their action 1 That is only to ask 
aga.m the old question of the limit to the right of insurrection. Has every community, 
however small, the riJ?;ht _to destroy an organization, however great, becanse it thinks 
th3:t by s~wh destruction 1t may benefit itseln May the people of the Orkneys morally 
claim a nght to set up for themselves 1 We dare say the few thousands of people 
;eprese~ted at Ji'.ort Garr:y would be a good deal happier if their possessions formed a 
tate of the Umon, and 1f they governed themselves in the rouo·h way they like, and 
if they were exempt from any fear of Canadian taxation, and il'they were left in full 
enj oyment of their practical monopoly in the waste land. We do not know that they 
would be, but we are quite willing to assume that they know their own bnsiness best. 
But then the happiness of Red River settlers is surely not· the ultimate end of the 
world'~ politics, or even of those of North America; and it is as certain as anything of 
that krn:l can be that the world and the continent would both be injured by the inde-
pendence of the Red River. The world would be injured because its freest and most 
civilized state would be proclaimed powerless to hold her own, a failure in organiza-
tion and in ideal; and North America would lose its greatest prospect, the rise of two 
great and friendly but different political civilizations. The p1anofthe Caundian Domin-
ion is ~ very great and very wise one, and we cannot admit the right of a few thousand 
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settlers, whether half-breeds or whole-breeds, to mar it either for the sake of their own 
political dignity or their own personal comfort. We regret greatly that they should 
suffer; we would make any concession compatible with the general policy, and are not 
without respect for the kind of self-esteem bred by political isolation and the habit of 
independence; but those feelings, though they would induce us to spare after subjuga-
tion, would not induce us to avoid subduing. The British Parliament and the im-. 
mense maJority of persons in British America have agreed to found there a grand state, 
and any groups of individuals who cannot approve the plan must either endure it 
patiently or depart. They cannot be allowed to stand in the way either of the imperial 
career, or of the destiny which the whole empire deems the most fortunate for the va.st 
territory in which their "settlement" is. but a pretentious village. 
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